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"Teaching a child to love music without giving him or her the tools to read and notate it 
may be compared to teaching a child to love literature without teaching him or her how to 
read and write."   
— Joy Anderson (2016, p. 68) 
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Abstract 
Rhythm is one of the most fundamental and important elements of musical 
performance, but many scholars maintain that rhythm sight-reading remains one of the 
biggest challenges for musicians in high school ensembles. The purpose of this study was 
to determine the rhythm sight-reading strategies of accomplished high school 
instrumentalists and whether the strategies they used were aligned with their respective 
visual, aural, kinesthetic, or read/write learning styles as determined by their VARK 
Questionnaire responses. The five questions that guided this inquiry were: (1) What 
learning strategies do Florida All-State musicians demonstrate while previewing 
challenging notated rhythm rhythms? (2) What learning strategies do Florida All-State 
musicians demonstrate while sight-reading challenging notated rhythms? (3) What 
sensory learning styles (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) do these demonstrated 
learning strategies represent? (4) Which sensory learning styles do these All-State 
musicians generally prefer while learning, according to their VARK Questionnaire 
results? (5) How do the learning strategies used successfully and unsuccessfully by these 
All-State musicians while sight-reading notated rhythms relate to their sensory learning 
 viii 
style preferences? The 30 participants included 11th- and 12th-grade band musicians who 
had successfully auditioned into the Florida All-State Band or Orchestra multiple times. 
The verbal protocol analysis (VPA) technique was used to identify each student’s rhythm 
sight-reading strategies as they previewed and performed challenging rhythms on a 
keyboard. Data were coded and scored a minimum of two times. Each student musician’s 
strategies were then compared with his or her learning style preferences as determined by 
their responses to the VARK Questionnaire. The findings revealed that the participants 
used a wide variety of sight-reading strategies during both their preview time and while 
performing rhythms. Participants’ modality preferences, as determined by their responses 
to the VARK Questionnaire, were aural (83.3%), kinesthetic (73.3%), read/write 
(56.7%), and visual (53.3%). A comparison of the participants’ learning strategies to their 
preferred learning style preferences revealed that all 30 of the participants aurally or 
internally vocalized the rhythm patterns using “dut” or “1-e-&-a” syllables. Additionally, 
all but one of them utilized kinesthetic pulse strategies. The results of the study suggest 
that musicians may benefit from learning varied kinesthetic pulse and aural rhythm 
pattern strategies, as well as visual strategies, in order to select the ones that they like to 
use and best facilitate the execution of rhythms successfully. Additional findings indicate 
that high school musicians should be given adequate practice time so they can develop 
and apply their preferred strategies. 
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Chapter 1: Examining the Problem 
During my teaching career, I have instructed middle school, high school, 
community college, university, and adult musicians. I continually find that a large 
number of musicians in those institutions sight-read rhythms poorly. They appear to rely 
upon imitating their teachers, other students, and recordings in order to learn and perform 
challenging notated rhythms rather than utilizing rhythm sight-reading strategies. This 
study emerged from my desire to teach rhythm sight-reading more effectively. This 
chapter introduces the theoretical, pedagogical, and conceptual foundations for this 
investigation. 
Defining the Problem 
Sight-reading notated rhythms continually ranks as one of the biggest problems 
encountered by musicians performing alone or in instrumental ensemble rehearsals 
(Bebeau, 1982; Boyle, 1970; Flowers, 1984; Gage, 1994; Goolsby, 1999; Kohut, 1965, 
1973; Major, 1982; Miessner, 1966; Oare, 2007; O’Leary, 2010; Pontious, 1982; 
Schleuter, 1997; Varley, 2005; Vos & Handel, 1987). Properly framing this rhythm sight-
reading problem within the context of the existing body of research requires an 
examination of several topics. These topics include student musicians’ dependence upon 
musical imitation rather than using effective sight-reading strategies, the importance of 
possessing musical literacy and sight-reading skills for musicians participating in 
instrumental ensembles, and the important and necessary role that rhythm provides when 
producing quality musical performances. Additional issues include the broad extent of 
musicians’ rhythm sight-reading and rhythm-performing problems, the lack of non-
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empirically based methods included in instrumental method books which are perpetually 
used by music teachers, and Edwin Gordon’s (2007) Music Learning Theory, which is 
the framework guiding this inquiry. 
Musical imitation. Several researchers and educators have stated that 
instrumental musicians heavily rely on imitation in order to learn and perform music 
(Apfelstadt, 1986; Camp, 1988; Doerksen, 1972; Frewen, 2010; Gordon, 2007; 
Levinowitz & Scheetz, 1998; Oare, 2007, 2011). Doerksen (1972) hypothesized that this 
dependence on rhythm imitation may exist because students frequently learn to read 
rhythms in large ensemble classes. Therefore, many students may follow and imitate each 
other rather than developing and using their own rhythm sight-reading strategies.  
Despite the notion that students rely on imitation when encountering new 
rhythms, researchers have discovered that many students perform poorly during rhythm-
imitation tests (Drake, 1993: Fraisse, 1982; Gérard & Drake, 1990; Povel, 1981). Other 
scholars have contended that imitation-reliant students do not fully understand rhythmic 
concepts such as beat subdivision and they often lack the ability to maintain a steady 
tempo (Frewen, 2010; Gordon, 2007; Lehmann & Davidson, 2002; McPherson, 2005). 
Researchers caution that some younger students cannot always imitate their teachers, 
especially if they do not understand rhythmic concepts in the first place (Sadakata, 
Hoppe, Brandmeyer, Timmers, & Desain, 2008). Additionally, imitation only works 
when someone can correctly model the desired rhythms and will actually do so (Pursell, 
2007). Therefore, students may severely limit their rhythm sight-reading and rhythm-
performing abilities if they rely on imitation as their main strategy.  
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Musical literacy. Scholars continue to debate the importance of musical notation 
literacy (Reifinger, 2012); however, a large number of music education scholars consider 
Western notational literacy to be an important goal for school musicians participating in 
ensembles because they need to learn large amounts of notated music throughout the 
course of the school year (Alexander & Henry, 2012; Baer, 2010; Brittin, 2001; Gromko, 
2004; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; McCabe, 2004; Oare, 2011; Stevenson, 2010; 
Varley, 2005). Some authors maintain that notational literacy can provide musicians with 
useful skills to enhance their independent music-making experiences (Anderson, 2016; 
Fourie, 2004; Hedden, 2010; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002). 
National and state music organizations support the teaching of music notation 
literacy. For example, the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) listed 
reading and notating music as one of their nine National Standards for Music Education. 
The first line of text on the standards page on the NAfME website states, “The 2014 
Music Standards are all about Music Literacy” (NAfME, 2019, para. 1, emphasis in 
original). Additionally, the state of Florida’s 2014 Sunshine State Standards for Music 
specifies music literacy as an important learning objective for music students (Florida 
Department of Education, 2014). According to Reifinger (2012), these standards serve as 
a mandate for music educators to teach music literacy.  
Sight-reading. An important and beneficial component of music notation literacy 
includes a musician’s ability to sight-read (Ferguson, 2017; Hayward & Gromko, 2009; 
Kopiez & Lee, 2008; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; Pursell, 2007; Wurtz, Mueri, & 
Weisendanger, 2009). Sight-reading has been defined as performing music at first sight 
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without any prior preparations (Fourie, 2004; Hagen, 2001b; Hayward & Gromko, 2009; 
McPherson, 2005). On the other hand, other educators, musicians, and researchers define 
sight-reading as the first performance of a piece, even if a brief or extensive examination 
of the notation occurred in advance (Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; Penttinen & 
Huovinen, 2011). Stevenson (2010) noted that researchers use the terms sight-reading, 
sight-singing, and music-reading interchangeably in the literature. In this investigation, 
these three terms will all refer to the first performance of a notated musical excerpt, 
regardless of whether an advance preview had occurred.  
Musicians who sight-read proficiently enjoy the benefit of learning more music in 
less amount of time (Alexander & Henry, 2012; Baer, 2010; Brittin, 2001; Lehmann & 
McArthur, 2002; McCabe, 2004; Oare, 2011; Stevenson, 2010; Varley, 2005). In 
addition, sight-reading can improve a musician’s independent music making skills 
(Fourie, 2004; Hedden, 2010; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002). Moreover, sight-reading 
requirements often exist for many music classes, ensemble contests, and ensemble 
auditions (Ferguson, 2017; Hayward & Gromko, 2009; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; 
Stevenson, 2010; Wristen, 2005; Wurtz et al., 2009). Furthermore, researchers and band 
directors have expressed concern that beginning instrumentalists who lack sight-reading 
skills may fall behind their classmates (McPherson, 1994; Elliott, 1982). This may lead to 
a decreased interest in, and lessened participation in, musical activities (Colwell & 
Goolsby, 1992; Gordon, 2007).  
Rhythm. At least 50 different definitions and connotations exist for the word 
“rhythm;” however, scholars generally agree that multiple components comprise the 
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musical element called rhythm. These components of rhythm can include meter, tempo, 
pulse, note durations, rhythm subdivisions, note groupings, and even kinesthetic 
movements (Fourie, 2004; Fust, 2006; Gordon, 2007; London, 2001; Thompson & 
Schellenberg, 2002; Varley, 2005). Because many scholarly studies that examined 
rhythm included different subsets of these musical concepts, a standardized research 
definition of rhythm fails to exist (Fraisse, 1982; Jones, 1985; Stebleton, 1987). Gordon 
(2007) summed up this situation by stating, “the nature and organization of rhythm can 
never be explained adequately to everyone’s satisfaction” (p. 177). Although no 
standardized definition of rhythm exists, many music theorists, psychologists, 
philosophers, and educators classify rhythm as one of the basic and fundamental building 
blocks of music (Benjamin, Horvitt, & Nelson, 2008; Benward & Saker, 2009; Hedden, 
2010; Kosta & Payne, 2000; Lange, 2005; Matsumura, Yamamoto, & Fujinami, 2011; 
Richardson, 2005). 
Rhythm sight-reading. Musicians’ rhythm-reading deficiencies have affected 
their overall scores on sight-reading tests (Bean, 1938; Boyle, 1970; Elliott, 1982; Fourie, 
2004; Green, 1973; Hodges, 1992; McPherson & Renwick, 2001; Thomson, 1953; Van 
Nuys & Weaver, 1943, Walker, 1992). Several researchers maintained that rhythm errors 
comprised a majority of their subjects’ sight-reading problems. For example, Thomson 
(1953) found that rhythm errors comprised over 50% of the students’ sight-reading 
errors. McPherson (1994) found that the sight-reading errors made by intermediate and 
advanced high school musicians included 59% to 64% of the total mistakes, which was 
three times more than the number of pitch errors. In two separate experiments, Fourie 
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(2004) reported that rhythm errors accounted for 80% of the sight-reading problems. 
McPherson and Renwick (2001) decided not to count the number of rhythm mistakes 
committed by 7- to 9-year-old students practicing wind instruments because of their 
inferior rhythmic accuracy. 
Rhythm problems have accounted for the largest number of problems during 
school band rehearsals (Boyle, 1970; Gage, 1994; Goolsby, 1999; Miessner, 1966; 
Pontious, 1982; Revelli, 1955). Goolsby (1999) revealed that expert and novice band 
directors addressed rhythm and tempo problems more than any other issue during their 
ensemble rehearsals. Pontious (1982) reported that expert high school band directors 
spent 24.9% of their rehearsal time correcting rhythm problems. Decreasing rhythm 
problems would provide band directors with more time to rehearse other musical aspects. 
Reading notated rhythms presents challenges for all-state and honor band 
students. Publisher and composer John O’Reilly stated in an interview with Varley 
(2005) that  
I get very frustrated when I conduct honor bands that really don't read very well. 
A few years back I was commissioned to write a piece for an Allstate [sic] high 
school band. I included lots of 5/8, 7/8, etc., and it was like pulling teeth to get the 
kids through the piece (p. 80).  
 
Therefore, it appears that poor rhythm sight-reading skills occur in music ensembles 
regardless of the musicians’ ability levels. The goal of the present study is to discover 
which rhythm sight-reading strategies Florida All-State musicians prefer to use.  
Instrumental method books and music teachers. Some researchers have stated 
that prevailing teaching strategies remain speculative and superficial until empirically 
tested (Fourie, 2004; Gordon, 2000, 2007; Haskell, 2001; Reifinger, 2006). Most popular 
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instrumental method books, however, are not based upon empirical research (Gordon, 
2007, Grunow 2005; Hagen, 2001a; Hill, 2008; Varley, 2005). Varley (2005) interviewed 
11 authors of 18 popular instrumental method books and discovered that the selected 
rhythm-systems used in their texts were based on popularity, personal experience, or 
personal success with a particular system, rather than on research findings. Hill (2008) 
surveyed the authors of the five most popular piano methods used in Alabama, Arkansas, 
Tennessee, and Louisiana. Half of those method book authors included counting syllables 
in their texts based on the authors’ preferences. Another 25% admitted that they did not 
know for certain which system produced superior results for children.  
Many music teachers perpetually teach rhythm using non-empirically tested 
teaching methods (Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; McPherson, 2005; Phelps, Sadoff, 
Warburton, & Ferrara, 2005; Varley, 2005). Similar to the explanations provided by 
method book authors, Varley (2005) found that 65.9% of the 377 surveyed music 
teachers voiced “personal experience” rather than empirical evidence as the reason they 
used their current rhythm-teaching method. Thus, many teachers continue to teach as 
their teachers taught them (Hedden, 2010) or in the manner that they themselves learn 
best (Wislock, 1993), rather than employing teaching strategies that result in successful 
music making for students (McPherson, 2005).  
Gordon’s music learning theory and audiation. Edwin Gordon (2007) stated, 
“How students learn is virtually ignored” (p. 30). Thus, he developed a framework called 
Music Learning Theory (MLT) to explain how people learn music. Gordon (1980, 1988, 
1997, 2007) developed MLT on the premise that students do not fully learn, understand, 
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or proficiently perform music without possessing audiation skills. Audiation refers to 
internally hearing and understanding previously heard music, music currently sounding, 
or music one will hear or perform in the immediate future.  
Gordon (2007) stated that most students learn music through imitation. Imitation 
is to audiation what tracing somebody else’s picture is to creating an original drawing. 
Gordon expounded that musicians who audiate, organize rhythms into musically 
meaningful groupings. This contrasts with non-audiating performers who simply decode 
notation without fully understanding the music they read or hear. To help musicians 
develop audiation skills, Gordon (2007) created tonal and rhythm learning sequences. 
These learning sequences include natural body movements, such as swaying, as opposed 
to forced movements such as foot tapping, and a set of rhythm syllables (sixteenth notes 
verbalized as Du-Ta-De-Ta) based on beat function rather than mathematical 
relationships.  
Justifying This Study 
In the extant body of research on rhythm learning, scholars have compared many 
different systems and strategies. Yet the literature has not produced any conclusive 
results for musicians’ rhythm sight-reading and performance problems (Fust, 2006; 
McCabe, 2004; Varley, 2005). Thus, there remains a need for additional sight-reading 
studies to be conducted (Henry, 2011; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; Penttinen & 
Huovinen, 2011; Wristen, 2005; Yarbrough, 2004). More specifically, there is a need for 
an investigation that seeks to solve musicians’ rhythm sight-reading and rhythm-
performing challenges (Fust, 2006; Gauthier & Dunn, 2004; Hill, 2008; Lehmann & 
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McArthur, 2002; Matsumura et al, 2011; McCabe, 2004; Penttinen & Huovinen, 2011; 
Pursell, 2007; Reifinger, 2012; Varley, 2005). This study focused on finding a possible 
solution for musicians’ rhythm sight-reading problems based on previous research in the 
fields of learning strategies and learning styles.  
Learning strategies. Learning strategies are comprised of consciously selected 
operations used during problem-solving and decision-making activities in order to reduce 
errors and improve performance (Chapman & King, 2009; Riding, 2001; Sternberg & 
Grigorenko, 2001). Researchers and educators have stated that using effective learning 
strategies may increase musicians’ chances of becoming independent rhythm sight-
readers (Chapman & King, 2009; Gordon, 2007; Hallam, 2001c; Hilberg & Tharp, 2002; 
McPherson, 2005; Stambaugh, 2011).  
In previous studies, musicians who used effective learning strategies produced 
more skillful musical and sight-reading performances than those who did not apply any 
strategies (Bader, 2014; Bebeau, 1982; Bacon, 1998; Boyle, 1970; Colley, 1987; Fust, 
2006; Major, 1982; Mito, 1999; Oare, 2007; Palmer, 1976; Pierce, 1992; Salzberg & 
Wang, 1989; Waters, Townsend, & Underwood, 1998). Additional researchers 
discovered that musicians who applied effective learning strategies produced higher 
achievement scores than those who simply increased the amount of time they spent 
practicing (McPherson, 2005: Duke, Simmons, & Cash, 2009). Reifinger (2012) 
explained that students who lack effective problem-solving strategies often must rely on 
tremendous amounts of drill to learn new skills.  
There is scholarly disagreement regarding which strategies, if any, produce the 
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most effective results. For example, some researchers found that musicians performed 
rhythms more accurately when they used counting syllables based on note groupings, 
such as “ti-ri-ti-ri” as found in the Kodály method (Bean, 1938; Bebeau, 1982; Broman, 
1956; Colley, 1987; Dusenbury, 1989; Gordon, 2007; Hodges, 1992; Palmer, 1976; 
Pierce, 1992; Povel, 1981; Stebleton, 1987; Wolf, 1976). Other researchers discovered 
that mathematically based counting syllables, such as the traditional “1-e-&-a” syllables, 
produced higher performance scores (Fourie, 2004; Fust, 2006; Major, 1982; Mito, 1999; 
Palmer, 1976; Salzberg & Wang, 1989). Bacon (1998) found both counting methods to 
be equally effective.  
Some scholars have advocated for the use of kinesthetic movements, such as 
marching, foot tapping, and conducting, to improve rhythm and pulse accuracy (Berger, 
1999; Boyle, 1970; Coté-Laurence, 1987; Gordon, 2000, 2007; McCabe, 2004; Philpott, 
2001; Zemke, 1997). Researchers have found that movement strategies produced 
improved sight-reading scores (Boyle, 1970; Kelly, 1997; McCabe, 2004; O’Leary, 
2010), but not all studies involving kinesthetic strategies have produced positive results 
(Salzberg & Wang, 1989; Schwinger, 2015). Rohwer (2000) found foot tapping helpful at 
slower tempi, but not at fast tempi.  
One reason for the conflicting research findings is that sight-reading is a complex 
cognitive activity in which musicians simultaneously process multiple skills such as note 
pattern decoding and problem solving, while simultaneously coordinating specific 
kinesthetic movements (Hayward & Gromko, 2009; Kopiez & Lee, 2008; Lehmann & 
McArthur, 2002). Fourie (2004) added to the discussion by explaining in detail how 
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sight-reading skills require musicians to utilize all four cortical lobes of their brains.  
Due to the complex demands of sight-reading, musicians might benefit from 
possessing a repertoire of strategies. As task complexity increases, the need for using 
effective cognitive strategies also increases (Ford, Schmitt, Schechtman, Hults, & 
Doherty, 1989; Killian & Henry, 2005; Waters et al., 1998). Learners who have 
developed multiple problem-solving strategies are able to engage effective strategies 
depending on their needs in a given situation (Cassidy, 2004; Nisbet & Shucksmith, 
1986). In order to discover if a reliable set of rhythm sight-reading strategies exists, 
scholars in the field of music education have suggested conducting additional sight-
reading studies (McPherson, 2005; Waters et al., 1998).   
Learning styles. The search for more effective rhythm sight-reading strategies 
may continue to be a challenge because students possess varied learning styles (Gates, 
1993; Nielsen, 2001; Reiff, 1992; Varley, 2005). Learning styles have been defined as the 
manner in which individuals consistently study and learn (Desmedt & Valcke, 2004; 
Hilberg & Tharp, 2002), how students prefer to learn (Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2001; 
Wislock, 1993), or how students learn most effectively (Beheshti 2009; Gates, 1993). 
Weinberg (1983) used the terms “strengths” and “preferences” interchangeably.  
Significant improvements in student performance have been documented, 
particularly when teachers differentiated new information in a manner that matches 
students’ individual learning styles (Azarowicz, 1981; Barbe, Swassing, & Milone, 1979; 
Carbo, Dunn, & Dunn, 1986; Leite, Svinicki, & Shi, 2010; Matsumura et al, 2011; 
Persellin & Pierce, 1988; Weinberg, 1983). Consequently, many researchers have 
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recommended that teachers incorporate multiple modalities into their lesson plans to 
allow students to process new information easier and more effectively (Beheshti, 2009; 
Evans, 2004; Hallam, 2001c; Hedden, 2010; Hilberg & Tharp, 2002; Hurst-Wajszczuk, 
2010; Korenman & Peynircioglu, 2007; Mayer, 2009; Rischin, 2002; Sarasin, 1999; 
Waters & Kunnmann 2010).  
Although researchers have suggested that students learn best when teachers 
incorporate multiple modalities into their lesson plans, many music teachers continue to 
use only one mode when they teach rhythm-reading (Evans, 2004; Gordon, 2007; Hill, 
2008; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2001; Varley, 2005). Varley (2005) confirmed this claim 
after surveying 276 music students from multiple schools in grades 7-12.  The results 
revealed that there was no relationship between how the students thought they best 
learned musical concepts and how their teachers instructed them because the teachers did 
not incorporate each student’s modality strengths into their lesson plans. 
Many learning style theories and models have been recognized in the literature 
(Coiner & Sherz, 2009; Hurst-Wajszczuk, 2010). In one analysis, Coffield, Moseley, 
Hall, and Ecclestone (2004) identified 71 different learning style models. One of the 
learning style models that shows promise for use in music classrooms includes the 
application of sensory modalities to perceive, retain, and process new or challenging 
information or skills (Coiner & Sherz, 2009; Hedden, 2010; Hurst-Wajszczuk, 2010; 
Hutinger, 2001; Tanwinit & Sittiprapaporn, 2010). The three sensory modalities utilized 
in educational studies includes visual, aural, and kinesthetic (Gates, 1993).  
Exploring the effectiveness of sensory learning styles to improve sight-reading 
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skills is logical because sight-reading and performing music is a complex act. Sight-
reading requires instrumental musicians to use their visual, aural, and kinesthetic senses 
simultaneously while seeing notated music, hearing the necessary sounds in advance or 
during the performance, and physically moving fingers, hands, and/or embouchures 
(Beheshti, 2009; Gromko, 2004; Hayward & Gromko, 2009; Hedden, 2010; Lehmann & 
McArthur, 2002; O’Leary, 2010; Pursell, 2007; Reifinger, 2012; Sadakata et al., 2008). 
Thus, the exploration of learning strategies related to those modalities should be 
explored.  
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 
 The purpose of this study was to determine which rhythm sight-reading strategies 
were used (successfully and unsuccessfully) by the accomplished high school 
instrumentalists who participated in this investigation. Additionally, I wanted to know 
whether these demonstrated strategies aligned with each participant’s preferred learning 
styles (visual, aural, read/write, or kinesthetic), as determined by their VARK Learning 
Style Questionnaire (Fleming, 2011) scores. 
The research questions guiding this inquiry were: 
1. What learning strategies do Florida high school All-State musicians 
demonstrate while previewing challenging notated rhythms? 
2. What learning strategies do Florida high school All-State musicians 
demonstrate while sight-reading challenging notated rhythms? 
3. What sensory learning styles (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) do these 
demonstrated learning strategies represent? 
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4. What sensory learning styles do these All-State musicians generally prefer 
while learning, according to their VARK Questionnaire results?  
5. How do the learning strategies used successfully and unsuccessfully by these 
All-State musicians while sight-reading notated rhythms relate to their sensory 
learning style preferences? 
Summary of the Chapter 
 Scholars consider sight-reading to be an important musical skill for musicians 
participating in school music ensembles; however, rhythm sight-reading remains a 
problem for many musicians, as documented in several quantitative studies. This 
situation likely exists because many musicians rely on imitation rather than the use of 
rhythm sight-reading strategies. Additionally, the authors of several leading music 
method books did not incorporate empirically tested instructional strategies into their 
texts. Although there has not been a consensus within the field of music education 
regarding which rhythm sight-reading strategies, if any, produce the most effective 
results, scholars generally agree that teachers should incorporate strategies representing 
multiple learning modalities into their lessons. Many teachers, however, do not introduce 
their students to differentiated or empirically-tested learning strategies.  
 The next chapter includes a review of the literature that influenced my thinking 
about the topics mentioned above. I also discuss resources that guided the design and 
implementation of this study.   
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Chapter 2: Exploring the Concepts 
In the previous chapter, I introduced the theoretical, pedagogical, and conceptual 
foundations for this study. In this chapter, I review the sources that facilitated the 
designing of this inquiry. The literature in this chapter will cover six topics. These topics 
include: (a) previous sight-reading investigations, (b) studies investigating rhythm 
imitation and rhythm performance skills, (c) research relating to various learning styles 
and learning modalities, (d) information about verbal protocol analysis (VPA) or think 
alouds, (e) music studies utilizing VPA, in which participants verbalized their thoughts 
while they performed or engaged in problem-solving activities, and (f) other 
investigations that are specifically related to the present study.  
Sight-Reading Studies  
The literature on sight-reading falls into two main categories: Basic research and 
applied research. Basic sight-reading research studies have examined the physical 
mechanics of music reading. A majority of basic research studies have focused on 
measuring musicians’ eye movements while reading music (Hodges, 1992). Applied 
sight-reading studies have explored the effects of using rhythm or pitch syllables, 
physical movements, metronomes and accompaniments, and alternative notational 
systems while reading music (Hodges, 1992). In order to explore the issue of rhythm 
sight-reading from multiple perspectives, I examined studies from all of those categories.  
Sight-reading studies comparing rhythm syllables. In a seminal study that 
compared the effectiveness of different rhythm syllable systems, Palmer (1976) 
compared the effectiveness of Edwin Gordon’s original counting syllables and Mary 
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Helen Richards’ Kodály rhythm syllable system. Gordon’s (1971) original counting-
system entailed vocalizing four quarter notes as “1, 2, 3, 4,” eighth notes as “1-Ne, 2-
Ne,” and sixteenth notes as “1, ta, Ne, ta.” Musicians using the Kodály system count 
quarter notes as “ta,” two eighth notes as “ti-ti,” and four sixteenth notes as “ti-ri-ti-ri.”  
This 4-month study involved 136 fourth graders from three different schools. 
Results from this pretest-posttest design showed that the four experimental groups scored 
statistically significantly higher than the two control groups. There was not a statistically 
significant difference between the two experimental groups; however, Palmer did note 
that the subjects taught the Gordon syllables scored slightly higher than the Richards-
Kodály groups. Palmer’s (1976) study prompted me to think of designing a similar type 
of quantitative study. After reading subsequent literature, I discovered information that 
led me to conduct the present study using a qualitative approach. 
The purpose of Major’s (1982) study was to measure the ability of choral students 
to perform notated rhythms with rhythmic accuracy, a steady beat/pulse, and steadiness 
with a metronomic device. Students from three mixed choirs from the suburban 
Columbus, Ohio area participated (N = 96). One choir received rhythm subdivision 
instruction for 10 weeks using the traditional counting system and one choir practiced 
imitation exercises without a counting system. The two experimental groups received 
rhythm instruction for 4 minutes per day, 5 days each week. A third choir served as a 
control group, which received rhythm instruction encompassing a variety of instructional 
approaches commonly used in choral classrooms.  
 After a 10-week treatment period, the subjects were given two individual rhythm-
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reading skills tests created by Major (1982). Statistical analyses revealed that the choir 
that received the counting syllable instruction scored significantly higher on rhythmic 
accuracy at the 100 beats per minute (bpm) tempo. In addition, the counting syllable 
group scored significantly higher on keeping a steady beat, as well as keeping a pulse 
with the timekeeping device at both the 50 bpm and 100 bpm tempi. Subjects from all the 
groups who indicated they used traditional rhythm syllables (1-e-&-a) to figure out the 
rhythms scored significantly higher than students who did not use this strategy. 
Therefore, Major (1982) concluded that regular use of the traditional rhythm syllables 
was more effective than an imitative approach. Although successful subjects in Major’s 
study stated that they utilized a counting system, there was no way to confirm that 
information. The ambiguity of the subjects’ statements guided me to consider the verbal 
protocol analysis technique when designing the present study. 
Not long afterward, Bebeau (1982) examined the effectiveness of a traditional 
counting system (1-e-&-a) versus a simplified speech cue method that adapted elements 
from the Kodály method. In Bebeau’s speech cue system, the subjects counted eighth 
notes as “tick-tock” and sixteenth notes as “tick-a-tock-a” while performing specific arm 
movements. The initial experiment involved 27 third grade students and a second 
experiment included 58 third graders. Those students received rhythm instruction for 15 
minutes during 18 classes.  The results indicated that the subjects who used the Kodály-
based speech cue system scored higher in both experiments, but only statistically 
significantly higher in the first experiment.  
Colley (1987) compared the effectiveness of sight-reading notated rhythms using 
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Gordon’s revised counting syllables, the Kodály rhythm syllables (ti-ti, ti-ri-ti-ri), and a 
mnemonic word system. The Gordon system entailed having musicians count quarter 
notes as “Du,” two eighth notes as “Du-De,” and four sixteenth notes as “Du-Ta-De-Ta.” 
The mnemonic word approach encompassed vocalizing quarter notes as “Maine,” two 
eighth notes as “Kan-sas,” and four sixteenth notes as “Mis-sis-sip-pi.”   
 Colley’s (1987) experiment included 160 second and third graders from two 
schools. At the first school, an intact class from each of the two grade levels received 
instruction in one of the three rhythm counting systems for 11 weeks during their music 
classes. The two classes of students at the second school, who received no instruction in 
rhythm reading, served as the control groups. Results of the recognition, dictation, and 
performance tests showed that the mnemonic word group achieved statistically 
significantly higher rhythm scores.  The Gordon (Du-Ta-De-Ta) group received the 
second highest scores, while the Kodály (ti-ri-ti-ri) group barely performed better than 
the control group. Colley’s findings contrasted with Palmer (1976) and Bebeau (1982), 
particularly with regard to the performance of the Kodály groups. This helped me realize 
that one rhythm sight-reading solution may not exist for all musicians. Thus, I 
contemplated how to design a qualitative study that would not require me to limit the 
rhythm syllables used by the participants.  
Bacon (1998) investigated a different combination of counting syllables, which 
included the Gordon (Du-De, Du-Ta-De-Ta), traditional (1-e-&-a), and neutral “tah” 
syllables. Beginning sixth grade band musicians (N = 81) served as subjects. Each group 
received 5 to 10 minutes of rhythm instruction every other day for a period of 12 weeks. 
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Throughout the study, the students simultaneously practiced the movements included in 
Grunow’s and Gordon’s (1989) beginning band method book titled Jump Right In: The 
Instrumental Series. At the conclusion of the treatment period, the subjects completed a 
researcher-designed meter recognition test, two researcher-created etudes, and two sight-
reading etudes.  
Statistical analysis revealed that all three experimental groups scored equally well 
on the meter recognition test and on the duple-rhythm etudes. Bacon (1998) reported that 
the Gordon group (Du-Ta-De-Ta) and the neutral syllable group (tah) performed the 
triple-meter rhythms statistically significantly better than the traditional (1-e-&-a) 
syllable group. Bacon noted that the aural/oral style of instruction left the traditional (1-e-
&-a) syllable users confused until the introduction of visual notation. Although these 
results contradicted Major’s (1981) findings, they provided support for rhythm 
instruction that combines students’ visual and auditory learning modalities. Thus, I began 
to think about ways I might include multiple modalities in the present investigation. 
Fust’s (2006) study examined four beginning sixth-grade band musicians with no 
prior rhythm-counting experience. The musicians in this investigation received training 
during 5 weekly half-hour private instrumental music lessons. They used either the 
takadimi syllable system, created by Richard Hoffman, William Pelto, and John White, in 
which musicians vocalize eighth notes as “ta-di” and sixteenth notes as “ta-ka-di-mi,” or 
the traditional syllables (1-e-&-a). Both groups achieved equivalent results. Fust’s 
investigation provided another example of the lack of consensus among quantitative 
researchers regarding the most effective rhythm syllables. This lack of consensus among 
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scholars motivated me to explore qualitative methodologies as a means of investigating 
the effectiveness of different rhythm reading approaches. 
Pearsall (2009) explored whether the use of the traditional (1-e-&-a), Gordon 
(Du-Ta-De-Ta), and Kodály (ti-ri-ti-ri) rhythm syllables affected the ability of musicians 
to keep a steady beat. The subjects included 104 fourth-grade students from a pool of 
3,500 prospects, selected through a stratified random sampling process. Of those 104 
subjects, 35 utilized the traditional syllables, 35 used the Kodály system, and 34 
employed the Gordon syllables as part of their music curriculum. Results showed that the 
subjects who employed the Gordon syllables performed with greater tempo consistency 
than the other two groups, but not significantly more than the Kodály users. Both the 
Gordon and Kodály groups exhibited statistically significant performances compared to 
the group of subjects who utilized the traditional syllables. Pearsall’s investigation helped 
me realize that I needed to document both the pulse and rhythm pattern strategies 
demonstrated by the participants in the present study. 
Bader (2014) compared the effects of using the takadimi rhythm syllables (ta-ka-
di-mi) and Kodály solfège syllables (do, re, mi) to improve the rhythm- and pitch-reading 
skills of high school choir students. Over the course of 8 weeks, the experimental choir 
utilized both takadimi and solfège syllables while learning folk songs. The control choir 
learned their repertoire using repetition and imitation of their voice parts without the use 
of syllables. At the beginning of the study, neither choir could sight-read rhythms or 
melodies. After the 8-week treatment period, the experimental choir could sight-read 
pitches and rhythms at an 80% accuracy rate while the control choir did not exhibit any 
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sight-reading improvement. Although Bader’s study did not compare the use of different 
rhythm syllables, it showed that the use of specific strategies produced noticeably higher 
sight-reading scores compared to not using any strategies.  
Schwinger (2015) examined the effects of three different conditions while sight-
reading rhythms. These conditions consisted of vocalizing the takadimi (ta-ka-di-mi) 
syllables, hand clapping, and playing on a hand drum. The subjects were 62 students in 
second grade who participated in a 50-minute music class each week. The regular class 
activities included singing, rhythmic movement, rhythmic syllable chanting, and 
instrumental playing.  
Schwinger (2015) found that the sight-reading performances utilizing takadimi 
syllables received statistically significantly higher scores compared to the performances 
that involved clapping or drumming. Additionally, Schwinger noted that the students 
frequently performed half notes incorrectly while drumming, possibly because use of the 
drum may have prevented the students from hearing the full values of the half notes. 
Schwinger’s results corroborated previous findings indicating that speech is an aid to 
rhythmic accuracy. Additionally, the results of this study bolstered my decision to have 
participants perform on a keyboard, rather than tapping on a drum, so they could hear the 
durations of the notes.  
In an investigation that included 27 university students in an aural skills class, 
Janssen (2017) compared the use of the takadimi (ta-ka-di-mi), traditional (1-e-&-a), and 
“1-ta-te-ta” rhythm syllables. The subjects received 10 minutes of rhythm training, once 
per week, for 8 weeks. The results of the researcher-designed pretest and posttest design 
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showed that the subjects in all three groups increased their rhythm-reading skills and that 
there were no statistically significant differences among the three groups. These results 
prompted me to want to know whether certain types of rhythm syllables can produce 
higher sight-reading scores for some musicians or is it simply the act of vocalizing that 
increases their success.  
The previously conducted studies illustrate several points. First, none of the 
preceding studies replicated previous studies with regard to rhythms systems. Second, no 
single rhythm syllable system consistently produced superior results. Finally, in most of 
those studies, the subjects were beginning, rather than advanced musicians.  
Sight-reading studies involving movement. Several researchers designed sight-
reading investigations that either compared the effectiveness of different types of 
kinesthetic movement strategies or compared movement strategies to the use of rhythm 
vocalization syllables. A study by Boyle (1970) included 191 junior high students from 
24 second or “B” bands. Twelve bands served as control groups and 12 bands received 
the experimental treatment for 10 minutes, 3 times per week, for 14 weeks. The treatment 
groups utilized four activities during rehearsals. These activities included listening to 
recordings, marking time to the recordings, clapping rhythms while tapping their feet to 
the pulse, and foot tapping while playing rhythms on one pitch. The control groups did 
not engage in any of these four activities. The results showed that both the experimental 
and control groups made statistically significant improvements in their rhythm sight-
reading; however, the experimental groups scored statistically higher than the control 
groups. The high level of success achieved by the movement groups suggested that it 
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would be informative to have participants in the present study utilize any movement 
strategies they might find helpful during their sight-reading sessions.  
To examine the effect of kinesthetic movement on sight-reading skills, Salzberg 
and Wang (1989) tested 46 string students between the ages of 8 and 16 who had 1 to 7 
years of musical experience. Salzberg and Wang randomly assigned the subjects into one 
of four experimental groups. The subjects in each experimental group were then divided 
into five sight-reading levels, based on their pretest scores.  Each experimental group 
practiced one of four different prompts while sight-reading rhythms, including counting 
aloud, foot tapping, counting aloud while foot tapping, and no prompt.  
The results of the researcher-designed posttest indicated that a statistically 
significant difference existed only between the counting group and the group not taught 
any counting strategy, but only for the musicians in the bottom three of the five ability-
level groups. Salzberg and Wang (1989) explained that these results might have occurred 
because counting out-loud exists as a more concrete strategy than foot tapping. After 
reading this study, I contemplated whether some strategies work more effectively for 
certain students but not for others. Furthermore, I pondered whether there was a way for 
teachers to predetermine which students would receive greater benefits from specific 
types of differentiated instruction.  
Kelly (1997) examined whether conducting gestures might assist fifth-grade 
beginning band students. Kelly divided eight beginning bands, totaling 151 musicians, 
into experimental and control groups. The experimental groups received conducting 
practice for 10 minutes during each class over the course of 10 weeks. Pretest and 
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posttest scores using the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (Watkins & Farnum, 1954) 
showed that the conducting groups scored statistically significantly higher than the 
control groups. The findings from Kelly’s study support the notion that the use of 
kinesthetic pulse strategies and incorporation of multiple modalities may benefit 
beginning instrumentalists. Moreover, the study illuminated that numerous types of 
kinesthetic movement strategies exist for musicians to employ while previewing and 
sight-reading rhythms.  
The focus of McCabe’s (2004) study was to determine how movement activities 
affected the sight-reading skills of beginning middle school instrumentalists. In this 
study, beginning sixth, seventh, and eighth grade wind, percussion, and string players (N 
= 81) served as subjects. McCabe placed them into control and experimental groups. All 
the students used a variety of counting syllables, including Kodály and number-based 
systems, over the course of 18 weeks; however, the control groups did not tap their feet 
or clap the rhythms. Instead, they vocalized or performed the rhythms on a single pitch 
on their instruments. The experimental groups used the same vocal activities as the 
control groups but added kinesthetic activities such as marching, foot tapping, clapping, 
and conducting.  
Both groups statistically significantly improved their abilities over the course of 
the experiment, and the experimental groups scored significantly higher than the control 
groups. McCabe (2004) noted that the experimental group covered 10 more lessons than 
the control group and they maintained a steady tempo more successfully than the control 
group. McCabe did not report whether the subjects used any of the movement activities 
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during the posttest. The results were unclear regarding whether the subjects in the 
experimental groups achieved significant improvement gains because they used both 
kinesthetic and counting strategies or whether one or more of the kinesthetic activities 
facilitated the improvement. 
O’Leary (2010) examined how kinesthetic responses to a musical pulse assisted 
beginning band students while sight-reading. O’Leary randomly placed 100 fifth-grade 
students into five treatment groups. The students in those groups practiced maintaining a 
steady beat while performing one of the following actions: (a) foot tapping, (b) stepping 
in place, (c) swaying from foot to foot, (d) a creative movement uniquely selected by 
each student, and (e) no movement. The treatment occurred for 30 minutes, one day per 
week, for 16 weeks.  
Posttest scores using the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (Watkins & 
Farnum, 1954) revealed that the foot tapping, stepping, and swaying groups demonstrated 
statistically significantly higher scores than the group that did not utilize a movement 
strategy. The creative movement group scored lower than the three groups utilizing 
specifically defined kinesthetic movements, but higher than the group without a 
movement strategy. The stepping movements helped the students maintain a steady beat 
more than any other strategy. O’Leary’s findings suggest that foot tapping might not be 
the most effective strategy during sight-reading exercises. 
Rose (2016) examined the effects of tapping a steady beat using hand and foot 
movements. The subjects included 119 kindergarten students (63 males and 56 females). 
They listened to musical excerpts at 80, 100, and 120 bpm and tapped the pulse using a 
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MIDI hand controller or a foot pedal. The subjects that performed the hand tapping 
scored significantly higher than those who tapped the pulse with their feet. No statistical 
differences existed based on gender or tempo.  
These studies indicate that the use of kinesthetic movements resulted in 
statistically significant improvements in several sight-reading investigations. It was 
unclear, however, if these results occurred because the kinesthetic strategies assisted most 
of the students, or because the subjects in each study included a large number of 
kinesthetic learners. I also wondered whether specific types of kinesthetic movements 
assisted rhythm learners more than others or whether the effectiveness of those strategies 
is based upon individual preference.   
Sight-reading studies using metronomes and accompaniments. Doerksen 
(1972) created an electronic time-keeping device and designed a study to develop 
teaching materials to improve musicians’ rhythm sight-reading skills. Doerksen randomly 
selected nine band and six chorus students in a high school music program. After taking 
pretests, the subjects individually practiced 12 lessons, consisting of 30 or more exercises 
per lesson, while the time-keeping machine provided a steady pulse. The results from the 
pretest and posttest indicated that the students in the study demonstrated a significant 
increase, an average of 46%, in their rhythm sight-reading scores. The result of 
Doerksen’s (1972) study highlighted the advantage of keeping a steady pulse when sight-
reading.  
Anderson (1981) compared the effects of providing practice cassette tapes to 
sixth-grade clarinet players. The cassettes contained exemplary models of practice 
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exercises that were provided to 40 of the 80 subjects. For 8 weeks, all the subjects 
received regular classroom instruction utilizing the same practice exercises modeled on 
the cassettes. After administering the pretest and posttest, Anderson reported that no 
statistical differences existed between the experimental and control groups. This study led 
me to contemplate whether the less-active sight-reading strategies, such as listening and 
imitating others, help musicians as much as the more active strategies, such as counting 
rhythm syllables or tapping the pulse. 
Bouma’s (1982) goal was to design a metronome that could be heard in a large 
ensemble rehearsal and to develop techniques using the metronome that would improve 
an ensemble’s tempo stability and rhythmic accuracy. The experimental groups included 
a high-performing high school band and a collegiate choir. The control groups included a 
second band from the same high school and a collegiate band. The experimental groups 
spent 10–12 minutes each rehearsal with metronome exercises over the course of 2 
weeks. At the end of the 2 weeks, the students in the experimental groups showed 
significant improvements on the Drake Musical Aptitude Test and the TAP Rhythm 
System Placement Exercises. Bouma’s findings made me consider whether to allow the 
participants in this study to use a metronome while previewing and performing the 
rhythm challenges.  
Watkins and Hughes (1986) created a study to explore whether pianists who 
practiced with taped soloists improved their sight-reading skills. The subjects included 22 
music majors in the third semester of a piano class. Over the course of 10 weeks, the 
subjects participated in sight-reading practice for 15 minutes per class during their bi-
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weekly classes. The students in the treatment group (n = 10) practiced accompaniments 
with a taped soloist during the sight-reading portion of each class and the control group 
(n = 12) practiced without the tapes. Three investigators found that the rhythmic accuracy 
of the experimental group improved statistically significantly more than the control 
group. This study helped me realize that I wanted to go beyond simply observing the 
strategy choices of the participants in this study. My aim was to find a way to inquire 
about additional strategy choices the participants may have successfully used in the past, 
such as practicing with a pulse-keeping device.  
Pierce (1992) sought to ascertain which of four strategies might improve the 
rhythm-learning skills of suburban middle school band students and to determine whether 
an optimum tempo existed for learning rhythms with or without instruments. The 
participants (N = 64) included 18 sixth-, 31 seventh-, and 15 eighth-grade band students. 
The first experimental strategy involved clapping the initial attack of the rhythms. The 
second strategy included vocalizing syllables for the entire duration of the notated 
rhythm-symbol. The third strategy involved a strategy called sizzling, during which the 
students hissed through their teeth emulating wind instrument playing. The final strategy 
included clapping the initial attack of each note, while counting all the eighth note 
subdivisions.  
During the performance phase of the experiment, the subjects performed the 
practice rhythms on their instrument with a metronome, using the randomly selected 
tempi of 80 bpm, 92 bpm, 69 bpm, or without a metronome. No significant differences 
existed between the performances, so each learning procedure proved equally effective. 
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The different tempi did not create any significant differences, nor did performing the 
rhythms without a metronome; however, the students who practiced the sizzling 
technique required fewer practice trials, while the clapping and counting procedure took 
the most trials. Pierce (1992) concluded that the use of the sizzle technique might save 
valuable rehearsal time. Pierce’s study acquainted me with the aural-kinesthetic strategy 
of sizzling and influenced me to use a multi-level approach when designing the sight-
reading tasks for the present study. Pierce’s findings confirmed my decision not to 
require the participants in this study to sight-read rhythms at specific tempi.   
Sight-reading studies that used metronomes and recorded accompaniments 
indicated that active learning strategies tended to produce higher sight-reading 
performance scores. Although the use of metronomes and taped accompaniments have 
produced successful results in the literature, the Florida Bandmasters Association does 
not permit them during sight-reading activities at auditions. Therefore, they were not used 
in this study. 
Sight-reading studies using alternate notational systems. I reviewed studies 
that investigated alternative ways to notate rhythms. These studies made me think about 
how the notated rhythms should be presented to the participants in the present study. 
After reviewing the following studies, I decided how to print the notated rhythms on the 
Rhythm Worksheet (See Appendix A) that the participants sight-read from during their 
VPA sessions.  
An early study by Wheelwright (1939) demonstrated that sight-reading has been a 
problem for musicians since the early 20th century. Wheelwright selected 50 developing 
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pianists with average music skills based upon scores on the Knuth Tests of Music 
Achievement (1936), out of the 2,000 students in the Salt Lake City school system 
between the ages of 12 and 15, who had 1–4 years of private music instruction, and who 
possessed good vision. They sight-read two different sets of 10 exercises, consisting of 
38 measures each, from the traditional developmental repertoire. One set of etudes 
utilized traditionally-spaced notation and the second set consisted of mathematically-
spaced notation. To clarify, a mathematically-spaced quarter note would receive 4 times 
the amount of space on the page as one sixteenth note. Thus, each measure appears 
exactly the same length regardless of the number of notes included. Wheelwright found 
no differences between the experimental groups when the rhythms consisted of only a 
few types of subdivisions; however, the subjects who sight-read mathematically-spaced 
rhythms produced statistically significant higher scores when the rhythms included 
several types of note values and dotted rhythms. This made me cognizant that other 
visual strategies may exist that could assist musicians, especially those with visual 
learning style preferences. 
Gregory’s (1972) study measured the differences in rhythm accuracy of four 
different notational systems: (a) traditionally-spaced notation, (b) traditionally-spaced 
notation with tally marks above of each pulse beat, (c) mathematically-spaced notation, 
and (d) notation devised by John Kendall without note stems but with elongated note 
heads that represented the durations of the pitches. The subjects (N = 63) included current 
and former clarinet players in seventh through 12th grades. Over a four-week period, the 
subjects practiced the exercises using one of the four notational systems described above. 
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At the end of the experimental period, Gregory reported that no statistically significant 
differences existed between the four groups. The group that used conventionally-spaced 
notation scored the highest. The group using tally marks above the beginning of each beat 
scored the second highest; however, Gregory noted that half of the students in this group 
found the pulse marks unnecessary or distracting, while the other half found them 
helpful. The group reading mathematically-spaced notation received the third highest 
rhythm scores, and the group reading the elongated note-head notation found sight-
reading very troublesome. Gregory’s findings convinced me that I wanted to allow the 
participants in the present study to have the option to write things such as tally marks on 
their rhythm sheets if they desired. It also reconfirmed my decision to use traditionally-
spaced rhythms in this study.  
Rogers (1996) examined the effectiveness of black and white notation versus 
colored notation. The findings from this experiment, which included 64 first and second 
graders, indicated that the use of colored notation, which did not remain constant from 
week to week, enabled the colored-note group to score significantly higher than the black 
and white note test group. When the black and white note readers switched to the color 
system at the end of the experiment, they quickly achieved the same level of rhythmic 
proficiency achieved by the colored-note group. Roger’s study helped reconfirm my 
thoughts that visual learning strategies may play an important role for helping some 
musicians improve their rhythm sight-reading skills.  
These studies suggest that alternative methods of rhythmic notation have 
produced successful results. Despite these results, I elected to present the notation on the 
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Rhythm Worksheet (see Appendix A), which included the rhythms the participants sight-
read during their VPA sessions, in a familiar format to prevent the possibility of visual 
distractions. Thus, I utilized traditionally-spaced black and white notation.  
I then went a step further in order to select a familiar print font for the rhythms on 
the Rhythm Worksheet. None of the previous rhythm studies included any mention of the 
fonts used for the printed rhythm exercises. Therefore, I contacted three of the largest 
sheet music publishers of band music, which according to Paul Smith, the Vice President 
of Communications for J.W. Pepper, included Alfred Publishing, Hal Leonard 
Corporation, and Barnhouse Company. Derek Richard, the production manager for 
Alfred Publishing, stated that Alfred used Maestro and Maestro Wide fonts on a majority 
of their concert band pieces. Andrew Glover, Chief Operating Officer at C. L. Barnhouse 
Company, explained that the band arrangements engraved by their outside engravers and 
in-house employees typically used the Maestro font in Finale, the default font in Sibelius, 
and GCRevere in MusicPress. Hal Leonard Corporation did not respond after three 
attempts. Therefore, I decided to print the rhythm challenges using the Maestro font due 
to its widespread use by at least two of the three largest music publishers.  
Rhythm Imitation and Rhythm Performance Studies 
 The following studies provided additional background information about the 
extent of musicians’ rhythm performance problems. Moreover, they guided the selection 
of the rhythm challenges included on the Rhythm Worksheet used in this study. 
The purpose of Cox’s (1977) study was to assess (a) how accurately students 
performed beat, meter, and rhythm patterns, (b) whether the development of these skills 
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depended upon their ages, (c) whether they gained those skills equally across each grade 
level, and (d) at what age these skills developed. The subjects included 783 first- through 
sixth-grade students from eight parochial elementary schools in Wisconsin. Cox carefully 
created a stratified-random sample that included representative school sizes and socio-
economic levels.  
 Each student took one of the subtests of the Rhythmic Performance Test, which 
included the Beat Test, Meter Test, or Rhythm Pattern Test. The results revealed that 
tempo affected the performance accuracy of each test. The students scored highest on the 
meter test at the slowest tempo, 96 bpm. Results from the Meter Test and Rhythm Pattern 
Test showed that the students received the lowest scores at the slowest tempi and 
improved as the tempi increased. Cox’s results helped me decide not to include tempo 
markings on the Rhythm Worksheet created for the present study in order to avoid 
inhibiting the individual tempo and strategy choices preferred by the participants in this 
study. Additionally, Cox (1977) discovered that no significant differences existed 
between schools of higher or lower socio-economic levels, nor was school size a factor in 
achievement. I found this information encouraging because I was concerned about not 
having the ability to stratify the sample in the present inquiry.  
 Povel (1981) conducted three experiments designed to measure the abilities of 
college students to imitate rhythms containing various ratios. The subjects in the first 
experiment included 25 undergraduates at Indiana University, 15 of which lacked musical 
training and 10 who completed 5 or more years of piano training. During the first two 
phases of the study, the subjects listened to computer-generated sequences of beeps and 
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then tapped the patterns on a metal plate mounted on a box. In the third phase, the 
subjects heard 16 sequences, each consisting of only two note lengths, and repeated them 
back 17 times. Povel measured the ratios of the rhythm intervals. The results showed that 
the subjects gravitated towards 1:1 and 2:1 ratios, even when performing rhythms 
containing 3:1 ratios. No significant differences existed between the experienced and 
non-experienced musicians.  
In a second experiment, Povel (1981) added 20 subjects. The results confirmed 
that experienced musicians made the same types of accuracy errors as inexperienced 
musicians. Povel then conducted a third experiment to determine if musically-trained 
subjects could perform rhythmic ratios more accurately if they heard them in a natural 
sequence while listening to music. The subjects performed the rhythms with 1:3 and 1:4 
ratios more accurately this time, although they still gravitated towards 1:1 and 2:1 ratios. 
These findings convinced me to include rhythms with duple and triple ratios when 
composing the rhythm exercises for this research.  
 Mito (1999) sought to discover a cure for the phenomenon of playing the first of 
two eighth notes too short. This phenomenon, called tsumari by Japanese music teachers, 
occurred most often when performing eighth notes just before an accented downbeat 
(Mito, 1997). Mito hypothesized that the tsumari effect resulted from either poor motor 
skills or the poor perception of beat durations.  
In this experiment, the subjects included 27 undergraduate students enrolled in a 
college keyboard class who did not have any special music training. Mito (1999) placed 
them into three equal groups. Each group then participated in three trials. During the first 
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trial, the subjects performed two melodies three times. During the second trial, Group 1 
sight-read rewritten versions of the melodies that included the eighth notes at the 
beginning of the measures instead of at the end of the measures, where the tsumari effect 
happens most frequently, to determine if poor motor skills caused the tsumari effect. Mito 
instructed the Group 2 subjects to perform the eighth notes in the original melodies 
evenly and to count and subdivide one measure before they played, as well as throughout 
their performance. Mito asked the Group 3 subjects to perform the rhythms evenly, but 
did not instruct them to count or subdivide. During the third and final trial, all three 
groups performed the original two melodies three times to determine whether the subjects 
transferred the effects of the second trial. 
Groups 1 and 3 showed no changes between trials; therefore, Mito (1999) 
eliminated poor motor control as a cause for the tsumari effect. Mito noted that 
instructing the students to play the eighth notes evenly was not enough of an intervention. 
Group 2, on the other hand, statistically significantly performed the eighth notes more 
accurately in the second and third trials. This led Mito to conclude that subdividing 
improved the perception of steady beat and improved the tsumari phenomenon. 
Additionally, Mito concluded that providing the musicians with procedural instructions 
regarding how to complete a task was more beneficial than direct instruction explaining 
only what the final results should be.  
Mito (1999) found that providing students with a procedure to use when figuring 
out and performing rhythms, in particular, having them count and subdivide, could lead 
to more accurate rhythm performances. Mito’s findings influenced my decision to have 
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the participants in this study generate verbal protocols to discover their individualized 
rhythm-counting strategies as well as identify procedural thoughts they employed while 
counting rhythms. Mito’s study confirmed my resolution to use all-state musicians, who 
would be skilled at verbalizing their thoughts, as participants. Finally, this study shaped 
my decision to place the rhythm subdivision challenges in various locations within each 
exercise.   
Wolf (2004) tested the rhythm performance abilities of 165 middle-class 
kindergarten students from six public schools in two school districts. Some subjects 
received weekly music lessons as part of their curriculum and some did not. A facilitator 
provided the treatment sessions on the same day of the test. Results revealed that the 
students performed duple rhythms more accurately than triple meter rhythms, and they 
had difficulty with exercises containing a combination of duple and triple rhythms. 
Additionally, Wolf found that students performed micro-rhythm subdivisions more 
accurately following longer macro-rhythms (such as two quarter notes followed by four 
eighth notes), then they could perform macro-rhythms following micro-rhythm 
subdivisions (such as four eighth notes followed by two quarter notes). Furthermore, the 
syllable “bah” worked best for these students. Wolf’s study reinforced my decision to 
include duple and triple rhythms in different combinations on the Rhythm Worksheet, as 
well as to add various subdivision challenges.  
Vos and Handel (1987) examined how accurately college-aged musicians 
performed duple and triple rhythm patterns. An initial experiment included 11 
nonprofessional keyboard players. The performance test consisted of six rhythms, 20 
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beats long, performed on a single pitch on an electronic organ. The subjects had no 
difficulties reproducing the rhythms when the patterns contained only eighth note duplet 
or only eighth note triplet patterns; however, when the test items contained both rhythmic 
subdivisions, subjects tended to make the duplet-eighth notes longer and added extra 
space after the triplet figures.  
A second experiment conducted by Vos and Handel (1987) explored whether the 
performance errors during the premier study were mechanical or perceptual. Eight 
students from the Institute of Sensory Physiology in Soesterberg, Netherlands served as 
subjects. In this experiment, the subjects listened to 25 computer-generated rhythms that 
contained various interpretations of eighth note duplet and triplet subdivisions. The 
subjects agreed that the mathematically exact rhythms sounded correct, but they actually 
preferred the sound of the elongated eighth note duplets. The findings from Vos and 
Handel’s (1987) study provided impetus for including duple and triple rhythm patterns on 
the Rhythm Worksheet used during this research. Additionally, their methodology 
provided me with the initial idea of having the participants in this study tap the rhythms 
on a keyboard, rather than a drum.   
Researchers have found that keeping a steady tempo has been a problem that 
musicians experience while sight-reading. Hill (2008) found that a large number of 
beginning pianists could not keep a steady pulse while performing eighth and sixteenth 
note patterns. Likewise, Gordon and Martin (1993/1994) observed that 50% of non-music 
major college students were unable to execute simple rhythms in time with a drum 
machine during 90% of their performance. Some students could not play in time with the 
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drum machine at all. Henry (2011) found that 76% of the high school vocal students 
attending an all-state training camp could not keep a steady beat while sight-singing. 
These studies revealed that pulse-keeping problems exist for vocalists and pianists, as 
well as novice musicians. 
The literature on rhythmic imitation and performance pointed out the need for 
strategies that might assist musicians accurately perform a steady pulse, in addition to 
duple and triple rhythm subdivisions and patterns. Therefore, I decided to construct duple 
rhythm subdivision challenges beyond 2:1 ratios, such as 4:1 and 1:4 when designing the 
rhythm samples for this study.   
Studies Examining Rhythm Syllable Usage  
Several studies I reviewed were designed to discover the rhythm syllable use and 
preferences of music teachers, student musicians, and the authors of music method books. 
Burton (1986) examined the usage and the effectiveness of vocalizing (singing pitches, 
articulations, and rhythm patterns on syllables) in high school, junior college, and state 
university band rehearsals in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi. The subjects 
included 121 randomly selected high school band directors and 41 junior college and 
university directors. Survey responses indicated that rhythm drill using vocalization was 
one of the lowest occurring activities during band rehearsals, particularly for college 
directors in Alabama. In contrast, the directors indicated that the use of rhythm syllable 
vocalization was a very effective strategy. Burton’s study influenced my decision to 
design the present study to include the VPA technique, rather than using a survey 
instrument, so I could directly observe which rhythm syllables, if any, all-state musicians 
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vocalized while sight-reading challenging rhythms.   
Brittin (2001) surveyed middle school honor band students (N = 131) in grades 7–
9 in order to determine which rhythm syllable systems their elementary and middle 
school music teachers taught them. Data from the survey revealed that 69% of the 
subjects’ middle school band directors, 41% of their elementary band directors, and 18% 
of their elementary general music teachers taught traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables. The 
Kodály syllables (ta, ti-ti, ti-ri-ti-ri) were imparted by 18% of the middle school band 
directors, 15% of the elementary band directors, and 8% of the elementary general music 
teachers. The students were then asked to specify how frequently their teachers had them 
vocalize rhythm syllables in their music classes. The results indicated that 61% of the 
students vocalized during some of their rehearsals, 21% vocalized during every class 
period, 8% vocalized several times during their practices, and 10% indicated that their 
teachers rarely asked them to count rhythms during their rehearsals. These results 
illustrated the inconsistency among music teachers. Additionally, the survey did not 
reveal whether these teachers taught other types of rhythm strategies, such as kinesthetic 
movements. 
Varley (2005) examined the use of rhythm syllable systems from multiple 
perspectives. First, Varley traced the history of the rhythm-teaching methods that 
teachers have used in the United States. This provided me with the names and origins for 
many of the different rhythm syllable systems I encountered while reviewing the 
literature. Next, Varley surveyed the authors of 37 band and orchestra method books and 
discovered that the rhythm strategies included in 18 of those method books were selected 
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based on historical use, familiarity or marketability rather than empirical research. This 
information confirmed that more empirical research on rhythm strategies was needed.  
Varley (2005) then surveyed music teachers who attended the Missouri Music 
Educators Convention (N = 377) and discovered that a majority of the teachers (65.9%) 
selected “personal experience” as the reason they taught the rhythm system they currently 
used. “It’s the way I was taught” was selected by 48% of the educators and 11.2% 
selected “research supported reasons.” This portion of Varley’s study helped me realize 
the importance of the present study in order to help alter the cycle of “teaching the way I 
was taught.” 
Next, Varley (2005) surveyed 276 middle school and high school musicians who 
auditioned for the St. Louis Suburban Music Educators All-Suburban Bands, to 
determine which rhythm strategies their teachers taught them. Of the 276 students, 255 
(94.2%) learned the traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables and 250 of them indicated they used 
this system while reading music. The Kodály (ti-ti, ti-ri-ti-ri) syllables were used by 7.6% 
of the surveyed musicians. The least frequently taught system included Gordon’s (Du-Ta-
De-Ta) rhythm syllables (0.72%). Varley then inquired which learning style helped the 
students learn most effectively. The students’ top four choices included Word-smart 
(44.2%), Music-smart (17.3%), Number-smart (35.9%), and Picture-smart (29.3%). 
When Varley compared the students’ learning style strengths to the rhythm syllable 
systems they utilized, no correlations were observed. Varley concluded that the teachers 
did not present their students with strategies that most aligned with their learning styles. 
This portion of Varley’s study helped me realize that numerous learning style models 
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existed. Moreover, it influenced me to incorporate the participants’ learning style 
preferences into the present study in order to compare their style preferences to the styles 
of their strategies to determine whether any correlations existed.   
Hill (2008) provided further evidence regarding the lack of agreement within the 
music community pertaining to basic rhythm syllable instruction and the most efficient 
manner to teach note and rest values. During a previous study, Hill conducted a survey to 
ascertain the titles of the five most popular piano method books in the states of Alabama, 
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Louisiana. Those method books were analyzed regarding the 
rhythm syllable systems used and the order in which the authors introduced the different 
note values. All five texts introduced quarter notes first but differed with respect to how 
to count them. The counting systems included “1, 2, 3, 4; 1, 1, 1, 1; ta, ta, ta, ta,” and 
“quarter, quarter, quarter, quarter.” After the introduction of quarter notes, all of the 
methods introduced the other note and rest values in vastly different sequences and with 
varying number of pages dedicated to each. When half notes were introduced, the 
counting systems included “1-2, 3-4; 1-2, 1-2; ta-ah, ta-ah;” and “half-note, half, note.”  
 One of the most beneficial pieces of information in Hill’s (2008) study as it 
pertains to this investigation includes comments from half of the method book authors 
who responded that numeric counting existed as the best way to teach rhythm. Their 
justification for this statement included commentary such as “I teach only numeric 
counting…I like numeric [counting],” and “I have always used the numerical counting 
system” (p. 44). Another 25% of the respondents preferred vocalizing neutral syllables 
such as “ta,” while the remaining 25% admitted that they were not sure which syllables 
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produced superior results for children. Based on these comments, Hill stated,   
This response is alarming because piano teachers look to these authors when 
choosing material for their students. If the authors of method books do not know 
which counting method helps children learn better, how can piano teachers know 
that any piano methods will be effective for teaching rhythm? (p. 46). 
 
Thus, Hill corroborated Varley’s (2005) findings that the authors of several popular 
instructional books did not design their methods on sound pedagogical research.  
The preceding investigations combine to illustrate that a majority of music 
educators incorporate non-empirically tested pedagogical strategies into their texts and 
lessons. Likewise, instrumental method book composers also incorporate rhythm 
strategies based on personal preference rather than research findings. 
Research on Varied Learning Styles 
As a middle school student, I realized that I preferred to learn using visual 
strategies. As a teacher, I realized that not all of my students shared my visual learning 
preference. Thus, I decided to explore literature pertaining to learning styles in order to 
incorporate differentiated strategies into the present study. These sources educated me 
about the history of learning style usage in education and informed me about studies that 
compared multi-sensory sight-reading strategies. I also reviewed rhythm-recall studies 
that illuminated how musicians have developed rhythm concepts using multiple learning 
modalities. 
Gates (1993) and Weinberg (1983) explained that early learning style research 
focused on remedial learners, as well as on the Montessori curriculum. McPherson 
(2005), Zhang and Steinberg (2006), and Hurst-Wajszczuk (2010) explained that interest 
in learning styles dissipated in the late 1970s, increased again in the mid-1980s, and has 
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greatly expanded over the next two decades. This widening interest exists because many 
educators and researchers believe that the effective use of learning style strategies allows 
all students to increase their learning capacity by using their natural strengths (Gage, 
1994; Gates, 1993; Desmedt & Valcke, 2004). An additional point discussed by 
Molumby (2004) and O’Leary (2010) was that most of the learning style studies in music 
education relating to music reading have included elementary students.  
Shehan (1987) conducted a study that examined the rhythm-reading and rhythm-
recall abilities of 25 second graders and 24 sixth graders in a school lacking a music 
program. Immediately before the test, Shehan taught them a rhythm-syllable system 
similar to the Kodály method but based on syllables used in the teaching of Japanese 
theater drums. These syllables included the word “Tan” for a single quarter note, “TON 
TON” for two consecutive quarter notes, and “te-ka” for two eighth notes.  
The literacy test was comprised of four parts. Each part employed a different 
combination of sensory stimuli. During the audio-rhythm segment, subjects heard an 
eight-beat rhythm played on a woodblock. During the audio-mnemonics round, subjects 
heard a rhythm vocalized with the counting syllables. The audio-visual-rhythm section 
included the sound of a woodblock with the presentation of non-traditional notation 
consisting of black squares and rectangles. The audio-visual-mnemonics round included 
the use of notation cards paired with the sound of the counting syllables. After each 
presentation, Shehan (1987) recorded how many times, up to a maximum of 10, it took 
the students to perform the rhythms accurately on a woodblock.  
Results showed that the use of the counting syllables proved beneficial, but not to 
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a statistically significant degree. Additionally, the subjects demonstrated more success 
using the visual modes than the aural modes, even though the subjects could not see the 
notation cards during their performances. Overall, the combination of visual and aural 
instruction produced the best results; however, the relationships between the students’ 
modality preferences and the modalities of the presentational modes went unexamined. 
Shehan’s findings inspired me to identify each participants’ sensory learning style 
preference or preferences in this study.  
Persellin and Pierce (1988) conducted a rhythm-imitation study that examined 
whether students performed rhythms more accurately while using their strongest learning 
modalities. To begin, 55 third grade subjects completed the Swassing-Barbe Modality 
Index (SBMI). The SBMI was used to determine students’ memory abilities while using 
their visual, auditory, or kinesthetic learning modalities to recall a sequence of plastic 
shapes. Based on the SBMI, 50% of the students scored highest on the visual test, 42% 
on the auditory test, and 8% on the kinesthetic test.  
After the instructions were explained and demonstrated, the subjects performed 2 
one-measure and 2 two-measure researcher-designed rhythm patterns in 4/4 meter 
containing quarter and eighth notes. The students repeated the patterns on a tone bell after 
visually seeing the notation, hearing the tone bell, or feeling the rhythm tapped on their 
shoulder. The test results indicated that the students performed more accurately when the 
presentation mode matched their modality preference. The findings by Persellin and 
Pierce (1988) suggested that students may improve their rhythm imitation abilities when 
they learn information using their preferred learning styles. I considered using the SBMI 
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in this study but it is no longer available. 
Persellin (1992) tested the rhythm-recall abilities of 210 first, third, and fifth 
graders, 70 from each grade level. The students were randomly assigned to one of seven 
experimental groups then tested individually using one of seven treatments. The 
treatments included presenting four- and eight-count rhythms visually using iconic 
symbols consisting of short and long dashes, aurally using a resonator bell, or 
kinesthetically by tapping on their hands, as well as all possible combinations of those 
three learning modalities. The students had 10 attempts to reproduce each of the six 
rhythms.  
Within each grade level, no significant scoring differences existed between the 
groups using different modality presentations, except for the first graders who received 
the visual-only presentation. Those first-grade students performed least successfully. 
Overall, the students achieved higher performance scores when they learned the rhythms 
presented visually along with one of the two other modalities. Reading Persellin’s (1992) 
results confirmed my desire to discover the sensory learning preferences of the 
participants in the present investigation, rather than simply examining the effects of 
strategies using different modalities.    
Mason (1990) investigated the relationship between musicians’ sensory learning 
style preferences and their sight-reading skills. The subjects included 117 seventh-grade 
band and orchestra musicians from nine middle schools. The subjects completed the 
Learning Style Inventory (Dunn & Dunn, 1975) to discover their visual, aural, 
kinesthetic, tactile, or multimodal preferences. Mason found that the proportion of 
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students with visual, kinesthetic, and tactile preferences was similar; however, the 
number of students with an aural preference was 35% less. The subjects then sight-read 
from the Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (Watkins & Farnum, 1954). Mason found 
no significant differences between the subjects’ sight-reading abilities and their sensory 
learning style preferences. Mason’s findings persuaded me to ponder whether I could 
evenly prescreen and stratify the participants in this study based on their learning style 
preferences. I ultimately decided that this was not possible.  
Molumby (2004) sought to identify and examine how learning-style instruction 
could assist university flute musicians. The participants included seven Ohio State 
University music education and music performance majors who played the flute. To 
begin, the students all completed the VARK Questionnaire (Fleming, 2011), a researcher-
designed questionnaire, and Gregorc’s Style Delineator (1982), all of which were used to 
determine the flutists’ learning style preferences.  
After administering the questionnaires, Molumby (2004) designed group rehearsal 
lesson plans using strategies representing differentiated learning-style preferences. For 
example, to improve timing in 3/4 time, Molumby designed a kinesthetic strategy that 
involved bouncing balls on count one and keeping them in the air for counts 2 and 3. 
During exit interviews, the students expressed that the lessons that focused on their 
preferred learning styles benefitted them the most. The participants further stated that the 
lessons that did not coincide with their individual learning modalities still proved useful. 
Molumby did not design any performance tests to discover the amount of improvement 
that resulted from the use of the multi-modality strategies. This study suggested that 
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teachers could be creative when introducing strategies using multiple modalities in their 
classrooms, especially when the students and teachers possess different learning styles. 
Varga (2015) designed a study that grouped subjects by learning style 
preferences. The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of teaching vibrato to 
string students utilizing instruction based on their strongest VARK preference. The 
subjects included 60 middle school string players with no vibrato skills. After the subjects 
completed the VARK Questionnaire (Fleming, 2011) to determine their sensory learning 
style preferences, Varga formed three experimental groups and a control group based on 
the subjects’ VARK preferences. The subjects then completed a vibrato pretest, followed 
by twelve 30-minute group vibrato lessons. The visual group (n = 17) watched an 
instructional video with the sound turned off. The aural group (n = 8) listened to the 
video without seeing the visual images. The kinesthetic group (n = 20) practiced the 
vibrato techniques on the video without watching or listening to the video. The control 
group (n = 15) included the subjects with read/write preferences, plus a few randomly 
selected subjects from the larger visual and kinesthetic groups. The control group 
received instruction using a vibrato-specific textbook.  
The results indicated that all of the groups progressed over the course of the 
study. The control group made the most improvement, but not to a significant level. The 
visual group had the next highest scores, followed by the aural group, then the kinesthetic 
group. No significant differences existed between the different grade levels and genders. 
Varga’s (2015) results influenced my decision to analyze the data in the present study 
using the participants’ full multimodal VARK learning style preference profiles, rather 
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than just looking at their most dominant style preferences, in order to get a more 
complete picture of the participants’ learning style preferences. 
According to Tanwinit and Sittiprapaporn (2010), the VARK Questionnaire 
Version 7.1 (Fleming, 2011), which was used by Molumby (2004) and Varga (2015), 
exists as the only instrument currently available to assess students’ preferences for three 
or more sensory learning styles. The acronym VARK represents the four learning styles 
the questionnaire measures: visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic.  Fleming added the 
read/write style to represent people who prefer to learn by reading and writing words. 
The questionnaire results reveal whether individuals prefer one dominant learning style 
or multiple learning styles. It is possible for people to possess bi-, tri-, and even quad-
modal learning style preferences (Pursell, 2007; Tanwinit & Sittiprapaporn, 2010). The 
VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 is viewable online at www.vark-learn.com but was not 
included in this report due to copyright restrictions. 
The studies reviewed in this section reinforced the idea that pedagogical 
approaches that employ multiple learning modalities tend to be more successful than 
single modality approaches. I began to question whether incorporating multiple learning 
styles enabled more students to utilize their preferred learning styles, or whether certain 
pedagogical combinations tended to yield better results regardless of the students’ 
learning style preferences. Consequently, I searched for a way to gather data that would 
allow the participants in this study to select their own rhythm sight-reading strategies so I 
could compare their strategies to their learning style preferences. This search led me to 
the verbal protocol analysis (VPA) technique. 
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Studies Utilizing Verbal Protocol Analysis (VPA) 
The studies reviewed in this section educated me about (a) the history of VPA, (b) 
the data gathering procedures used in VPA investigations, and (c) how previous music 
researchers have incorporated this technique into their studies. VPA developed from 
experimental psychology, and educational researchers now utilize it as a common 
methodology (Flinders & Richardson, 2002; Oare, 2007). Educational scholars have 
supported the use of verbal protocol analysis because of its widespread success in 
revealing the cognitive processes of participants involved in given mental tasks and 
problem-solving exercises (Conrad, Blair, & Tracy, 1999; Dobbs, 2008; Ericsson, 2006; 
Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Flinders & Richardson, 2002; Ford et al., 1989; Kuusela & 
Paul, 2000; Richardson, 1996; Russo, Johnson, & Stephens, 1989). This support exists 
because VPA allows researchers to examine the details and nuances of the cognitive 
processes participants used to solve problems rather than only observing the results of 
their problem-solving strategies (Conrad et al., 1999; Ford et al., 1989; Richardson & 
Whitaker, 1996).  
Many potential strategies exist for learning to read and understand music notation 
(McPherson, 2005). Thus, I selected to use the VPA technique in order to allow 
participants in this study the opportunity to utilize the rhythm sight-reading strategies that 
worked most effectively for them. According to Oare (2007), gathering this type of 
information may help music teachers discover more effective teaching strategies based on 
how students learn, rather than how teachers teach.  
Participants in VPA studies can generate two types of protocols: concurrent and 
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retrospective. Participants generate concurrent verbal protocols while directly engaged in 
problem solving activities. Standard concurrent verbal protocol procedures have included 
asking participants to “keep talking” if they stop verbalizing for 15 seconds or more. 
Another prompt that has resulted in detailed responses included, “What are you thinking 
about?” (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Purtee, Gluck, Krusmark, Kotte, & Lefebvre, 2003). 
While conducting this research I used both types of prompts to encourage participants to 
verbalize when they became quiet.  
Retrospective verbal protocols are generated while answering scripted or 
unscripted questions during or immediately after a VPA procedure. Retrospective verbal 
protocols differ from interview responses because the participants actually share their 
thoughts and actions immediately after participating in the activity while information still 
exists in their short-term memories, as opposed to answering interview questions based 
on their long-term memories (Flinders & Richardson, 2002). Researchers found that 
retrospective protocols collected directly after an activity produced valuable details 
regarding how and why the participants chose their problem-solving strategies (Ericsson 
& Simon, 1993; Kuusela & Paul, 2000). Russo et al. (1989) warned that retrospective 
protocols might result in the “forgetting and fabrication” of information and details (p. 
759); however, Ericsson and Simon (1993) explained that retrospective protocols 
gathered during or immediately following involvement in an activity showed a very high 
rate of accuracy compared to information retrieved later from participants’ long-term 
memories.  
Researchers have found that talking aloud during problem-solving activities does 
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not decrease performance skills (Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Nielsen, 1997; Purtee et al., 
2003; Richardson & Whitaker, 1996; Smagorinsky, 1989). For example, in a study 
designed to evaluate the effects of verbalizing, Purtee et al. (2003) asked Air Force pilots 
to use VPA every other trial only. The operators performed at the same proficiency level 
whether they verbalized or not. In music, Nielsen (2001) discovered that organ students’ 
concurrent protocols while performing closely matched the verbalizations made while 
watching videotapes of their performances.  When conducting this research, I employed 
both concurrent and retrospective protocols so the participants could demonstrate and 
discuss their internal and external rhythm sight-reading strategies.  
Richardson (1988) conducted one of the first music education studies to use VPA. 
The concurrent verbal responses of 31 students in first through eighth grade were 
recorded while they listened to music. The results indicated that the young students could 
critically discuss the music they heard in two ways. First, they described the music using 
musical terms learned from their teachers. Second, they used language that was “rich in 
imagery, metaphor, and analogy that is natural to the child” (p. 23). Richardson’s 
findings that elementary students could generate quality verbal protocols influenced my 
decision to use this technique with high school musicians. 
Other music researchers subsequently included VPA in their research. Zerull 
(1993) used VPA to analyze the musical imagination of three expert musicians, including 
a composer, professional musician, and a music critic. Bundra (1993) employed VPA to 
discover how children responded to musical stimuli, and Kerchner (1996) and Williams 
(1997) used verbal responses to analyze participants’ cognitive understanding while 
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listening to music. These studies further solidified my decision to include VPA in this 
investigation.  
Music researchers have used VPA to observe expert musicians practicing their 
instruments in order to discover effective practice strategies that can assist novice 
musicians (Duke et al., 2009; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1997; Geiersbach, 2000; Hallam, 
2001a & 2001b; Nielsen, 1997, 1999, 2001, & 2004). Nielson (2001) observed two 
expert organists preparing difficult music for a performance. During the first VPA 
session, the organists produced concurrent protocols while practicing. During the second 
VPA session, the organists generated retrospective protocols while watching a video of 
themselves during their first VPA session. Nielson noted that the organists revealed how 
they deliberately determined which practice strategies they would employ to solve 
performance challenges. After reading Nielson’s study, I considered having the 
participants in this study generate additional retrospective protocols while watching video 
tapes of their sight-reading sessions. I ultimately decided that this would result in VPA 
sessions that were too long for participants to schedule.  
While examining the literature, I observed that no VPA research has emerged that 
examined musicians’ sight-reading strategies; however, the existing research pointed to 
the notion that researchers might utilize VPA in order to illuminate how musicians solved 
rhythm sight-reading challenges. Thus, this study was designed to include concurrent and 
retrospective verbal protocols in order to add a new perspective to the existing body of 
research on rhythm sight-reading. 
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Related Rhythm Studies 
In order to determine how musicians perceived tempos and the ranges of these 
perceived tempos, Duke (1989) presented nine consecutive mono-pitched tones to 50 
undergraduate and graduate music majors. The tones presented included 40, 60, 80, 100, 
120, 140, 160, 180, and 200 tones per minute (tpm), which the subjects heard in a random 
order. Between each set of tones, the subjects heard non-rhythmic music to reduce or 
eliminate any transfer effect between the sets of tones. Duke discovered that the subjects 
tended to perceive tempos faster than 120 tpm as subdivisions of slower tempos and 
pulses slower than 60 tpm were generally heard as elongations of faster tempos. A tempo 
of 80 tpm was the most accurately perceived and was the tempo most frequently selected 
as the basic pulse. Duke (1989) concluded that humans perceive a narrow range of 
tempos, usually between 60 and 120 tpm, with 80 being the easiest to perceive. Duke’s 
investigation made me cognizant of the importance of tempo and reinforced my decision 
to allow the participants in this study the option of selecting their own tempi for the 
Rhythm Worksheet exercises. 
Dib (2010) utilized applied behavior analysis to improve pitch and rhythm 
accuracy while sight-reading. The subjects included three flute players whose sight-
reading scores were 50% lower than their level five or six performance scores at the New 
York State School Music Association (NYSSMA) Festival. During the first phase of the 
study, Dib (2010) recorded baseline behaviors as the students sight-read researcher-
designed practice exercises of equal difficulty. After the students performed each sight-
reading etude, Dib scored each performance, but only made general comments to the 
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subjects such as “nice job.” Once each student scored higher three weeks in a row, they 
progressed to the treatment phase.   
During the treatment phase, students performed the same 15 ten-measure 
exercises each week. After each performance, the researcher scored the students, then 
provided specific feedback regarding positive aspects of the performance and pointed out 
the places in the music that were incorrect. Once the student performed one of the 15 
exercises perfectly, the rhythm was put aside until the following week. The incorrect 
exercises were placed back into the rotation and were attempted later during the same 
lesson if time permitted. The treatment phase of the study continued until each student 
could play all 15 exercises without any mistakes. This took anywhere from fewer than 30 
to over 50 lessons.  
 In the post-treatment stage, students performed new exercises designed exactly 
like the ones in the first two phases. The researcher scored each performance and only 
offered general comments, as in stage one, such as “good.” Dib concluded that pitch 
errors decreased by an average of 10% and rhythm errors decreased by 42%. The results 
of Dib’s study prompted me to provide specific feedback to participants in this study in 
order to make the VPA sessions as educational as possible for the participants. Providing 
educational feedback served as a key element for gaining school district, band director, 
and parental approval to recruit qualified musicians, and helped motivate the all-state 
musicians to accept their invitations to participate in this study.  
 A critical part of Dib’s (2010) study was the error recording procedure used to 
document performance mistakes. Dib circled incorrect notes, placed minus signs over 
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notes that the musicians performed too short and plus signs over notes that lasted too 
long. Additionally, Dib wrote “pause” to indicate hesitations, “R” for repetitions of the 
same notes or sections of music, and “F” to indicate frustrated behavior such as 
vocalizations or foot stomping. Dib placed tally marks over spots in the music where 
mistakes occurred more than once. This system provided a great template for 
documenting the performance errors made by the participants in the present study. Dib’s 
system greatly facilitated discussions during the scoring reconciliation procedure.  
Farley (2014) compared the rhythm sight-reading abilities to the pulse-keeping 
skills of 53 college students participating in various large instrumental ensembles. The 
rhythm sight-reading test included 18 eight-bar rhythms ordered from less to more 
difficult. During the test, the students previewed rhythms presented on a computer screen, 
for 25 seconds. They then performed the rhythms using a neutral vocal syllable, such as 
“tah,” without the aid of kinesthetic movements. The students began after hearing four 
metronome clicks at 80 bpm. After making three mistakes during a rhythm performance, 
Farley asked the students to start the rhythm again from the beginning. After making a 
third mistake during the second attempt, the sight-reading test was terminated.   
The students also completed three timekeeping tests. The first test involved 
previewing an eight-bar rhythm for 25 seconds. The students heard four introductory 
clicks then internally performed the rhythm. During their silent performances, the 
students were requested to tap at three different times, designed by arrows over the 
notation, on an iPad2 using the Garage Band application. The first and third taps occurred 
on the first and last beats, respectively. The second arrow was placed somewhere in 
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between, but not on a downbeat. The second timekeeping test involved hearing four 
introductory clicks, then internally keeping the pulse without the use of notation. The 
students tapped on the initial beat and the last beat, as well as on the downbeat of a 
predetermined measure. They repeated this test four times. The third pulse-keeping test, 
conducted four times, comprised previewing notation consisting of eight measures of 
quarter notes, plus one extra beat. After hearing the four introductory clicks, the students 
tapped on the first and last quarter notes, plus one of the marked downbeats in the middle 
of the exercises.  
Immediately following the test sessions, Farley (2014) interviewed the students 
regarding their test-taking strategies. The students revealed the use of six strategies, the 
first of which included visually previewing the rhythms for challenges (24.5%). Other 
students utilized kinesthetic pulse-keeping strategies (22.6%) such as toe tapping and 
throat clicking, even though they were requested not to use such actions. Rather than 
internally sight-reading the rhythms, some students internally measured the pulse beats 
(37.7%), subdivided eighth and sixteenth notes (35.8%) throughout the exercises, or kept 
an internal pulse and subdivided the measures that included the arrows (15.1%). Some of 
them reported not utilizing any strategies (5.7%).  
Farley (2014) reported that the students who employed internal pulse or 
subdivision strategies performed better than those who did not, but not at a statistically 
significant level. Conversely, those who incorporated the use of hidden kinesthetic 
strategies performed less accurately than the students who used other strategies, but not to 
a statistically significant extent. Overall, no significant correlations existed between the 
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scores on the rhythm sight-reading and the pulse-keeping tests. Farley (2014) concluded 
that pulse-keeping and rhythm sight-reading skills exist as two different competencies, 
which confirmed my decision to analyze pulse and subdivision strategies separately in 
this study. 
Summary of the Chapter 
 Despite a lack of consensus regarding the effectiveness of sight-reading 
approaches and strategies in empirical studies, I noted that both aural and kinesthetic 
movement strategies resulted in improved rhythm sight-reading skills, particularly when 
both types of strategies were employed. The literature guided the decision-making 
process while creating the Rhythm Worksheet utilized in this study. Those decisions 
included the types of rhythm challenges to compose, whether to include metronome 
markings, whether to allow or require the use of a metronome, and how to document the 
errors made by the participants during their sight-reading sessions. Additionally, the 
literature related to the VPA technique assisted me when designing the concurrent and 
retrospective protocol procedures utilized during the participants’ sight-reading sessions. 
The next chapter includes a full explanation of the data collection and analysis 
procedures used when conducting this study.   
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Chapter 3: Designing and Conducting the Investigation 
In the preceding chapter, I reviewed the sources that were helpful to me while 
designing this inquiry. In this chapter, I detail the design, methodology, and data analysis 
procedures used in this study. This investigation was designed around a data gathering 
technique called verbal protocol analysis (VPA) which allows participants to think aloud 
during problem solving exercises. The problem-solving challenges included nine rhythms 
on the researcher-designed Rhythm Worksheet (see Appendix A). During their individual 
VPA sessions, the participants demonstrated their rhythm sight-reading strategies. The 
styles of those strategies (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) were compared to the 
participants’ sensory learning style preferences which were ascertained from the VARK 
Questionnaire Version 7.1 (Fleming, 2011). The data analysis procedures used included 
coding the VPA sessions and scoring the rhythm sight-reading performances.  
Design of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to determine which rhythm sight-reading strategies 
were used (successfully and unsuccessfully) by the accomplished high school 
instrumentalists who participated in this investigation. In addition, I wanted to know 
whether these demonstrated strategies aligned with each participant’s preferred learning 
styles, as determined by their VARK Learning Style Questionnaire (Fleming, 2011) 
scores. 
The research questions addressed in this study were: 
1. What learning strategies do Florida high school All-State musicians 
demonstrate while previewing challenging notated rhythms? 
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2. What learning strategies do Florida high school All-State musicians 
demonstrate while sight-reading challenging notated rhythms? 
3. What sensory learning styles (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) do these 
demonstrated learning strategies represent? 
4. What sensory learning styles do these All-State musicians generally prefer 
while learning, according to their VARK Questionnaire results?  
5. How do the learning strategies used successfully and unsuccessfully by these 
All-State musicians while sight-reading notated rhythms relate to their sensory 
learning style preferences? 
These research questions required the use of a qualitative approach. Glesne (2011) 
expounded that qualitative research has proven useful for uncovering the processes 
people use while engaged in problem-solving situations. To date, quantitative studies 
have not produced any conclusive results regarding the effectiveness of rhythm sight-
reading strategies (Fust, 2006; McCabe, 2004; Varley, 2005). This may stem from the 
fact that rhythmic perception and performance skills involve multiple components, 
including meter, tempo, pulse, and subdivision. Previous research has not examined the 
multiple processes that occur while musicians sight-read rhythms (Fraisse, 1987). 
McPherson and Renwick (2001) contend that few studies have allowed musicians to self-
select practice strategies while learning new music.   
In order to allow the Florida All-State musicians participating in this study to 
demonstrate how they approached rhythm sight-reading challenges without restrictions, I 
designed this study around the technique of verbal protocol analysis (VPA). VPA is a 
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technique during which participants verbalize aloud while engaged in problem solving 
activities to reveal their cognitive processes (Ericsson, 2006; Ericsson & Simon, 1993; 
Flinders & Richardson, 2002; Ford et al., 1989; Richardson & Whitaker, 1996). Using 
VPA allowed me to listen to the participants’ thoughts, watch their physical movements 
and gestures, and observe any markings they wrote on their rhythm sheets.   
Data Collection Instruments 
 Data were collected using a researcher-designed Rhythm Worksheet and the 
VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 (Fleming, 2011). The Rhythm Worksheet included 
nine rhythm exercises for the VPA sight-reading sessions. The VARK Questionnaire was 
used to discover each participant’s visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic learning style 
preference(s).  
Rhythm Worksheet. Prior to conducting this research, I searched for an existing 
rhythm sight-reading instrument. The Watkins-Farnum Performance Scale (Watkins & 
Farnum, 1954) was used in several sight-reading studies (Anderson, 1981; Boyle, 1970, 
Kelly, 1997; Mason, 1990, McCabe, 2005, O’Leary, 2010), but it is no longer in print. 
The majority of sight-reading researchers have created their own rhythm exercises in 
order to generate the specific type of data they sought (Bacon, 1998; Bebeau, 1982; 
Brittin, 2001; Close, 1977; Colley, 1987; Gates, 1993; Gordon, 1985; Gordon & Martin, 
1993/1994; Green, 1973; Major, 1982; Palmer, 1976; Pursell, 2007; Salzberg & Wang, 
1989; Shehan, 1987; Smith, 2009; Veenker, 1998; Wolf, 2004). In order to help me 
answer the questions that guided this research, I created my own set of rhythms for the 
Rhythm Worksheet.  Typically, qualitative researchers select and create the tools and 
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instruments they need to achieve their data collection goals (Creswell, 2007; Lichtman, 
2006; Orcher, 2005; Phelps et al., 2005).  
The Rhythm Worksheet was the stimulus for the VPA procedure. Therefore, the 
design of the worksheet and construction of the rhythms involved many considerations. 
Of primary importance was to determine the number, types, and difficulty of the rhythm 
challenges to include. A small amount of research exists regarding the types of rhythm 
sight-reading mistakes that musicians make.  
To gather more information regarding what types of rhythm challenges to include, 
I took notes while adjudicating high school musicians at solo and ensemble festivals, and 
at end-of-the-year jury performances. While judging, I was taken aback by the number of 
rhythm mistakes made by the students. I noticed that most of the mistakes happened 
when students performed rhythms that included tied notes, dotted notes, syncopations, 
rests, complex rhythms, and multiple subdivisions. In addition, I found that accuracy 
suffered when meter changes occurred between measures. As a result, I incorporated 
these types of rhythm challenges in the Rhythm Worksheet. At the suggestion of the 
professors on my committee, I created additional challenges by including 
unconventionally beamed notes. All but two of the Rhythm Worksheet exercises 
contained multiple rhythm challenges in order to ensure that the participating musicians 
fully engaged their rhythm sight-reading strategies. The inclusion of challenging 
exercises, as recommended by Pierce (1992), Salzberg and Wang (1989), and Stambaugh 
(2011), eliminated a possible ceiling effect which occurs when tests do not possess 
enough difficulty to allow for scores at the high end of the continuum (Gall et al., 2003; 
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Phillips, 2008).  
Prior to conducting this study, I discovered that some previous rhythm-reading 
tests have contained as few as four beats per rhythm (Bebeau, 1982; Gauthier & Dunn, 
2004; Gordon, 1985; Stambaugh, 2011). Several researchers used three- and four-
measure rhythms in their studies (Gates, 1993; Green, 1973; Major, 1982; Persellin & 
Pierce, 1988; Pierce, 1992; Rogers, 1996). The tests utilizing three- and four-measure 
rhythm patterns contained an average of two to eight rhythm exercises. Based on prior 
research and the recommendation of my committee, I created a worksheet with nine 
rhythms, written in various meters that were four measures or more in length. This 
allowed the participants to generate a large number of verbal protocols and still be able to 
complete the procedure in approximately one hour.  
I decided to present unpitched, unaccompanied rhythms so participants could 
focus their attention on decoding the patterns. I selected the Maestro font due to its 
widespread use by at least two of the largest music publishers of band music so the 
participants would not have difficulty reading the rhythms. To help the participants focus 
on the rhythms, no tempo markings were indicated. No metronome or electronic pulse 
was provided so participants could sight-read at their own pace.  
Qualitative researchers seek to discover a deeper understanding of a research 
problem beyond showing cause and effect relationships. Because qualitative researchers 
look for themes, comparisons, patterns, and processes, instrument validity becomes less 
important or becomes unnecessary in some studies (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011; 
Lichtman, 2006; Orcher, 2005; Phelps et al., 2005). Several researchers, however, 
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discussed the content validity of their rhythm exercises. Content validity ascertains that 
an instrument accurately measures the intended outcomes (Asmus & Radocy, 2006; 
Creswell, 2008; Orcher, 2005; Salkind, 2007). For example, Gates (1993) asked another 
expert to examine his exercises and Bebeau (1982) asked two other authorities to judge 
the appropriateness of the test rhythms. In order to determine the validity of the sight-
reading exercises implemented in this study, I consulted three music education professors 
and three high school music teachers whom I considered knowledgeable. The educators I 
consulted agreed that the rhythms were challenging and would require students to utilize 
their most effective rhythm sight-reading strategies.    
A very important consideration when designing this study involved finding a 
medium for participants to perform rhythms while verbalizing. Many researchers have 
used tapping and clapping in rhythm-related studies (Bebeau, 1982; Catan, 1986; Cox, 
1977; Davidson & Colley, 1987; Doerksen, 1972; Gordon & Martin, 1993/1994; Petzold, 
1966; Persellin & Pierce, 1988; Pierce, 1992; Povel, 1981; Rainbow, 1977, 1981; Shehan, 
1987). In the present study, I wanted to allow the students to control the durations of the 
note values. Therefore, participants performed designated rhythm exercises on a piano or 
keyboard (Penttinen & Huovinen, 2011; Waters et al., 1998), if one was available on site, 
or on a Yamaha PSR E313 electronic keyboard that I provided. The participants chose 
any pitch(es) and used any playing techniques so that keyboard experience was not 
necessary.  
Scholars have stated that visual markings, such as vertical lines above each 
downbeat, may assist some students (Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; Miksza, 2012). The 
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Florida Bandmasters Association (FBA) prohibits writing on sight-reading materials; 
however, musicians may do so while practicing at home or in a rehearsal setting just 
before sight-reading new music. Therefore, I decided to allow the participants to place 
marks on the Rhythm Worksheet so they could use any visual or read/write strategies 
they found helpful. 
At all FBA events that include sight-reading activities, students are allowed to 
preview the music. During their Florida All-State Band auditions, the musicians are 
allotted 30 seconds to preview their sight-reading etudes. Thus, I granted each participant 
30 seconds to preview each exercise before performing it to align with the All-State 
audition procedure. These 30 seconds of preview time allowed me to gather data 
regarding the strategies these accomplished musicians used while previewing challenging 
rhythms.  
VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1. In order to determine the participants’ 
preferred learning styles, I administered the VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 (Fleming, 
2011). Fleming granted me permission to use the VARK Questionnaire in the study but 
not to include its contents in this report; however, it can be viewed online. The VARK 
Questionnaire includes 16 questions. Each question includes a realistic scenario and four 
possible answers. Each of the four responses correspond with one of four sensory 
learning styles (visual, aural, read/writing, and kinesthetic). People can select none, or as 
many as all four, of the answers depending on which ones apply to them in the described 
situations. The VARK Questionnaire is available in a paper and pencil version or as an 
online survey. I asked all the participants in this study to complete the paper version at 
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the conclusion of their VPA rhythm-reading sessions. 
Because of its face validity, ease of administration, and abundance of supporting 
materials, the VARK Questionnaire is widely used (Bernardes & Hanna, 2009; Leite et 
al., 2010; Molumby, 2004; Tanwinit & Sittiprapaporn, 2010). Leite et al. (2010) 
performed the first rigorous validation of the VARK Questionnaire using data from 
14,211 subjects in the United States, of which 67.9% were 25 years old or younger. Their 
study confirmed that the VARK Questionnaire possessed adequate reliability and validity 
for determining individual learning style preferences. Other researchers agree that face 
validity exists for this instrument because the questionnaire includes real-life scenarios 
(Slater, Lujan, & DiCarlo, 2007; Tanwinit & Sittiprapaporn, 2010). 
Sampling and Participant Recruiting  
In order to select participants, I employed a technique called extreme sampling. 
Extreme sampling is a procedure that involves finding participants at one or both ends of 
a continuum (Creswell, 2007, 2008; Gall et al., 2003; Orcher, 2005; Lichtman, 2006). In 
this study, I sought to enroll proficient high school musicians on the expert end of the 
musicianship continuum because studying experts in a particular field would make it 
possible to unveil certain types of beneficial information that average performers cannot 
provide (Duke 2005; Gembris, 2002; Lehmann & Davidson, 2002; Maxwell, 2005; 
Norgaard, 2011; Orcher, 2005). Experts typically possess a greater understanding of their 
thoughts and actions during a performance or procedure. Moreover, experts are able to 
articulate their thoughts more clearly and with more consistency than non-experts 
(Lehmann & Davidson, 2002; McPherson & Renwick, 2001). Additionally, scholars have 
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suggested that studies focusing on musicians in higher-grade levels should be conducted 
because previous sight-reading research has largely included elementary-aged students. 
(Brittin, 2001; Dobbs, 2008; Hill, 2008; McCabe, 2004). 
In order to find expert high school musicians, I decided to recruit 11th- and 12th-
grade band musicians who successfully auditioned into the Florida All-State Band or 
Orchestra at least three times during of the past four years. All-state band selection is 
considered one of the biggest honors bestowed on a band musician (Lien & Humphreys, 
2001; Veronee, 2015). Although sight-reading is only one part of the Florida All-State 
blind-audition procedure, along with scales and required etudes, researchers have 
suggested that accomplished sight-readers tend to perform with more rhythmic and pitch 
accuracy than other musicians (Hayward & Gromko, 2009; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; 
O’Leary, 2010). Skilled sight-readers are able to spend time focusing their attention on 
musical elements such as tone quality and musical expression, rather than learning 
rhythms and finding pitches, (Lehmann & McArthur, 2002).  
The next step was to decide how many participants to include in this study. Ford 
et al., (1989) reported that the average number of participants in VPA studies was 22. 
This average possibly exists because researchers typically utilize smaller sample sizes in 
VPA investigations (Kuusela & Paul, 2000). In order to ensure that I had an ample 
amount of data, my dissertation proposal committee advised me to use 30 participants to 
complete this study. 
Before engaging in any participant recruiting or data collection activities, I 
completed the Boston University IRB application process. This process assured that all 
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the study procedures aligned with university and federal regulations. After approval was 
granted, I identified potential participants who met the inclusion criteria by searching the 
Florida All-State Band and Orchestra rosters, name by name. This procedure allowed me 
to identify the school districts with the most qualified participants within a six-hour 
driving range of my residence. I then contacted those districts to obtain permission to 
conduct research. Most of those school districts had a detailed IRB application that was 
unique to their district. License to proceed was granted in all seven public school districts 
and the two private schools to which I applied. I submitted amendment forms to many of 
the IRB departments each year to gain approval to recruit new participants.  
Using these measures, I did not find enough participants who met the 
qualifications to complete this inquiry. Therefore, after 4 semesters, the eligibility criteria 
were amended to include 11th and 12th graders who successfully auditioned into the 
Florida All-State Band or Orchestra 2 years in a row or a minimum of three times.   
Prior to collecting any data, I collected each participant’s Parental Permission 
Form (see Appendix B). I also collected either the Participant Assent Form (see 
Appendix C) if a participant was age 17 or younger, or the Participant Consent Form (see 
Appendix D) for participants age 18 or older. Additionally, the participants completed a 
Background Information Form (see Appendix E) to collect demographic information. 
Of the 30 participants who were recruited, 16 were 11th graders and 14 were 12th 
graders. Twenty were male and 10 were female. Ten played woodwind instruments (two 
flutes, one oboe, five clarinets, two bassoons), 13 were brass players (four trumpets, four 
French horns, three trombones, two tubas), and seven were percussionists. Twenty-seven 
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attended public high schools and three attended private schools. Seven of the participants 
indicated on the Background Information Form that their school was in an urban area and 
19 recorded that their school was in a suburban community. None of them indicated that 
they attended school in a rural location, and four of them marked that they were not sure 
in which type of community their school was located. Nineteen of the student musicians 
self-identified as White (not of Hispanic origin), two selected Black (not of Hispanic 
Origin), five were Hispanic, four indicated they were Asian, and one selected “other.” 
One of the participants selected two of the ethnic categories (Black and White) and 
nobody checked the “prefer not to answer” choice. At the time this research was 
conducted, two of the participants had been selected to the Florida All-State Band or 
Orchestra five times (including middle school). Ten were chosen four times, 13 were 
chosen three times, and five were selected two times. 
Data Collection Procedures 
The data collected in this study resulted from three procedures. During the 
concurrent VPA procedure, the participants verbalized and demonstrated their rhythm 
sight-reading strategies in real time. During the retrospective VPA process, they 
answered scripted and unscripted questions about their sight-reading strategies. The 
VARK Questionnaire procedure revealed each participant’s preferred learning style 
(visual, aural, read/write, or kinesthetic) or style combination.   
Concurrent protocol procedure. Concurrent verbal protocols are verbalizations 
made by participants while they are engaged in problem solving activities (Flinders & 
Richardson, 2002; Gall et al., 2003; Kuusela & Paul, 2000). The concurrent protocol 
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procedure used in this study was designed to identify the participants’ rhythm sight-
reading strategies. To accomplish this, the participants verbalized their decision-making 
thoughts and simultaneously demonstrated their rhythm sight-reading strategies while 
previewing and performing challenging rhythms on a keyboard. I detailed each step of 
the procedure in a document titled the VPA Concurrent Protocol Procedure Guide (see 
Appendix F). This guide provided me with an easy to follow checklist that I used during 
the VPA sessions.  
 Retrospective protocol procedure. Retrospective protocols are defined as 
verbalizations generated immediately after problem solving activities while the process is 
still fresh in the participants’ minds (Flinders & Richardson, 2002; Gall et al., 2003; 
Kuusela & Paul, 2000). The participants in the present study produced retrospective 
protocols while answering clarifying questions during their sight-reading sessions. 
Additionally, they responded to six scripted questions that were asked immediately after 
the completion of the ninth and final rhythm in order to discover further information 
about their strategy choices during their rhythm sight-reading previews and 
performances. These questions are located in the VPA Retrospective Protocol Procedure 
Guide (see Appendix G). 
The concurrent and retrospective VPA sessions were recorded (Ericsson & 
Simon, 1993; Kuusela & Paul, 2000; Stevenson, 2010). Video recordings were made on a 
Kodak M580 digital camera, Canon Sure Shot, or an iPhone 6. To ensure that the coders 
and I could hear the participants’ verbalizations clearly, the participants wore an Audio 
Technica 300 Series VHF Wireless Microphone. I plugged the wireless microphone 
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receiver into a Roland KC-60 3-Channel Keyboard Mixing Amplifier, which I placed 
near the video camera. The amp enabled me to control the sound levels throughout each 
procedure. The additional audio proved helpful as the participants’ speaking, keyboard or 
piano playing, and foot and hand tapping loudness levels were inconsistent throughout 
their sight-reading sessions, particularly when multiple strategies were employed. As a 
backup measure, I placed an Olympus WS 500 M audio voice recorder on the piano, 
keyboard, or a music stand in order to create a second audio recording.  
VARK Questionnaire administration and closing comments. Immediately 
after completion of the Concurrent and Retrospective Protocol Procedures, I administered 
the VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 (Fleming, 2011) to determine each participant’s 
sensory learning style (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) preferences. I read the 
instructions located on the document titled VARK Questionnaire Instructions and Closing 
Comments (see Appendix H). Once the participants completed the questionnaire, I used 
the VARK Questionnaire Scoring Chart to calculate their VARK learning style 
preferences based upon Fleming’s Standard algorithm. Next, I explained what their score 
indicated based upon the interpretations included on the scoring chart. I then inquired 
whether they agreed or disagreed with the VARK Questionnaire interpretation. In all 
cases, the participants either agreed or strongly agreed with their results.  
I ended each VPA session by expressing my appreciation to the participants for 
their participation and requested them to refrain from discussing the contents of the 
Rhythm Worksheet to avoid informing future participants about the rhythms. The total 
time of the face-to-face VPA sight-reading sessions ranged from 45 to 80 minutes. Each 
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participant’s overall time depended on how much talking they did while answering the 
retrospective questions and how much time they spent completing the VARK 
Questionnaire. Moreover, a few of them elaborated about the accuracy of their VARK 
Questionnaire results. 
Data Security   
I took care to protect the security of the data and the identity of the participants. 
One of the school districts required me to mail the completed permission forms to their 
IRB office. I locked the remaining permission forms in a desk drawer in my home office, 
in a folder labeled “Form C.” The students’ names and participant numbers only appeared 
together on the Background Information Form, which I kept locked up in a separate 
folder, labeled “Form B.” I filed these folders and the folders containing the data in 
separate areas of my locked desk. Because I do not teach in my home, there was little to 
no chance of someone gaining access to the identifying forms. Following the procedure 
used by Schneider, Johnson, and Porchea (2004), I saved the video and audio recordings 
onto my password-protected computer, using only participant numbers without names.  
Data Analysis 
 The data analysis procedures used in this study revolved around an analytical 
technique called coding. Coding refers to the process of assigning a short word or phrase 
to a section of text that summarizes the data or describes what occurred (Creswell, 2007; 
Glesne, 2011; Lichtman, 2006; Saldaña, 2009). Additionally, the rhythm sight-reading 
performances were scored for accuracy utilizing procedures developed by Dib (2010), 
Green (1973), and Hagen (2001a). 
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 Coding. The initial rounds of coding were completed using three of Saldaña’s 
(2009) First Cycle coding techniques. According to Saldaña (2009), the purpose of First 
Cycle coding is to identify what the participants did, how they did it, and note anything of 
interest that could help answer the research questions. The First Cycle coding techniques 
utilized in this investigation included In Vivo Coding, which was used to identify what 
the participants verbalized, Process Coding, which was employed to document the 
actions and movements the participants demonstrated, and Descriptive Coding, which 
was utilized to identify when things were happening. 
The goal of Second Cycle coding, sometimes called axial coding, includes 
merging First Cycle codes into categories of higher order concepts, themes, and processes 
(Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011; Lichtman, 2006; Saldaña, 2009). In this study, the Second 
Cycle categorizing process was completed using the Provisional Coding technique. While 
executing the Provisional Coding method, researchers pre-select a priori categories based 
on the literature and their research questions (Layder, 1998; Saldaña, 2009). The 
Provisional Coding categories used in this study included the four VARK learning styles 
(visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic), as well as all the multimodal combinations. 
The data were coded by myself and one of four other qualified coders who were 
long-time music educators. Three of the coders were qualitative researchers with DMA 
degrees in Music Education and one possessed a MS degree in Music Education. If 
consensus on any code was not achieved, another coder made the final decision. 
The final codes were entered into one of two codebooks. The first codebook 
included all the strategies the participants demonstrated while previewing the rhythms. 
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The second codebook contained the strategies utilized during the sight-reading 
performances. Additionally, a coding journal was created to document researcher 
reflections throughout the data analysis process, report interesting observations, and 
record interesting quotes made by the participants.  
Scoring the rhythm performances. All 270 rhythm performances were scored 
by myself and again by one of the other coders. Another coder resolved any scoring 
discrepancies. Each individual rhythm performance was assigned one of three success 
ratings: successful, partially successful, or unsuccessful. “Successful” performances 
contained zero mistakes. “Partially successful” performances included one to four 
mistakes per rhythm, depending on the difficulty of the rhythm and the type of mistakes 
made. For example, Rhythms 1, 2, and 3 had the least number of rhythm challenges. 
Therefore, only one mistake was allowed during each of those performances in order to 
receive a “partially successful” rating. Up to four mistakes were allowed for Rhythms 8 
and 9 due to their complexity. Performances that included more mistakes than a “partially 
successful” performance were labeled as “unsuccessful.”  
Using the Florida Bandmasters Association Permutations of Concert Band 
Ratings chart as a guide, an overall success rating was determined for each participant. 
The participants who performed five or more of the nine rhythms successfully with zero 
errors received an “overall successful” rating (n = 6). Participants whose combined 
number of “successful” and “partially successful” rhythm performances equaled five or 
more were designated as “overall partially successful” (n = 13). All the remaining 
participants received a label of “overall unsuccessful” (n = 11).  
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Summary of the Chapter 
 I decided to employ a qualitative approach to help answer the research questions 
guiding this inquiry. Use of the VPA technique allowed the participants to verbalize their 
rhythm sight-reading strategies without restrictions. A Rhythm Worksheet with nine 
rhythms contained a variety of rhythm challenges for the participants to sight-read. The 
VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 (Fleming, 2011) revealed the participants’ visual, 
aural, read/write, and kinesthetic learning preferences. Before recruiting 30 participants, I 
received IRB approval from Boston University to conduct this study. I then completed 
the research approval process from the participants’ individual school districts.  
The sight-reading sessions were designed using VPA so the participants could 
verbalize their decision-making thoughts while demonstrating their rhythm sight-reading 
strategies in real time. During each VPA session, I conducted the concurrent and 
retrospective VPA sight-reading procedures according to the details provided in the VPA 
Concurrent Protocol Procedure Guide and the VPA Retrospective Protocol Procedure 
Guide. Next, I administered the VARK Questionnaire to determine each participant’s 
preferred visual, aural, read/write, or kinesthetic learning style. Afterwards, I took 
extreme care to keep the participants’ identities and data secure.  
The data analysis measurers used in this study included coding the VPA sessions, 
scoring the rhythm sight-reading performances, and reconciling the codes and 
performance scores between multiple coders. The results of the data analysis procedure 
are presented in the next chapter. This presentation includes tables that list the 
participants’ sight-reading strategies by learning style type with the frequency of use of 
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the styles and the performance success rates. Additionally, I provide descriptions and 
participant quotes in order to illustrate the strategies. 
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Chapter 4: Explicating the Data 
 
In the previous chapter, I explained the data collection and analysis procedures 
used in this study. This chapter includes the findings and interpretations for each of the 
five research questions, along with the additional analysis I completed after answering 
the research questions. This additional analysis led to a more complete understanding of 
the findings.  
Findings for Research Question 1 
My goal while answering Research Question 1 was to discover the learning 
strategies that Florida high school All-State musicians demonstrated while previewing 
challenging notated rhythms. I answered this research question by first alphabetically 
sorting the 918 final codes that were entered into the Data Analysis Codebook of Preview 
Strategies. This sorting process grouped similar strategies together. Then, those preview 
strategy codes were divided into three categories: scanning strategies, pulse-keeping 
strategies, and rhythm pattern strategies.  
Rather than simply listing the rhythm sight-reading preview strategies used by the 
participants, I included the frequency of their use to illustrate the popularity or 
uniqueness of each strategy. Although Orcher (2005) supported the use of frequency 
counts, other qualitative researchers maintained that frequency counts exist more as a 
quantitative approach and do not provide information regarding the effectiveness of the 
items being counted (Creswell, 2007; Glesne, 2011; Oare, 2007; Saldaña, 2009). 
Therefore, I decided to include the individual success ratings (successful, partially 
successful, and unsuccessful) that were recorded each time a strategy was employed.  
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It is important to note that the strategies utilized during unsuccessful 
performances were not necessarily ineffective. It just meant that those strategies did not 
lead to a successful performance for those participants during those particular rhythm 
performances. For example, a Coding Journal entry for Participant 29 explained that each 
bar of Rhythm 4 was correctly executed during the preview, but the performance was 
rated as unsuccessful because seven mistakes were made. According to a Coding Journal 
entry, these mistakes probably resulted because a pulse strategy was lacking during the 
performance. A similar journal entry expounded that Rhythm 7 “was accurate during the 
preview” but received a partially successful rating, possibly because the participant 
“vocalized the rhythm but did not use a pulse and therefore made two big mistakes.” It is 
also possible that the participants could have made even more mistakes without the use of 
the strategies labeled as “unsuccessful.” Thus, the success ratings associated with each of 
the strategies were provided only as a general guide. 
Preview strategies involving scanning. Twenty of the participants employed 
scanning strategies at the start of their rhythm preview time. Scanning strategies included 
searching for rhythm challenges and discussing how they planned to negotiate their way 
through the various rhythm challenges. For example, during the preview time for Rhythm 
1, Participant 21 stated, “Well, the first two measures are pretty easy and I see the rhythm 
challenge in measure 3. So, trying to look at it and re-beam it in my head, I guess. Fairly 
standard.” The coders did not consider looking at the time signature as a scanning 
strategy because they regarded this as a basic practice. Practicing the rhythms was also 
not recorded as a scanning strategy if the strategies involved pulse or rhythm pattern 
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vocalizations or movements.  
The scanning strategies were categorized based on the VARK (visual, aural, 
read/write, and kinesthetic) learning styles they represented. The first type of strategy, 
labeled as visual scanning, represented a visual learning style and transpired when the 
participants scanned the rhythms without vocalizing their thoughts. The only time visual 
scanning was coded was when the participants confirmed during any of their clarification 
discussions that they had silently scanned a rhythm for challenges. There was no way to 
verify the accuracy of their claims and there may have been additional times visual 
scanning occurred. Nevertheless, that information was coded.  
The second type of scanning, labeled as vocal scanning, occurred when the 
participants verbalized their thoughts aloud during the scanning process. Vocal scanning 
was categorized as a visual-aural learning style because it was uncertain whether the 
participants were vocalizing (an aural strategy) because they were requested to do so or 
because it matched their style preference. Table 1 includes the total number of vocal and 
visual scanning strategies used by the participants. 
Table 1  
Preview Scanning Strategies 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Vocally scanned 103 34 36 33 
Visually scanned     5   2   2   1 
Total 108 36 38 34 
 
The 10 participants who did not exhibit any scanning, immediately started 
practicing the rhythms. Of the 20 participants who scanned the rhythms before practicing, 
19 of them vocally scanned. Three of those 19 participants also visually scanned at some 
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point during the procedure. One additional participant visually scanned the rhythms but 
did not vocalize. It was noted that the number of successful, partially successful, and 
unsuccessful performance ratings was almost even when the participants scanned. 
Of special note was Participant 9, one of the most successful sight-readers in this 
study. Except when briefly vocalizing some “1, e, &, a” syllables while tapping Rhythm 
9, Participant 9 focused exclusively on looking for challenging spots and determining 
how those demands would be handled during the performances. For example, this is what 
Participant 9 expounded during the preview period for Rhythm 4. 
OK, that’s a little funkier. Nothing horribly untraditional beaming-wise. I think 
what’s weird is that certain note values are tied. And I guess that actually helps a 
little bit, rather than writing like a dotted eighth, seeing it as an eight and sixteenth 
note tied together. I think I ought to approach this as just, subdivide, of course, 
and then hope the outlined subdivision doesn’t interfere with the actual playing, 
and just also pray a little bit to make sure nothing gets too bad. And then, just hear 
what happens. 
 
When questioned about the extensive use of scanning, as opposed to practicing the 
rhythms, Participant 9 explained,  
I can’t think of an instance where I’ve ever, like, figured out a rhythm. But I’ve 
had…if I see something really funky looking, like a dotted thirty-second beamed 
to a five-tuplet or sixteenth note then…then I say, OK, I’ve got to figure this out. 
But in most cases, you know it’s pretty…I like to focus on one of the notes as it 
comes.   
 
Preview strategies used to keep the pulse. At some point during the rhythm 
preview period, 28 of the 30 participants demonstrated pulse strategies. Participant 9 
spent most of the preview period vocally scanning, and Participant 14 focused 
exclusively on the rhythm patterns. The pulse strategies used by the other 28 participants 
fell into four categories: (a) pulse movements, (b) pulse markings written on the Rhythm 
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Worksheets, (c) pulse vocalizations, and (d) pulse visualizations from an imagined 
conductor. Table 2 summarizes the total number of times the participants utilized each of 
those types of strategies, along with the rhythm performance success ratings associated 
with each time a strategy was observed.  
Table 2 
Summary of the Pulse-Related Preview Strategies 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Pulse movements 328  90 115 123 
Pulse markings   46  11   13   22 
Pulse vocalized   32  11   13     8 
Pulse visualized     1    1     0     0 
Total 407 113 141 153 
 
Most of the participants used more than one strategy at a time. For example, while 
previewing the more challenging rhythms, Participant 3 simultaneously vocalized the 
pulse using neutral “dut, dut” syllables, bobbed the pulse with the upper body, nodded the 
pulse with the head, and audibly snapped the pulse with the hand. Throughout the entire 
sight-reading session, Participant 8 tapped a foot to the pulse, bounced or conducted the 
pulse with an arm, audibly snapped the pulse, and bobbed the upper body. Similarly, 
Participant 1 consistently wrote pulse slashes on the Rhythm Worksheets, then nodded 
the pulse with the head and simultaneously tapped the pulse with the foot or hand, plus 
vocalized the pulse using numbers or neutral “bah, bah” syllables at various times. At 
different points, Participant 3 audibly snapped the pulse, bobbed the pulse with the upper 
body, bounced the pulse with the arm, and vocalized the pulse using numbers. While 
previewing Rhythm 6, Participant 26 demonstrated six different pulse-keeping strategies. 
These strategies included vocalizing the pulse using numbers, nodding the pulse with the 
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head, tapping the pulse with the hand then with the foot, audibly snapping the pulse, and 
conducting the pulse. 
The pulse-related movement strategies demonstrated by the participants included 
actions such as tapping the pulse with a foot or hand, as well as nodding the pulse with 
the head. These audible and inaudible pulse-movement strategies were the most used 
preview strategies in the study. This is not surprising because many band directors teach, 
and some even require, their students to tap the pulse silently with their feet while 
playing. Those movement strategies were divided further into two groups: movements 
that were audible and movements that were inaudible. This division was made to explore 
whether similarities existed between movements that were executed silently, which were 
categorized as kinesthetic strategies, and the audible movements, which were categorized 
as audio-kinesthetic strategies.  
The inaudible movement strategies demonstrated by the participants to establish 
or keep the pulse included tapping the feet, nodding the head, bouncing the arms or 
hands, bobbing the upper body, pointing with a finger or pencil at the notation, snapping 
the fingers, tapping the hands or fingers, and conducting. The use of those strategies is 
summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3 
Preview Strategies Using Inaudible Pulse Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped foot 104  36   30 38 
Nodded pulse   63  17   21  25 
Bounced hand   31    8     9  14 
Bobbed body   24    9     8    7 
Pointed finger   10    1     7    2 
Snapped pulse     3    1     2    0 
Tapped hand     3    1     1    1 
Conducted pulse     2    0     1    1 
Total 240  73    79  88 
 
The most popular of the pulse-keeping strategies, tapping the pulse with the foot, 
was associated with slightly fewer successful than unsuccessful performances. Nodding 
the pulse with the head and bouncing the pulse with the arms or hands, which was 
different than conducting, were also associated with fewer successful than unsuccessful 
performances. In contrast, bobbing the pulse with the upper body was associated with 
more successful than unsuccessful performance ratings, but it was not a widely used 
strategy so its effectiveness could not be fully determined by these findings.  
The audible strategies demonstrated by the participants to establish or keep the 
pulse beats included audibly tapping the pulse with the feet or hands. Although audible 
tapping may be the result of the surface at hand, rather than the participant’s desire to 
hear the accompanying sound, it was still categorized as an audible pulse strategy. It was 
noted that the ratio of successful to unsuccessful uses of the audible foot tapping, which 
is an aural-kinesthetic strategy, was much lower than the silent foot tapping, which is a 
kinesthetic-only strategy. Audibly tapping the pulse with the hand, fingers, or pencils was 
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also associated with fewer successful than unsuccessful performances. Silent tapping, 
however, was associated with an equal number of successful, partially successful, and 
unsuccessful performances, but this strategy was only used three times so no comparisons 
can really be made. The audible pulse strategies are summarized in Table 4.  
Table 4 
 
Preview Strategies Using Audible Pulse Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped foot, heel 46    6 19 21 
Tapped hand 42  11 17 14 
Total 88  17 36 35 
 
 Ten participants wrote pulse markings on the Rhythm Worksheets during their 
rhythm preview times. Those pulse markings are summarized in Table 5. The most 
common type of Rhythm Worksheet markings included vertical slashes that were written 
through or above the notated rhythms (Participants 1, 12, 13, 19, 23, and 30). Some of the 
participants wrote pulse numbers on top of the notation (Participants 4, 8, 18, 19, 29, and 
30) while one participant wrote “3/4” above a 6/8 time signature.  
Table 5 
Preview Strategies Using Written Pulse Markings 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Pulse slashes  35  7 11 17 
Pulse numbers  10  4   2   4 
Misc. markings    1  0   0   1 
Total  46 11  13  22 
 
The number of successful performances associated with the use of the pulse 
slashes was less than half the number of unsuccessful performances. Writing pulse 
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numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) was associated with an equal number of successful and 
unsuccessful performances; however, that was another example of a strategy not utilized 
by many of the participants, possibly due to the procedural time constraints. 
 The pulse-related vocalization strategies recorded in this study included 
vocalizing the pulse using numbers or neutral syllables. Those vocalization strategies 
were further subdivided into audible and internal vocalizations. This division was made 
because the audible vocalizations were verifiable while the internal vocalizations were 
not confirmable. It was decided to include the internal vocalization information anyway, 
in case it generated insightful information. 
The pulse-related audible vocalizations used by the participants while previewing 
the nine rhythms included vocalizing the pulse using consecutive numbers across the 
entire measure (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), vocalizing the pulse using small groupings of numbers (1, 2, 
1, 2, 1, 2, 3), and vocalizing the pulse using “dut” type syllables. These pulse-related 
audible vocalizations are listed in Table 6. 
Table 6 
Preview Strategies Using Audible Pulse Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Numbers across        
 
   bar (1, 2, 3, 4)  16  4  5 7 
Numbers in     
   small groups   
   (1, 2; 1, 2, 3) 
   4  1   3 0 
Dut    2  0   2   0 
Total   22  5  10   7 
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Although the participants utilized audible pulse strategies very few times, the ratio of 
successful to unsuccessful performance ratings was fairly even compared to many of the 
other types of strategies that were used.  
The different types of internal vocalization strategies the participants used to 
determine or keep the pulse are listed in Table 7. Those vocalizations included the use of 
“dut” type syllables and consecutive numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) across the entire measure. 
The total number of times those strategies were demonstrated was extremely low 
compared to the other types of strategies the participants used. This low frequency of use 
was possibly because the only time they were coded was when the participants mentioned 
their use during their clarification discussions. Of interest, however, is that internal 
vocalization strategies were associated with more successful performances than partially 
successful or unsuccessful performances. 
Table 7 
Preview Strategies Using Internal Pulse Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Numbers across     
   
   bar (1, 2, 3, 4)   8 5 2 1 
Dut   2 1 1 0 
Total 10 6 3 1 
 
Another unique pulse strategy was utilized by Participant 23 who visualized a 
conductor directing the beat. This strategy was placed in its own category because it 
existed as the only internally visualized pulse-related strategy. It was associated with a 
successful performance, but it occurred while previewing one of the easier rhythms.  
Overall, none of the pulse preview strategies were associated with a higher 
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number of successful than unsuccessful performances except those used only a few times. 
The strategies the participants utilized while previewing the rhythm patterns are 
discussed next. 
Preview strategies used to analyze the rhythm patterns. The participants 
demonstrated three types of strategies while analyzing and practicing the rhythm patterns 
during their 30-second preview periods. The first, and most popular, of those strategies 
included vocalizing the rhythm patterns using the traditional counting syllables “1-e-&-a” 
or neutral syllables such as “dut,” both audibly and internally. The second type of 
strategy included the utilization of movements, such as foot and hand tapping, to decode 
the rhythm patterns. Those movement strategies were further subdivided into audible and 
inaudible categories.  
The third, and least used, type of rhythm pattern strategies the participants 
incorporated into their preview time involved written markings on the Rhythm 
Worksheets. Those markings mostly included traditional rhythm counting syllables (1-e-
&-a) that some of the participants wrote only over a small portion of the notation. All of 
the rhythm pattern strategies used during the rhythm previews are summarized in Table 8. 
Table 8 
Summary of the Rhythm Pattern Preview Strategies 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Vocalizations 228   63  76  89 
Movements 151   47  40  64 
Wrote markings   24     6    7   11 
Total 403 116 123 164 
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The audible vocalizations identified in this study are detailed in Table 9. Those 
vocalization included the use of counting syllables and numbers. Three types of rhythm 
syllables were coded. Those included neutral monosyllables such as “dut,” multi-syllable 
combinations like “di-ga-di-ga,” and traditional counting syllables (1-e-&-a).  
Table 9 
Preview Strategies Using Audible Rhythm Pattern Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Dut 122   29  39  54 
1-e-&-a   71   24  26  21 
Di-ga-dum     7     3    2    2 
Numbers across                    
   bar (1, 2, 3, 4)     5     2     2    1 
Numbers in small     
   groups (1, 2;  
   1, 2, 3) 
    4     2     2    0 
Total 209   60    71   78 
 
The use of audibly vocalized numbers was divided into two categories. The first 
category included vocalizing consecutive numbers over the full bar, based on the position 
of the note in the measure, such as “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6” in 6/8 time. The second category 
included vocalizing smaller groupings of numbers based on each note’s length. For 
example, in 6/8 meter, each eighth note could be vocalized as “1,” each quarter note as 
“1-2,” and each dotted eighth note as “1-2-3,” regardless of where the note was 
positioned in the measure. Thus, each note and rest started with a new count “1.” It was 
noted that none of the participants vocalized the rhythm patterns using the Gordon (Du-
Ta-De-Ta) or Kodály (ta, ti-ti) syllables, or with mnemonic words (Mis-sis-sip-pi). 
The use of syllables such as “dut” was associated with almost twice as many 
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unsuccessful performances as successful performances. In contrast, the use of the 
traditional counting syllables (1-e-&-a) was affiliated with slightly more successful than 
unsuccessful performances. 
The internal vocalization preview strategies used by the participants to analyze 
the rhythm patterns comprised the inaudible vocalizations the participants stated they 
made while practicing the rhythm patterns. Those internal vocalizations included the use 
of traditional (1-e-&-a) and monosyllabic counting syllables, such as “dut,” as illustrated 
in Table 10. Because the internal vocalizations were not physically observable, they were 
only coded when the participants mentioned them during their clarification discussions. 
The total number of internal vocalization strategies was very small in comparison to the 
other types of strategies the participants applied. Neither were they associated with a high 
percentage of successful performances.   
Table 10 
Preview Strategies Using Internal Rhythm Pattern Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Dut 10   2  2  6 
1-e-&-a   9   1  3  5 
Total 19   3  5 11 
 
The inaudible movements used by the participants to analyze and practice the 
rhythm patterns are listed in Table 11. Those strategies included tapping the patterns with 
their fingers, hands, and pencils on the music stand, piano or keyboard, or other body 
parts. If the tapping movement was in the air and not on a concrete surface, it was 
categorized as having “bounced” the rhythm pattern. 
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Table 11 
Preview Strategies Using Inaudible Rhythm Pattern Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped hand,         
   fingers, pencil 63 17 20 26 
Bounced arm,           
   hand 22    9    3 10 
Pointed finger,                   
   pencil   4    2     2    0 
Nodded head   1    1     0    0 
Tapped foot   1    0     1    0 
Total 91   29   26  36 
 
Participant 12 demonstrated two unique tapping strategies. The first strategy 
involved tapping the rhythm pattern for Rhythm 8 with a foot. The second strategy 
comprised tapping the rhythms with a finger or pencil beneath each note of the rhythm 
notation while practicing three of the rhythms. One of the coders convinced me to include 
this “pointing” of the rhythm as a separate strategy category because it utilized both 
visual and kinesthetic elements. There was also one instance where Participant 19 nodded 
the rhythm pattern with the head.  
Tapping the rhythm was associated with more unsuccessful than successful 
ratings, but when the bouncing, pointing, and nodding categories were totaled together 
without the tapping, slightly more successful ratings than unsuccessful ratings resulted. 
Again, the total number of applications was too small to draw any definite conclusions.  
The most popular audible rhythm pattern movements demonstrated by the 
participants included tapping the patterns with their hands, pencils, or feet. Several other 
audible movement strategies were also coded. For example, Participant 5 audibly blew air 
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through the lips to simulate how wind musicians would play rhythms on their 
instruments. Additional audible strategies included clapping and snapping the rhythm 
patterns, as well as clicking the rhythm with the teeth. Table 12 summarizes the audible 
movement strategies used by the participants while previewing the rhythms. 
Table 12 
Preview Strategies Using Audible Rhythm Pattern Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped hand,         
   fingers, pencil 45  12  13 20 
Blew air   7    0    0   7 
Clapped   3    2    0   1 
Clicked teeth   3    3    0    0 
Tapped foot   1    1    0    0 
Snapped fingers   1    0    1    0 
Total 60  18  14  28 
 
Audible tapping, just like inaudible tapping, was associated with more 
unsuccessful than successful performances. None of the performances involving the 
blowing of air were successful, but they were all demonstrated by a single participant. 
When the remaining categories, which included clapping, clicking the teeth, tapping the 
feet, and snapping the rhythms were combined together, a much higher percentage of 
successful ratings resulted. Again, the total number of times those strategies were used 
was too low to draw any substantial comparisons.  
The preview strategies using rhythm pattern written markings included numbers, 
rhythm syllables, and other marks the participants wrote on their Rhythm Worksheets to 
help decode the rhythm patterns. This information is compiled in Table 13. The most 
common type of markings included the use of traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables. 
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Additionally, Participant 2 drew a box over a portion of one of the rhythms and 
Participant 1 circled one of the upbeat notes. Just like many of the other types of 
strategies, the use of written markings was associated with more unsuccessful than 
successful performance ratings.  
Table 13 
Preview Strategies Using Written Rhythm Pattern Markings 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Wrote 1-e-&-a 22   5  6  11 
Drew box   1   1  0    0 
Drew circle   1   0  1    0 
Total 24   6  7  11 
 
Summary of the findings for Research Question 1. The goal of Research 
Question 1 was to discover the learning strategies that the participating Florida high 
school All-State musicians demonstrated while previewing challenging notated rhythms. 
The participants demonstrated 918 strategies while previewing the rhythms. That number 
included 407 pulse-keeping, 403 rhythm pattern, and 108 scanning strategies. Within 
each of those categories, several subcategories existed. For example, the participants 
cumulatively demonstrated eight different types of pulse-keeping and six different 
rhythm pattern strategies at least 20 times each during their preview sessions. Another 26 
types of strategies were documented 20 times or less.  
The most common preview strategy, tapping the pulse with the foot, was audibly 
or silently demonstrated 150 times. This accounted for 16% of the total preview 
strategies. The second most common strategy, vocalizing or internalizing the rhythm 
patterns using “dut” type syllables, was documented 132 times or 14% of the total 
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strategies. Thus, it appeared that the participants preferred to use a large variety of 
rhythm sight-reading preview strategies.  
Findings for Research Question 2  
I designed Research Question 2 in order to discover which learning strategies 
Florida high school All-State musicians demonstrated while sight-reading challenging 
notated rhythms.  I answered this question following the same procedure used for 
answering Research Question 1. First, the 503 final codes from the Data Analysis 
Codebook of Performance Strategies were sorted alphabetically. This process grouped all 
the related codes together for easier tabulation. Next, the codes were divided into two 
categories: pulse-keeping (n = 375) and rhythm pattern (n = 128) strategies. No scanning 
or writing strategies were used during the sight-reading performances.  
The findings are presented below in tables. Those tables include the lists of 
rhythm preview strategies demonstrated by the participants, the frequency counts for 
those strategies, and the success ratings associated with each time those strategies were 
employed. The tables are presented from the most frequently used to the least utilized 
types of strategies.  
Performance strategies used to keep the pulse. Most of the participants utilized 
multiple pulse-keeping strategies during their sight-reading performances, just as they did 
during their preview periods. For example, Participant 1 tapped the pulse with the foot 
during all nine performances, nodded the pulse with the head during eight of the 
performances, and vocalized the pulse using numbers during two of the performances. 
Similarly, Participant 16 nodded or bobbed the pulse during all nine of the rhythm 
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performances, tapped or audibly tapped the pulse with the foot during all the 
performances except Rhythm 1, and vocalized the pulse using numbers intermittently 
during four of the performances.  
The pulse-keeping strategies demonstrated by the participants included three main 
types: kinesthetic movements (audible and inaudible), vocalizations (audible and 
inaudible), and internal visualizations. Table 14 summarizes these three types of pulse-
related strategies.  
Table 14  
Summary of the Pulse Performance Strategies 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Movements 306   84         102 120 
Vocalizations   64   14   17   33 
Visualizations     5     2     1     2 
Total 375 100 120 155 
 
The most popular of the performance pulse-keeping strategies involved 
movements. The most common of those movements included tapping the pulse with the 
foot and nodding the pulse with the head. Other strategies included bobbing the pulse 
with the upper body, bouncing the pulse with the hands or arms, and conducting the 
pulse. Participant 29 even shimmied the shoulders to the pulse during one performance. 
Although the performances were much shorter than the preview periods, the participants 
utilized only 4% fewer pulse-keeping movement strategies during their performances 
compared to their preview sessions.  
The pulse-keeping movement strategies were further broken down into pulse-
related audible movements, inaudible movements, and internal movements in order to 
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explore the relationships between the corresponding kinesthetic, aural-kinesthetic, and 
visual-kinesthetic learning styles. The different types of pulse-related inaudible 
movement strategies that the participants used during their performances are listed in 
Table 15. When the frequency of use of the inaudible movement strategies was compared 
to the number used during the previews (as listed in Table 2), it was discovered that the 
use of pulse foot tapping occurred only one less time. Conversely, the participants 
nodded the pulse a noticeably higher number of times and bobbed the pulse slightly more 
times compared to during their preview periods. This change in frequency could have 
resulted because the participants did not have to spend time scanning the rhythms or 
writing on the worksheets. 
Table 15 
Performance Strategies Using Inaudible Pulse Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped pulse   103  40 28  35 
Nodded pulse  100  26 31 43 
Bobbed pulse    40  13 19   8 
Bounced pulse      4   0   1   3 
Conducted pulse       2   0   0   2 
Shimmied pulse      1   0   0   1 
Total  250 79 79 92 
 
While reviewing the success ratings associated with the inaudible pulse 
movements, it was noted that pulse tapping was affiliated with a slightly higher number 
of successful than unsuccessful performances. Bobbing the pulse with the upper body 
was also associated with a higher number of successful than unsuccessful performances, 
although the number of occurrences was not high enough to provide any definitive 
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results. In contrast, the use of nodding the pulse with the head was associated with 17% 
more unsuccessful than successful performances.  
It was noted that the participants did not use any pointing, snapping, or hand 
tapping during their sight-reading performances. This could have been because the 
participants sometimes used two hands to play the rhythms, or they did not want to 
interfere with the hand that was tapping the rhythms on the piano or keyboard.  
The performance strategies using pulse-related audible movements only included 
tapping the pulse with a foot, as listed in Table 16. It was observed that audibly tapping 
the pulse with the foot, an aural-kinesthetic strategy, was associated with a higher number 
of unsuccessful than successful performances. In contrast, the use of inaudible pulse 
tapping, a kinesthetic-only strategy, was associated with a higher number of successful 
than unsuccessful performances.  
Table 16 
Performance Strategies Using Audible Pulse Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped foot 56   5           23 28 
Total 56   5   23 28 
 
During their clarification discussions, two of the participants discussed using 
internal pulse-keeping movements. Participants 13 and 23 explained that they internally 
conducted the pulse while performing some of the rhythms.  
Researcher: So let me ask you, while you were performing, what were you  
thinking? How did you approach the actual performance? 
 
Participant 23: Before I started, I kind of gave a, like a breath in my head, three,  
four (while conducting beats three and four), just to get the tempo set. And 
then I had the conductor going in my head and I was thinking eighth notes. 
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Participant 13 physically conducted a few times as well at the beginning of some 
performances so the claim that internalized conducting took place was plausible. This 
information was included in Table 17.  
Table 17 
Performance Strategies Using Internal Pulse Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Conducted pulse  5   2            1 2 
Total  5   2   1 2 
 
The pulse-related vocalization strategies used by the participants during their 
sight-reading performances included vocalizing numbers and neutral syllables such as 
“dut.” Those strategies were further subdivided into audible and internal vocalizations. It 
was noted that eight of the 10 participants who internally vocalized the pulse also audibly 
vocalized the pulse or rhythm patterns at some point during their sight-reading sessions, 
so internal vocalizing was a credible claim.  
The most common internal vocalization strategy the participants demonstrated to 
establish a pulse included the use of continuous “1-e-&-a” syllables. This was 
demonstrated a few times by Participants 4, 17, and 28, and by Participant 8 throughout 
the sight-reading session. Although using sixteenth notes as a pulse may not be 
considered common, Gordon (2007) stated that musicians can decide for themselves 
which note values they determine to be the pulse beats. It was noted that each time the 
participants subdivided the pulse into sixteenth notes, the corresponding performances 
received unsuccessful ratings, with the exception of one partially successful performance. 
Similarly, Participant 16 vocalized the pulse unsuccessfully while performing Rhythm 9 
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using the traditional syllables “1-&, 2-&.” 
 The second most common type of internally-vocalized pulse strategy included 
the use of neutral (dut) syllables (Participants 10, 18, 20, and 26). Participants 12 and 8 
also used consecutive numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) over the course of an entire measure while 
Participants 26 and 28 used numbers in smaller groupings (1, 2, 1, 2, 3) within each bar. 
The internal vocalizations are summarized in Table 18.  
Table 18 
 
Performance Strategies Using Internal Pulse Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
1-e-&-a   18  0 1  17 
Dut  12  6 2   4 
1, 2, 3, 4 across           
   entire bar    8  2 4   2 
1, 2; 1, 2, 3 in                
   small groupings    4  2 2   0 
Total   42          10 9  23 
 
Interestingly, the total number of audible pulse vocalizations recorded during the 
rhythm performances was exactly the same as during the previews. Similarly, the total 
number of pulse strategies using continuous numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) throughout the full 
measure was exactly the same as during the previews. Correspondingly, an identical 
number of successful, partially successful, and unsuccessful ratings occurred during the 
previews and performances when participants vocalized the pulse using continuous 
numbers. This probably resulted because several participants incorporated this strategy 
while previewing and performing the rhythms involving minimal subdivisions, namely 
Rhythm 2 in 3/4 meter, Rhythm 3 in 6/8 meter, and Rhythm 5 in 5/8 meter. The 
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participants’ audible vocalizations are presented in Table 19.  
Table 19 
Performance Strategies Using Audible Pulse Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Numbers across        
 
   bar (1, 2, 3, 4)  16  4  5 7 
Numbers in small           
   groups (1, 2;                
   1, 2, 3)     3   0   2   1 
Dut     2   0   1   1 
1, &, 2, &     1   0   0   1 
Total   22   4   8 10 
 
Overall, the pulse strategies employed by the participants during the rhythm 
performances were associated with more unsuccessful than successful performances. 
Two paradoxes, however, were noted. First, silently tapping the pulse with the foot was 
associated with a few more successful than unsuccessful performances. Contrastingly, 
audible foot tapping resulted in over five times more unsuccessful than successful 
performances. Second, the use of audible and inaudible pulse syllables was associated 
with more unsuccessful performances than successful performances; however, if the use 
of “1, e, &, a” syllables is omitted from the internally vocalized pulse strategy totals, 
slightly more successful than unsuccessful performances were recorded. Nevertheless, 
the number of vocalization strategies was too low to produce any definite conclusions.   
Performance strategies used to analyze the rhythm patterns. The only rhythm 
pattern strategies the participants used while performing the rhythms included vocalizing 
syllables and utilizing movements, as illustrated in Table 20. Overall, the total number of 
rhythm pattern strategies demonstrated during the performances was slightly less than 
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one-third the number applied during the previews; however, those vocalizations and 
movements were associated with more successful than unsuccessful ratings. That was the 
opposite result of what occurred during the previews, but the total number of times those 
strategies were used was relatively low compared to the overall number of strategies that 
were demonstrated by the participants.  
Table 20 
Summary of the Rhythm Pattern Performance Strategies 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Vocalizations   122  48 43  31 
Movements      6    4   2   0 
Total  128  52 45 31 
 
The performance strategies the participants audibly vocalized while analyzing the 
rhythm patterns are presented in Table 21. Those strategies included the use of traditional 
“1-e-&-a” and “dut” type syllables, as well as consecutive (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and smaller 
number groupings (1-2, 1-2-3). It was observed that the participants only employed 
audible vocalization strategies 81 times during their performances, which was 
substantially fewer than the 209 times those strategies were utilized during the rhythm 
previews. Additionally, it was noted that when the participants audibly vocalized rhythm 
pattern syllables, the number of successful ratings was higher than the unsuccessful 
ratings during the performances.  
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Table 21 
 
Performance Strategies Using Audible Rhythm Pattern Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
1-e-&-a   66  25 26  15 
Dut  12    4   4   4 
1, 2; 1, 2, 3 in                
   small groupings    2    1   1   0 
1, 2, 3, 4 across     
   entire bar     1    1   0   0 
Total   81           31  31 19 
 
These performance ratings contrasted with the evaluations recorded during the 
preview sessions. During the previews, the participants vocalized neutral syllables 122 
times, which were associated with 29 successful and 54 unsuccessful performances. 
During the performances, that number dropped to only 12 uses which were associated 
with 4 successful, 4 partially successful, and 4 unsuccessful performance ratings. The 
biggest reason for the difference in success ratings appeared to be that far fewer of the 
participants vocalized the rhythm patterns using neutral syllables, such as “dut,” during 
their performances. The large drop in the frequency of use of neutral syllables was 
possibly because the participants did not try to duplicate the rhythm patterns using 
vocalization strategies while simultaneously tapping them on the piano or keyboard.  
Contrarily, vocalizing the rhythm patterns using “1-e-&-a” syllables occurred 
only a few times less during the performances than during the previews. The application 
of traditional syllables (1-e-&-a) was also associated with more successful than 
unsuccessful performance ratings during both the previews and performances. This could 
have resulted because those participants, who were comfortable enough to utilize the 
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traditional “1-e-&-a” syllables during the previews and performances, knew how to use 
them effectively to determine the relationships between the shorter rhythmic values.   
The internal vocalizations the participants demonstrated while performing the 
rhythm patterns included the use of “dut” and traditional “1-e-&-a” syllables. Those 
vocalizations are described in Table 22, along with the three other types of previously 
mentioned vocalizations that were each used one time. 
Table 22 
Performance Strategies Using Internal Rhythm Pattern Vocalizations 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Dut  21    8   6    7 
1-e-&-a  16    7   5   4 
Di-ga-di-ga-dum    1    1   0   0 
1, 2; 1, 2, 3 in                 
   small groupings    1    1   0   0 
1, 2, 3, 4 across        
   entire bar     1    0   1   0 
Total   40           17 12  11 
 
Although the overall number of audible vocalization strategies greatly decreased 
between the previews and the performances, the number of internal rhythm pattern 
vocalizations doubled. Furthermore, while the number of unsuccessful ratings was the 
same for the previews and the performances (n = 11), the number of partially successful 
ratings increased from 5 to 12 and the number of successful ratings jumped from 3 during 
the previews to 17 during the performances. Again, those were relatively small numbers 
compared to the total number of strategies employed. Consequently, no conclusions were 
drawn from those specific findings. 
One of the most unique strategies in this study was described by Participant 23 
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who internally heard a bass drum on the rests while performing Rhythm 4 to help fill in 
the rhythm patterns.  
Researcher: Tell me what you were focusing on. 
 
Participant 23: I think, I think the best way to explain it is, I think of a bass drum  
on the beat whenever there’s something that’s off the beat, so that I keep 
the tempo in my head.  It makes it easier for me coming off of a rest. 
 
Although this strategy was not a vocalization, it was categorized as an internal aural 
strategy, similar to internal vocalizing, and was included in its own subcategory. It was 
utilized by Participant 23 one time during an unsuccessful performance. 
The participants did not exhibit any audible rhythm pattern movements during 
their performances and only demonstrated six inaudible movements, as identified in 
Table 23. As mentioned earlier, the participants utilized a lot of pulse tapping strategies 
while they audibly tapped the rhythms on a keyboard. Therefore, it is understandable that 
they would not duplicate the rhythm patterns they were tapping with additional 
movement strategies. Although the participants used those strategies infrequently, they 
provided additional examples of less popular strategies that were affiliated with more 
successful than unsuccessful performance ratings. 
Table 23 
 
Performance Strategies Using Inaudible Rhythm Pattern Movements 
Strategy Total Successful 
Partially 
Successful Unsuccessful  
Tapped rhythm       4   2   2    0 
Bounced rhythm      1   1   0   0 
Nodded rhythm       1   1   0   0 
Total      6   4   2   0 
  
Overall, the total number of rhythm pattern strategies used by the participants 
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during their sight-reading performances was lower compared to the number of preview or 
pulse-keeping performance strategies; however, each type of rhythm pattern performance 
strategy was associated with an equal or greater number of successful, rather than 
unsuccessful, performances. Except for audibly vocalizing the rhythm patterns using 
traditional (1, e, &, a) syllables, which was associated with 15% more successful than 
unsuccessful performances, the number of times that the other strategies were recorded 
was too low to draw any definitive conclusions.  
Summary of the findings for Research Question 2. Research Question 2 was 
designed to analyze which learning strategies the participating Florida high school All-
State musicians demonstrated while sight-reading challenging notated rhythms. A total of 
503 sight-reading performance strategies were documented during this study. Those 
included 375 pulse-related strategies and 128 rhythm pattern strategies. Similar to the 
rhythm preview strategy categories, several subcategories existed. For example, the 
participants demonstrated four different types of pulse-keeping and two rhythm pattern 
strategies at least 20 times during the preview sessions. Another 12 types of pulse-
keeping and 11 types of rhythm pattern strategies were documented 20 times or less.  
The most common performance strategy involved audibly or silently tapping the 
pulse (n = 159), which accounted for 31.6% of the total performance strategies. The 
second most demonstrated strategy, nodding the pulse (n = 100), comprised 19.9% of the 
strategies. The two most common rhythm pattern strategies included vocalizing “1-e-&-
a” syllables (n = 66), and internally vocalizing “dut” type syllables (n = 21). Those 
accounted for 13.1% and 4.2%, respectively, of the total performance strategies. 
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Analogous to their selection of preview strategies, the participants chose to use a large 
variety of strategies while performing the rhythm challenges.  
Findings for Research Question 3 
Research Question 3 was designed to identify which sensory learning styles 
(visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) the participants’ demonstrated learning 
strategies represented. The first step taken to answer this question included labeling all 
the preview and performance strategies listed in the previous tables with corresponding 
VARK learning style designations. Those learning style labels were determined by the 
coders during the Second Cycle coding procedure and were entered into the Data 
Analysis Codebook of Preview Strategies and the Data Analysis Codebook of 
Performance Strategies.  
The next step involved sorting the strategies based on the 15 possible VARK 
learning combinations (V, VA, VAR, VARK, etc.). For example, audible foot tapping 
was added to the aural-kinesthetic category and writing pulse slashes was included with 
the visual strategies. The participants’ strategies only represented six of the possible 15 
categories. Those categories, listed from the most frequently used to the least, included 
kinesthetic, aural, aural-kinesthetic, visual-aural, visual, and visual-kinesthetic. The lists 
of strategies associated with each VARK learning style are presented in tables. Within 
each table, the strategies are listed from the most frequently used to the least frequently 
used.   
The participants relied on kinesthetic learning strategies more than the other 
types. Those strategies were divided into three subcategories. The inaudible movement 
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strategies were labeled as kinesthetic. The audible movement strategies were designated 
as aural-kinesthetic. The movement strategies that were simultaneously kinesthetic and 
visual in nature were identified as visual-kinesthetic.  
The kinesthetic strategies utilized by the participants are summarized in Table 24.  
The aural-kinesthetic strategies employed by the participants included movement-based 
strategies that produced audible sounds, such as audible tapping. Those strategies are 
listed in Table 25. To gain more understanding about aural-kinesthetic strategies, I asked 
seven of the participants during their clarification discussions if the sound or the feeling 
of the audible movements was more helpful to them. Three of them, Participants 5, 14, 
and 24, stated that the feeling of the movements provided the most benefits. Specifically, 
Participant 14 stated, “When I’m tapping my fingers…it’s more about the act of doing 
it.” In contrast, Participant 1 benefited more from the sound. “I feel the tapping of my 
foot, the sound of the pencil. The foot’s just kind of internal. I don’t even think about it. 
But, the pencil, I’m focusing on the downbeat. The foot just comes along with it.”  
Table 24 
 
Kinesthetic Strategies Used by the Participants 
Kinesthetic Strategies (n = 573) 
     Tapped foot, toe, heel 
     Nodded head 
     Tapped hand, fingers, pencil 
     Bounced upper body 
     Bounced arm(s), hand(s) in air 
     Conducted 
     Snapped silently 
     Shimmied shoulders 
Internal Kinesthetic Strategies (n = 5) 
     Conducted pulse 
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Table 25 
 
Aural-Kinesthetic Strategies Used by the Participants 
Aural-Kinesthetic Strategies (n = 204) 
     Audibly tapped foot, toe, heel 
     Audibly tapped hand, fingers, pencil 
     Audibly blew air (sizzled) 
     Audibly clapped 
     Audibly clicked teeth 
     Audibly snapped fingers 
 
Participants 3, 22, and 29, however, stated that the sound and feeling of the 
audible movements were both equally important to them. Participant 29 explained, 
“usually, it’s mostly the sound and just the movement, of knowing that’s where the beat 
is. If I just kept my arm constant right here (kept the arm still and snapped several times), 
I don’t feel the pulse the same way…it’s not as interactive and as inclusive.”  
The aural and internal aural strategies identified in this study, which included 
audible and inaudible vocalizing, are detailed in Table 26.  
Table 26  
 
Aural Strategies Used by the Participants 
Aural Strategies (n = 334) 
     Vocalized "dut" or other neutral syllables such as “bah” 
     Vocalized  "1-e-&-a, trip-o-let" using traditional counts 
     Vocalized “1, 2, 3, 4, 5,” numbers across the entire measure 
     Vocalized "1-2; 1-2; 1-2-3," numbers in small groupings 
     Vocalized "di-ga-di-ga” or other multi-syllable sounds 
Internal Aural (A) Strategies (n = 112) 
     Internally vocalized “dut” 
     Internally vocalized “1-e-&-a” 
     Internally vocalized “1, 2, 3, 4, 5,” numbers across the entire bar 
     Internally vocalized “1-2, 1-2-3,” numbers in small groupings 
     Internally vocalized "di-ga-di-ga” or other multi-syllable sounds 
     Internally heard rhythm, bass drum on rests 
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The visual-aural strategies the participants applied included visual strategies that 
create sounds. The coders and I decided that talking while visually scanning a rhythm for 
challenges, as opposed to silently scanning, was a visual-aural strategy. This was the only 
strategy of this type in this study, which the participants demonstrated 103 times during 
their preview sessions.  
It is unknown whether the participants vocalized while they were scanning 
because they were requested to do so or because they benefited from talking about the 
rhythm challenges. Participant 3 provided an explanation after completing the VARK 
Questionnaire (Fleming, 2011) about how beneficial and necessary it was to discuss new 
information in order to learn it. 
Everything I learn, I hear…I like to listen to it. I had a teacher one time, and I 
would ask questions or I’d try to [discuss it] with someone else, and [the teacher 
would say], “no, no, no, let me explain it one more time.” I’m like, no, I want to 
untangle what I was thinking [by discussing it out loud] because I’m confused. 
Not being able to talk through the new information would not only make the 
group session bad, it would make it worse because I’m super confused. 
 
 The visual strategies exhibited by the participants included writing markings on 
the Rhythm Worksheets which are described in Table 27. Some may argue that writing 
“1-e-&-a” syllables could be considered a read/write strategy. Fleming (2001), however, 
created and defined the read/write style to describe learning by reading and writing 
words. Because the use of “1-e-&-a” symbols was only used sparingly in this study as a 
visual reminder, the use of written syllables in this study was categorized as a visual 
strategy.  
Researcher: Did you actually use the markings that you wrote on the worksheets  
during your performance and were they helpful?” 
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Participant 29: It’s more of a memorization method for me. It’s like when you’re  
in a college class and you’re writing notes on something. When I write 
notes on any subject, I usually don’t go back very much. It’s pretty 
ingrained in my memory from there. Writing it down just helps me to 
memorize it, but it isn’t like the exact reference point that I go off of.  
 
Table 27 
 
Visual Strategies Used by the Participants 
Visual Strategies (n = 75) 
     Wrote slashes 
     Wrote “1-e-&-a” 
     Wrote numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, across the entire measure 
     Visually scanned for rhythm challenges and solutions 
     Wrote boxes or circles around notes 
     Wrote new time signature 
Internal Visualization Strategies (n = 1) 
     Internally visualized a conductor conducting 
  
Only one person in this study applied visual-kinesthetic strategies. Participant 12 
tapped the pulse and rhythm patterns with a pencil while simultaneously pointing at the 
corresponding notation on the Rhythm Worksheet. This occurred 14 times throughout the 
sight-reading session. When asked if the intent was to write something with the pencil, 
Participant 12 replied, “I usually don’t write out the rhythms…I was just using it as a 
pointer.”  
Summary of the findings for Research Question 3. The purpose of Research 
Question 3 was to ascertain what sensory learning styles (visual, aural, read/write, and 
kinesthetic) the demonstrated learning strategies represented. The learning styles of the 
participants’ 1,421 sight-reading strategies fell into six of the 15 possible VARK 
categories. The three most common categories included kinesthetic strategies (n =578), 
aural strategies (n = 446), and aural-kinesthetic strategies (n = 204). The participants also 
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utilized visual-aural strategies (n = 103), visual strategies (n = 76), and visual-kinesthetic 
strategies (n = 14).  
 Overall, the participants applied 1,345 aural- and kinesthetic-related strategies 
which comprised 94.7% of the total number used. Only 76 of the 1,421 coded strategies, 
which represented only 5.3% of the total number, were visual and not aural or kinesthetic 
in nature. Although the participants demonstrated numerous types of sight-reading 
strategies while previewing and performing the rhythms, they preferred using techniques 
that were aural and kinesthetic in style.  
Findings for Research Question 4 
The fourth question was devised to discover which sensory learning styles the 
participating All-State musicians generally preferred while learning, according to their 
VARK Questionnaire results. The participants’ VARK preferences were initially 
determined by the VARK Questionnaire Scoring Chart that Neil Fleming, one of the 
creators of the VARK Questionnaire, sent me. This scoring sheet was based on an 
arithmetic algorithm that Fleming called the Standard algorithm. Recently, Fleming 
developed a Research algorithm based on standard deviations, as recommended by Leite 
et al. (2010), to make VARK scores more valid for research comparisons. I sent Fleming 
the participants’ raw questionnaire scores and he tabulated the participants’ VARK 
preference profiles based on the new Research algorithm,  
Twenty-five VARK learning style preferences now exist due to the Research 
algorithm. Twelve of those are single-preferences, including V-mild, V-strong, V-very 
strong, A-mild, A-strong, etc. Six bi-modal preferences are possible, including VA, VR, 
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VK, AR, AK, and RK. The tri-modal possibilities include VAR, VAK, ARK, and VRK. 
Learners with full VARK preferences are now divided into three categories. VARK Type 
One learners examine learning situations and decide which strategy style to employ. 
VARK Type Two learners prefer to use all their modalities to solve challenges and 
VARK Transition learners are those who fall in between the Type One and Type Two 
designations. 
I observed that the participants in this study preferred only eight of the 25 possible 
VARK learning style combinations identified above. Twelve of the 30 participants in this 
study generally preferred learning using a single VARK style. Those 12 participants 
included five aural-mild, two aural-strong, one read/write-mild, and four kinesthetic-mild 
learners. The other 18 participants had multimodal preferences. Two of those were bi-
modal with aural-kinesthetic preferences. None of the participants were tri-modal. Of the 
16 who preferred to learn using all four modes, nine had VARK Type One preferences, 
four had VARK Type Two preferences, and three had VARK Transition preferences.  
Of the four VARK modalities (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic), the one 
that appeared the most in the participants’ VARK results was the aural style. This 
preference occurred in 25 of their VARK profiles (83.3%). Of those 25 participants, 
seven of them had an aural-only preference, two preferred the aural-kinesthetic style, and 
the remaining 16 had full VARK preferences.  
Another popular modality preference among this group of participants was the 
kinesthetic style. This modality was found in 22 of the participants’ VARK scores 
(73.3%). Of those 22 participants, four had a kinesthetic-only preference and two had 
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aural-kinesthetic preferences. The other 16 participants had full VARK preferences.  
The read/write style was found in the profiles of 17 of the participants (56.7%). 
One of those participants had a read/write-mild preference. The remaining 16 had full 
VARK learning style preferences. Interestingly, none of them used read/write strategies, 
as defined by Fleming (2001); however, it makes sense that reading and writing text 
would not exist as a commonly used strategy during timed sight-reading tests or 
auditions.  
The least preferred learning style found in the participants’ VARK profiles was 
the visual modality. Sixteen of the participants (53.3%) had a visual preference in their 
VARK learning style profile; however, all of those participants preferred using all the 
VARK modalities and thus had VARK Type One, VARK Type Two, or VARK 
Transition preferences. Table 28 includes the eight VARK sensory learning style profiles 
represented in this study, plus the number and percentage of participants who preferred 
each of those possible learning styles. 
Table 28  
Participants’ VARK Questionnaire Learning Style Preferences 
Participants’ VARK 
Preferences 
 
No. of Participants 
 
% of Participants 
A-mild 5   16.67% 
A-strong 2     6.67% 
R-mild 1     3.33% 
K-mild 4   13.33% 
AK 2     6.67% 
VARK Type One 9   30.00% 
VARK Transition 3   10.00% 
VARK Type Two 4   13.33% 
Total                    30 100.00% 
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Overall, the participants’ learning style profiles were dominated by aural and 
kinesthetic preferences. This correlated with the findings from Research Question 3, that 
the participants’ sight-reading strategies were also dominantly aural and kinesthetic. 
Initially, it appeared that the participants most likely selected learning strategies that 
matched their preferred learning styles; however, while comparing each individual 
participant’s learning style preference(s) to the styles of their demonstrated strategies, an 
unexpected result occurred, as explained in the findings for Research Question 5. 
Findings for Research Question 5 
Research Question 5 was created to determine how the learning strategies used 
successfully and unsuccessfully by the participants while sight-reading notated rhythms 
related to their sensory learning style preferences. This was the crux of this study. This 
question was answered through a three-stage process. The first stage involved examining 
how the modality styles of the strategies used by each participant who achieved overall 
successful performance ratings related to their VARK learning style preferences. The 
second and third stages involved conducting the same examinations for the participants 
who achieved overall partially successful and overall unsuccessful performance ratings.  
The first step of each stage included reviewing the list of each participant’s sight-
reading strategies, and the learning style designations for each of those strategies, which 
were originally found on each participant’s Code Sheet Summary. The second step 
encompassed reviewing each participants’ VARK learning style preference(s). Next, 
those two pieces of information were entered into one of the three tables, based on the 
participant’s overall success rating (successful, partially successful, and unsuccessful), 
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along with each participant’s research number (1–30).  
Findings for the overall successful participants. Six of the participants received 
overall successful ratings because they performed five or more of the rhythms perfectly, 
as explained in Chapter 3. The most consistent factor these six participants shared in 
common was that they all used aural and kinesthetic strategies while previewing and 
performing the rhythm challenges. None of them, however, specifically had an aural-
kinesthetic learning preference. Three of the participants had a single learning style 
preference. Participant 3 had an A-strong preference, Participant 9 had an A-mild 
preference, and Participant 28 had a K-mild learning preference. They all, however, still 
utilized aural and kinesthetic learning strategies.   
A less-demonstrated type of strategy used by two of the overall successful 
participants included vocal scanning. As a reminder, vocal scanning occurred when the 
participants vocalized their thoughts while scanning the rhythms for challenges during 
their preview times. Although solving problems by discussing them is an aural strategy, it 
was unknown whether the vocal scanning in this study was utilized as a way to process 
the information aurally, or because the participants preferred visual scanning but were 
prompted to share their thoughts vocally throughout the sight-reading procedure. An 
examination of the style preferences of the two abovementioned overall successful 
participants who vocally scanned revealed that Participant 3 had an A-strong learning 
preference and Participant 9 had an A-mild preference. Therefore, it is very possible that 
their vocal scanning served as an aural strategy.   
Only two of the overall successful participants used any strategies categorized as 
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visual-only. Participant 19, who had a VARK Type One preference, wrote a few 
traditional syllables over some of the notes, plus one slash mark. The use of those visual 
strategies was minimal in number compared to that participant’s usage of other types of 
strategies. Participant 2, who also had a VARK Type One preference, used vertical 
slashes over many of the pulse beats. That participant, however, relied more heavily upon 
aural and kinesthetic strategies.  
Additionally, it was noted that Participant 7 had a VARK Type Two preference. 
According to the VARK website, learners with a Type Two preference like to gather 
information using all the modes; however, Participant 7 only utilized aural and 
kinesthetic strategies.  
Overall, as illustrated in Table 29, the learning strategies used by the participants 
who achieved overall successful ratings were more consistent across all the participants, 
regardless of their individual learning style preferences. Consequently, there was less 
consistency between each individual participant’s learning style preference(s) and his or 
her choices of learning strategies.  
Table 29 
Strategy and Preference Styles of the Overall Successful Participants 
Participant Number Learning Style Preference Overall Strategy Summary 
2 VARK Type One VAK 
3 A-strong (V)AK 
7 VARK Type Two AK 
9 A-mild (V)AK 
19 VARK Type One VAK 
28 K-mild AK 
Note. (V) = Vocally scanned.  
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 Findings for the overall partially successful participants. Thirteen of the 
participants received partially successful performance ratings. As detailed in Chapter 3, 
overall partially successful evaluations were awarded to participants who performed five 
or more of the rhythms at a successful or partially successful level. Just like the overall 
successful participants, all thirteen of the partially successful participants used aural and 
kinesthetic strategies, as illustrated in Table 30. This included the seven participants 
whose learning style preferences did not contain both aural and kinesthetic preferences. 
Specifically, Participants 6, 20 and 21 all had A-mild preferences, Participants 1 and 12 
had K-mild preferences, Participant 25 had an R-mild preference, and Participant 29 had 
a K-mild preference.  
Table 30 
Strategy and Preference Styles of the Overall Partially Successful Participants 
Participant Number Learning Style Preference Overall Strategy Summary 
1 K-mild VAK 
6 A-mild AK 
10 AK-mild (V)AK 
12 K-mild (V)AK 
14 VARK Transition (V)AK 
15 VARK Transition (V)AK 
16 VARK Type Two (V)AK 
20 A-mild AK 
21 A-mild (V)AK 
25 R-mild AK 
26 VARK Type One (V)AK 
29 K-mild (V)AK 
30 VARK Type One (V)AK 
Note. (V) = Vocally scanned.  
Ten of the 13 partially successful participants vocally scanned which, as 
explained earlier, could have been used as a visual or aural strategy. In this category, only 
Participant 1, who had a K-mild learning preference, employed strategies that were 
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definitively visual in style. This included writing many pulse slashes on the worksheets. 
That was followed by consistent audible pulse tapping. Participant 1 explained that, “my 
foot lines up with the slashes which helps me keep it on track.” So the visual markings 
were used in conjunction with aural-kinesthetic pulse tapping strategies. Conversely, 
none of the five participants with VARK Type One, Type Two, or Transition preferences 
utilized any visual strategies.   
The findings for the partially successful participants mirrored those of the overall 
successful participants. Thus, the learning strategies used by the overall partially 
successful participants closely resembled the strategy choices of the other participants, 
more than they matched their own individual learning style preferences.  
Findings for the overall unsuccessful participants. The participants categorized 
as overall unsuccessful (n = 11) had fewer than five successful and partially successful 
rhythm performances. Table 31 includes the learning style summaries for those 
participants. Like the two previous groups, all 11 of the overall unsuccessful participants 
demonstrated aural and kinesthetic strategies. That included two participants with single-
mode preferences. Specifically, Participant 17 had an A-mild learning preference and 
Participant 23 had an A-strong preference but both participants utilized aural and 
kinesthetic learning strategies. 
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Table 31 
Strategy and Preference Styles of the Overall Unsuccessful Participants 
Participant Number Learning Style Preference Overall Strategy Summary 
4 VARK Type One VAK 
5 VARK Type Two AK 
8 VARK Type One VAK 
11 VARK Type One (V)AK 
13 VARK Type Two VAK 
17 A-mild AK 
18 VARK Type One AK 
22 VARK Type One (V)AK 
23 A-strong VAK 
24 AK-mild (V)AK 
27 VARK Transition AK 
Note. (V) = Vocally scanned. 
The main difference between the styles of the learning strategies used by the 
overall unsuccessful performers and the other two groups of participants was the slight 
increase in the number of individuals who used visual strategies. Four participants in this 
rating category used visual-only learning strategies, compared to three of the overall 
successful and partially successful participants. One of those four participants, Participant 
13, who had a VARK Type Two preference, explained that the pulse slashes were written 
in to “get the beats so I know where my foot’s gonna tap and where I should be.” That 
was another example of how a participant used visual markings to supplement aural and 
kinesthetic learning strategies. The other three of those participants, numbers 4, 8, and 23, 
also wrote pulse slashes or some traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables.  
Furthermore, it was noted that of the eight participants whose VARK profiles 
contained all four learning style preferences, three of them relied solely on aural and 
kinesthetic strategies and did not demonstrate any visual strategies at all. Another two of 
those eight participants, numbers 11 and 22, vocally scanned the rhythms for challenges. 
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Although as previously explained, they could have used vocal scanning as an aural rather 
than as a visual strategy. Thus, only three of the eight participants with full VARK 
preferences used visual-only sight-reading strategies.  
Even though the overall unsuccessful participants utilized slightly more visual 
strategies than did the overall successful and partially successful participants, their choice 
of strategies tended to mirror the aural and kinesthetic strategies of the other participants 
more than they matched their individual learning style preferences. The main difference 
between the unsuccessful participants and the others was the manner and degree of use of 
their executed strategies. Entries made in The Coding Journal elucidated that four of the 
overall unsuccessful participants demonstrated weak pulse strategies while another two 
did not use many pulse strategies at all. Four more of them did not demonstrate any 
audible vocalizing, just internal vocalizations or audible movements such as tapping. 
Summary of the findings for Research Question 5. Research Question 5 was 
designed to examine how the learning strategies used successfully and unsuccessfully by 
the participating All-State musicians while sight-reading notated rhythms related to their 
sensory learning style preferences. None of the participants used fewer than two strategy 
styles, including the 13 musicians with a single style preference. More specifically, all the 
participants utilized aural and kinesthetic strategies. Only seven of the participants 
utilized visual-only strategies in addition to aural and kinesthetic strategies. None of the 
participants utilized read/write strategies. One could argue that the participants’ lack of 
visual and read/write strategies resulted because the participants lacked those preferences; 
however, an examination of the 16 participants whose profile contained the full array of 
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VARK learning style preferences revealed that only five of them, Participants 2, 4, 8, 13, 
and 19, utilized visual-only strategies in addition to aural and kinesthetic strategies. 
Another four of those 16 participants relied solely upon aural and kinesthetic strategies 
during their sight-reading sessions. The remaining seven vocally scanned, which as 
previously explained, may have been an aural strategy rather than a visual-related 
strategy.  
The examination was narrowed further to focus on the four participants with 
VARK Type Two learning preferences. As stated earlier, VARK Type Two learners 
prefer to use a combination of all the modalities to solve problems. In this study, only one 
of those four participants utilized any visual strategies, while two of them demonstrated 
only aural-kinesthetic strategies, and one incorporated AK and vocal scanning strategies. 
Of the three participants with VARK Transition preferences, none of them utilized visual 
strategies. Thus, the participants whose VARK preferences indicated that they liked to 
incorporate all the VARK styles into their learning process mainly relied on aural and 
kinesthetic learning strategies.   
This sample of participants only represented eight of the 25 VARK learning style 
preferences. Nonetheless, the findings still support the notion that the participating 
musicians all preferred to use aural and kinesthetic strategies, with a few of them utilizing 
visual strategies as well, rather than employing strategies with VARK styles directly in 
alignment with their learning style preferences. This was mostly the case across all three 
of the success levels.  
After answering the five research questions that guided this study, I was surprised 
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by the findings. Based on information found in the literature and my own preference for 
using visual learning strategies, I expected to find that the participants selected sight-
reading strategies more in alignment with their VARK learning style preferences. Thus, I 
decided to explore the participants’ strategy similarities even further.   
Analysis Beyond the Research Questions 
The process of answering Research Question 5 revealed that all the participants 
employed aural and kinesthetic strategies during their rhythm sight-reading sessions. 
Furthermore, the strategies used by each participant were closer in similarity to the other 
participants than to their own individual learning style preference(s). In order to gain 
more understanding about how analogous the participants’ strategy choices were, each 
participant’s Code Sheet Summary was inspected one more time to review their usage of 
aural pulse, kinesthetic pulse, aural rhythm pattern, and kinesthetic rhythm pattern 
strategies.  
 Ten of the 30 participants utilized aural pulse strategies, which mostly involved 
audible pulse tapping. Only three of those 10 participants applied audible tapping 
throughout most of their sight-reading sessions. Conversely, 29 of the 30 participants 
incorporated kinesthetic pulse strategies into their sight-reading sessions. The one 
participant who did not exhibit any kinesthetic pulse strategies did not utilize any 
observable pulse strategies of any kind. The 29 participants who employed kinesthetic 
pulse movements tapped, nodded, and bounced the pulse. Twenty-three of the 
participants applied kinesthetic pulse strategies throughout all or most of their sight-
reading procedures. Another three participants incorporated those strategies during a 
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majority of their sessions.  
Kinesthetic rhythm pattern strategies were demonstrated by 17 of the 30 
participants. Most of those strategies involved tapping. Only six of those participants 
exhibited this type of strategy during a majority of their sight-reading procedures. In 
contrast, all 30 of the participants vocalized the rhythms at some point during their sight-
reading procedure. Two of them vocalized only internally and the other 28 verbalized 
aloud. Fifteen of the 30 participants used monosyllables such as “dut,” seven utilized 
traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables, and eight of them incorporated both “dut” and “1-e-&-a” 
syllables.  
 This additional analysis further illustrated the extent to which the participants 
tended to use strategies that were similar to each other. All but one of the participants 
used one or more kinesthetic pulse strategies in addition to vocalizing the rhythm patterns 
using “1-e-&-a” or “dut” type syllables. The other participant vocalized all of the rhythm 
patterns using “1-e-&-a” syllables but did not incorporate any specific pulse strategies.  
Summary of the Findings 
The participants used a large variety of rhythm sight-reading strategies during 
their 30-second preview time. Specifically, they demonstrated 918 preview strategies 
which included 407 pulse-keeping, 403 rhythm pattern, and 108 scanning strategies. The 
most common preview strategy, tapping the pulse with the foot, was audibly or silently 
demonstrated 150 times. This accounted for 16% of the total preview strategies. The 
second most common strategy, vocalizing or internalizing the rhythm patterns using 
“dut” type syllables, was documented 132 times or 14% of the total strategies.   
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Likewise, the participants employed a large variety of strategies while performing 
the rhythms. The 503 sight-reading performance strategies consisted of 375 pulse-related 
and 128 rhythm pattern strategies. The most common performance strategy was audibly 
or silently tapping the pulse, which accounted for 31.6% of the total performance 
strategies. The second most demonstrated strategy, nodding the pulse, comprised 19.9% 
of the strategies. The two most common rhythm pattern strategies included vocalizing “1-
e-&-a” syllables and internally vocalizing “dut” type syllables. Those accounted for 
13.1% and 4.2%, respectively, of the total performance strategies.  
The participants’ sight-reading strategies fit into six of the VARK modality 
categories. Those included the aural, kinesthetic, aural-kinesthetic, visual-aural, visual, 
and visual-kinesthetic classifications. Of the participants’ 1,421 total strategies, 1,345 
(94.7%) were aural- or kinesthetic-related. Only 76 of the 1,421 coded strategies, which 
represented only 5.3% of the total number, were visual and not aural or kinesthetic in 
nature. This could have resulted from the methodology, although the participants were 
provided with a pencil and told they could use it during their preview sessions.   
The findings for Research Question 4 indicated that the participants in this study 
generally preferred learning using eight of the 25 possible VARK learning style 
combinations, according to their VARK Questionnaire responses. Twelve of the 30 
participants in this study preferred to learn using a single VARK style. Two participants 
each preferred bi-modal, and 16 of them preferred to learn using all four VARK modes. 
Of the four VARK modalities (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic), the one that 
appeared the most in the participants’ VARK profiles was the aural style. This preference 
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occurred in 25 of their VARK profiles (83.3%). The kinesthetic style was found in 22 of 
the participants’ VARK profiles (73.3%), the read/write style was found in 17 of their 
profiles (56.7%), and 16 of the participants (53.3%) had a visual preference represented 
in their VARK profiles.  
The findings for Research Question 5 revealed that all the participants employed 
aural and kinesthetic strategies during their sight-reading sessions. A few of them also 
utilized visual strategies, but none of them employed read/write strategies. A comparison 
between each participant’s VARK learning style preference(s) and the styles of their 
demonstrated strategies revealed that the participants’ strategies were more similar in 
modality to each of the other participants’ strategies than to their own individual VARK 
learning style preferences. This was the case across all three of the success levels.  
A closer examination of the data revealed the extent to which the participants’ 
strategies were similar to each other. All 30 of the participants vocalized the rhythm 
patterns using “dut” or “1-e-&-a” type syllables, and all but one of the participants 
utilized one or more kinesthetic pulse strategies. The one participant who did not utilize 
any kinesthetic pulse strategies did not apply any pulse strategies of any kind but did 
vocalize all of the rhythm patterns using “1-e-&-a” syllables.  
It is important to mention that the findings in this chapter may have been affected 
by the sampling procedure. The participants were selected based on their All-State Band 
audition scores, rather than their sight-reading abilities. Thus, some of the participants 
were not accomplished sight-readers. Additionally, two low brass musicians mentioned 
that they did not frequently encounter the types of rhythm challenges included in this 
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study. Therefore, a different group of participants may have produced different results. 
The next chapter includes the conclusions based on these findings as well as how 
those conclusions relate to the existing body of research on rhythm sight-reading. 
Additionally, ideas for further investigations based on these findings are presented. 
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Chapter 5: Discussing the Conclusions 
 The previous chapter included the findings and answers to the five research 
questions. This chapter contains the conclusions of this study and recommendations for 
future research studies that were generated from the findings.  
Conclusions, Discussions, and Teaching Recommendations 
Five conclusions emerged during the course of this study. Those conclusions are 
presented below, followed by discussions regarding what other scholars have written on 
each of those topics. Each discussion ends with a specific recommendation designed to 
help teachers provide their students with effective rhythm sight-reading strategies.    
The need for sight-reading strategies. Several participants stated during their 
retrospective protocol interviews that their instrumental music teachers did not teach 
them many, or any, sight-reading strategies.  Participant 9 said, “I was honestly never 
really introduced to any methods for sight-reading rhythms.” Participant 11 stated, “I 
really haven’t been introduced to a whole lot of different ways [to sight-read].” 
Participant 14, who only used two strategies, vocalizing and tapping the rhythm patterns, 
stated, “I haven’t really been introduced to any other methods than this.” A journal entry 
speculated that the addition of a pulse strategy may have helped this participant perform 
more of the rhythms accurately.  
When a couple of the participants asked their teachers to show them some sight-
reading strategies, they received vague responses. Participant 3 explained, “I used to ask 
everyone, ‘How do you sight-read, how do you sight-read?’ Everyone said, ‘Just practice 
it, practice it.’” Participant 29 stated, “I don’t think I’ve actually ever been introduced to 
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a certain method (laughed). It’s been mostly, ‘Just practice sight-reading and the more 
you practice sight-reading the better you’ll get.’” That is equivalent to a coach telling a 
losing football team that to start winning, they just need to practice more, rather than 
helping the players develop specific skills to score more points.  
Scholars have stated that the use of strategies is beneficial during complex 
activities (Chapman & King, 2009; Gordon, 2007; Hallam, 2001c; Hilberg & Tharp, 
2002; McPherson, 2005; Stambaugh, 2011). The findings in many previous sight-reading 
studies suggested that musicians who used effective strategies produced more skillful 
musical and sight-reading performances than those who did not apply any strategies 
(Bader, 2014; Bebeau, 1982; Bacon, 1998; Boyle, 1970; Colley, 1987; Fust, 2006; Major, 
1982; Mito, 1999; Oare, 2007; Palmer, 1976; Pierce, 1992; Salzberg & Wang, 1989; 
Waters et al., 1998).  
It can be argued that even beginning musicians learn rhythm sight-reading 
strategies when they are taught how to play and read rhythms. Those musicians, however, 
may not understand how to apply the strategies they learned. Therefore, music teachers 
may have to explain and demonstrate how their students can utilize their existing 
strategies while sight-reading unfamiliar rhythms.  
Based on the findings in this and other related studies, I urge music teachers to 
teach specific sight-reading strategies, or instruct their students how to apply their 
existing music-reading strategies while sight-reading, rather than simply providing their 
musicians with sight-reading exercises to practice. The details regarding which strategies 
to teach are presented after each of the remaining four conclusions.  
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The need for kinesthetic pulse and aural rhythm pattern strategies. The 
findings in this study revealed that all 30 of the participants vocalized the rhythm patterns 
using traditional (1-e-&-a) or neutral syllables such as “dut.” Additionally, 29 of them 
used kinesthetic pulse movements, regardless of their sensory learning style preferences.  
This finding is not surprising because the use of kinesthetic pulse and aural 
rhythm pattern strategies is already a common practice in many of the popular teaching 
methodologies, including the ones designed by Orff (Lange, 2005), Kodály (Choksy, 
1999, Landis & Carter, 1972), Dalcroze (Anderson, 2012), and Gordon (2007). Harvey 
and Stringham (2016) agreed that including movements and chanting in instrumental 
music classes improved students’ musical skills. Farley (2014) added that pulse and 
rhythm pattern competencies are not dependent on each other. Therefore, strategies 
addressing both of those musical elements should be taught.  
Several scholars explained that an understanding of pulse and the ability to 
demonstrate a steady pulse is fundamental for understanding and performing rhythms 
(Anderson, 2016; Gordon, 2007; Harvey & Stringham, 2016; Hickox, 2016). Gordon 
(2007) emphasized that the ability to establish a steady pulse and tempo is paramount if 
students are to fully learn, understand, and perform rhythm subdivisions and rhythm 
patterns. 
Regarding the use of kinesthetic pulse movements, Gordon (2007) stated, 
“Rhythm, has its foundation in movement” (p. 194) and rhythm is not fully 
comprehended without the use of body movements. Hickox (2016) and Harvey and 
Stringham (2016) concurred with Gordon’s statement. Additionally, several music 
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researchers found that the use of kinesthetic rhythm strategies led to statistically 
significant improvements in rhythm performance skills (Boyle, 1970; Kelly, 1997; 
McCabe, 2004; O’Leary, 2010).  
Support also exists for the use of aural rhythm pattern strategies.  For example, 
Harvey and Stringham (2016) and Gordon (2007) maintain that musicians should be 
taught to vocalize rhythm patterns using rhythm syllables after they understand the 
concepts of pulse and subdivisions. Although Gordon claimed that the traditional rhythm 
syllables (1-e-&-a) are not useful, several researchers discovered that vocalizing rhythms 
with traditional syllables (1-e-&-a) actually improved students’ rhythm-reading skills 
(Bacon, 1998; Fourie, 2004; Fust, 2006; Major, 1981; Salzberg & Wang, 1989). 
Additionally, Schwinger (2015) found that vocalizing rhythm patterns using takadimi (ta-
ka-di-mi) syllables resulted in statistically significant improvements during rhythm sight-
reading performances compared to the non-vocalizing strategies of clapping or drumming 
the patterns.  
Based on the information garnered during this study and from other scholars, I 
encourage music teachers to teach kinesthetic pulse and aural rhythm pattern strategies to 
their students. Kinesthetic pulse strategies that musicians have used successfully in this 
and in other studies include bobbing the upper body, bouncing the arm or tapping the 
hand, conducting, and tapping the pulse with the heel of the foot or bouncing the leg. 
Possible aural rhythm pattern strategies used successfully in this or other studies include 
vocalizing the traditional (1-e-&-a), Kodály (ti-ri-ti-ri), takadimi (ta-ka-di-mi), numeral 
(1-2-3, 1-2-3), and Gordon (Du-Ta-De-Ta) rhythm syllables. 
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 The need for multiple sight-reading strategies. The participants in this study 
demonstrated a wide variety of pulse and rhythm pattern strategies. One reason for this 
large array of strategies could be that some musicians find different strategies easier to 
utilize or more effective than do other musicians. Some of the participants in this study 
mentioned that they were taught strategies that did not work well for them. For example, 
Participant 16 was told to tap on the chest to feel the musical pulse, but it did not work 
because the beat of the heart was usually a different tempo than the desired musical pulse. 
Although the tempo of one’s heartbeat would probably not be an issue for most 
musicians, it was a problem for this student. Participant 29 provided another example, “I 
guess in middle school, thinking back at it now, we’re always taught to, you know, clap 
and count, like…I don’t know, like, it doesn’t work out for me.”  
 Some other participants discussed foot tapping. For example, Participant 5 stated, 
“I know some people like to tap their feet and I don’t like tapping my foot.” Instead, 
Participant 5 demonstrated a lot of hand tapping. During the final clarification discussion, 
Participant 3 discussed being unable to tap the foot. 
Researcher: “I noticed you’re not really tapping your foot at all.” 
 
 Participant 3: “No, I never do that. That throws me off so much” 
 
Researcher: “Really?” 
 
Participant 3: “Oh horrible (while shaking head no). I don’t understand how  
people do that because my foot is so uncord [uncoordinated]… 
(Tapped the foot several times while looking down at the foot.). I don’t 
understand how people do it.” (Tapped the foot several more times while 
looking down.) “No” (while shaking head no again). 
 
Instead, this overall successful participant relied on bouncing the pulse with the hand, 
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nodding the pulse with the head and bobbing the pulse with the upper body. Thus, 
strategies that worked for some of these participants did not work for others. Harvey and 
Stringham (2016) explained this by stating that students may find some strategies more 
natural and comfortable to utilize than other strategies.  
Several studies have shown that different kinesthetic pulse strategies have 
produced statistically significant improvements in performance scores. For example, 
Kelly (1997) discovered that pulse conducting led to statistically significant results for 
beginning band students. McCabe (2004) found that pulse tapping and conducting 
resulted in statistically significant improvements for beginning band musicians, and 
O’Leary (2010) discovered that pulse tapping, stepping in place, and swaying were 
associated with statistically significant performance scores for fifth grade students. 
Gordon (2007) advocated that musicians should move to the pulse in a unique way that 
incorporates “free-flowing, continuous movement” (p. 194), rather than using uniform 
movements. In contrast, O’Leary (2010) found that fifth graders who created their own 
unique pulse-keeping movements did not perform as well as those who kept the pulse by 
tapping, swaying, or stepping in place.  
Foot tapping was the most utilized strategy in this study, but it was associated 
with more unsuccessful than successful performances. Gordon explained that foot 
tapping was not a good pulse strategy for musicians to use because it impedes free-
flowing and continuous movement. O’Leary (2010) and Salzberg and Wang (1989) 
agreed that foot tapping was not always the most beneficial strategy because it is less 
concrete compared to other strategies. Rose (2016) discovered that kindergarteners 
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scored significantly higher when tapping the pulse with their hands than with their feet. 
Thus, individual musicians may find other types of kinesthetic pulse strategies to be more 
beneficial than foot tapping. 
These studies combine to show that many researchers support the use of 
kinesthetic pulse movements; however, a consensus does not exist regarding which pulse 
movements are the most effective. Therefore, it may be up to each individual musician to 
decide which strategies they prefer to use and find most successful.  
Likewise, no consensus has been reached regarding which type of rhythm 
syllables are the most effective. As explained in Chapter 2, several researchers have 
found that the use of the rhythm syllables has led to statistically significant improvements 
for the treatment groups over control groups. In several of those studies, each group used 
a different rhythm syllable but scored equally well (Bacon, 1998; Fust, 2006; Janssen, 
2017). In three similar studies, different syllables were found to be more effective in each 
investigation. For example, Palmer (1976) found that the Gordon syllables were more 
effective than the Kodály-based syllables. Bebeau (1982) reported that Kodály-based 
syllables were more effective than the traditional (1-e-&-a) syllables. Colley (1987) 
discovered that the use of Orff-mnemonic words yielded more successful results than the 
Gordon (Du-Ta-De-Ta) syllables, but the Kodály group barely scored higher than the 
control group. These results combine to illustrate that researchers are still uncertain as to 
which rhythm pattern vocalization strategies are the most effective. The answer, however, 
may not be for researchers to determine, but for individual musicians to decide for 
themselves based on their preferences and which ones provide them with the most 
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success.  
Several scholars also explained that musicians could benefit from developing a 
repertoire of strategies when involved in a complex activity such as rhythm sight-reading 
(Chapman & King, 2009; Gordon, 2007; Hallam, 2001c; Hilberg & Tharp, 2002; 
McPherson, 2005; Stambaugh, 2011). Possessing a repertoire of strategies allows 
successful learners to switch to an alternative strategy when one does not work in a given 
situation (Cassidy, 2004; Nisbet & Shucksmith, 1986). Moreover, the need for effective 
strategies increases as task complexity increases (Ford et al., 1989; Killian & Henry, 
2005; Waters et al., 1998). The findings in this study support the abovementioned 
statements. Most of the participants utilized multiple pulse strategies, mostly 
simultaneously. They also demonstrated different types of rhythm pattern syllables.  
Based on the findings in this study and the existing body of research, I 
recommend that music instructors teach multiple sight-reading strategies to their students 
so they can select the ones that are most beneficial for them. Examples of such strategies 
were listed above and additional examples can be found in the tables in Chapter 4.    
The need for visual strategies. All of the participants in this study relied mostly 
on the use of aural and kinesthetic strategies. It was observed, however, that several of 
the participants incorporated some visual strategies during their rhythm preview periods 
in order to augment their aural and kinesthetic strategies. For example, Participant 13, 
who had a full VARK (visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic) learning preference, 
used the pulse slashes to “get the beats so I know where my foot’s gonna tap and where I 
should be.” Participant 6, who had an A-mild learning preference, stated, “I’m not a 
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visual learner,” but still preferred writing slash marks above the downbeats on the page in 
order to aid the foot tapping. Participant 12, who had a K-mild learning preference, 
likewise wrote numbers to help with the accuracy of the foot tapping. As a visual learner, 
I often utilize this strategy. 
Some scholars support the use of visual strategies. Lehmann and McArthur (2002) 
and Miksza (2012) stated that vertical lines delineating the pulse may assist some 
students. Wheelwright (1939) reported that the use of mathematically-spaced notation 
resulted in statistically significant improvements during sight-reading performances when 
the rhythms included multiple note and rest values. Additionally, Persellin and Pierce 
(1988) discovered that third graders elected to learn new rhythms using their preferred 
modality style when given a choice. Therefore, having visual strategy options available, 
especially for younger students, may help them utilize strategies they are comfortable 
with while developing their kinesthetic pulse and aural rhythm pattern strategies. Harvey 
and Stringham (2016) summed it up, stating that it is important that “individual students’ 
learning needs are honored” (p. 308). 
Based on the information learned during this investigation and from other 
researchers, I recommend that music teachers teach their student musicians some visual 
strategies to help them develop their kinesthetic pulse and aural rhythm pattern strategies. 
Examples of such strategies include writing slash marks above the pulse beats and 
presenting mathematically-spaced notation. Once students understand how the slash 
marks and visually-spaced notation correspond to the aural durations of the sounds and 
the kinesthetic timing of the pulse movements, students may have an easier time utilizing 
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kinesthetic and aural strategies. 
 The need for strategy practice time. Several of the students in this study had 
trouble executing the sight-reading strategies they selected. As noted in The Coding 
Journal, Participant 6 tried but could not tap the pulse and vocalize the rhythm at the 
same time. A journal entry for Participant 4 stated that the pulse tapping got weaker or 
stopped when the participant was unsure about a rhythm pattern. Similarly, Participant 12 
kept the foot tapping throughout, but did not maintain a steady tempo. This resulted in 
two unsuccessful and five partially successful performances. Participant 5 tried to bob the 
pulse with the upper body while tapping the rhythms, but seemingly could not 
synchronize the two. Participant 5 also attempted to tap on various body parts, including 
the opposite thumb, thigh, upper arm, and wrist, possibly in search of something that 
worked, but none of those strategies produced successful performances. With more 
practice using their preferred strategies, these musicians may have been able to figure out 
and perform more of the rhythms accurately.  
Hickox (2016) agreed that strategy practice is important. Gordon (2007) noted 
that practicing strategies, even without an instrument, could produce successful results. 
Harvey and Stringham (2016) maintained that practicing strategies for as little as a couple 
of minutes each day helped musicians at every age level according to their observations. 
Several researchers have found this statement to be true. In the studies they conducted, 
students achieved statistically significant improvement in their rhythm sight-reading and 
performance skills after being taught one or more rhythm-related strategies (Bacon, 1998; 
Bebeau, 1982; Boyle, 1970; Colley, 1987; Kelly, 1997; McCabe, 2004; O’Leary, 2010; 
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Palmer, 1976; Salzberg & Wang, 1989). In those investigations, the students were given 
the opportunity to practice the treatment strategies a little bit each class period over the 
course of several weeks, as opposed to simply being introduced to the strategies and then 
hope that the students applied them on their own. Hickox (2016) described an additional 
benefit of classroom strategy practice. “When offered the many practice opportunities in 
each learning modality, students have an optimal chance to audiate and comprehend the 
material through their primary modality while also being challenged when practicing 
through their secondary modalities.” (p. 156).  
Some musicians are not always given the opportunity to apply the strategies they 
have been taught. Brittin (2001) found that out of 131 seventh through ninth grade honor 
band students surveyed, only 21% stated that they counted rhythms during every class 
period. Another 61% indicated that they vocalized during some of their rehearsals, 8% 
counted rhythms several times during their practices, and 10% recorded that their 
teachers rarely asked them to vocalize during their rehearsals. Additionally, Burton 
(1986) discovered that 121 high school and 41 college band directors who were surveyed 
indicated that rhythm drills using vocalization was one of their lowest occurring 
classroom activities. 
Based on the observations in this study and the research literature, simply 
introducing musicians to multiple strategies is not enough. Guiding musicians to find 
strategies that they like to employ and then giving them time to practice those strategies 
may provide musicians with a well-defined set of strategies on which they can 
successfully rely. Therefore, I encourage music teachers to provide strategy practice time 
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so their student musicians can become comfortable using their preferred sight-reading 
strategies. 
Recommendations for Future Research Studies 
 Sight-reading notated rhythms has ranked as one of the biggest challenges 
encountered by musicians (Bebeau, 1982; Boyle, 1970; Flowers, 1984; Gage, 1994; 
Goolsby, 1999; Kohut, 1965, 1973; Major, 1982; Miessner, 1966; Oare, 2007; O’Leary, 
2010; Pontious, 1982; Schleuter, 1997; Varley, 2005; Vos & Handel, 1987). This study 
added a new perspective to the body of research examining this decades-long problem. 
The participants in this study included 11th- and 12th-grade Florida All-State Band 
musicians in order to represent older, more experienced musicians. Previous inquiries 
have mostly included younger students (Brittin, 2001; Dobbs, 2008; Hill, 2008; McCabe, 
2004). Additionally, this study was designed so the participants could use verbal protocol 
analysis, or think alouds, in order to demonstrate and explain their preferred rhythm 
sight-reading strategies while previewing and performing rhythm sight-reading 
challenges in real time. In most of the previous rhythm sight-reading studies, the subjects 
compared a prescribed set of rhythm sight-reading strategies. Furthermore, this 
investigation was unique in that it involved the identification of, and comparisons 
between, the sensory modalities of the participants’ rhythm sight-reading strategy choices 
and their preferred learning styles. Additional research, however, is still needed on the 
topics of sight-reading, and rhythm sight-reading.  
The literature currently lacks sight-reading studies that include proficient sight-
readers. The participants in this study consisted of 11th and 12th grade Florida All-State 
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Band musicians. Although scholars have stated that high-performing musicians tend to be 
good sight-readers (Hayward & Gromko, 2009; Lehmann & McArthur, 2002; O’Leary, 
2010), many of the participants in this study stated that they were not taught many, or 
any, sight-reading strategies, or they had trouble executing the strategies they 
demonstrated. None of the investigations reviewed during the course of this study 
included participants who were recruited based on their proficient sight-reading abilities. 
Therefore, researchers are encouraged to create sight-reading studies that include talented 
sight-readers. Finding skilled sight-readers could be accomplished by recruiting 
professional or college musicians identified as proficient sight-readers by college 
professors, or by selecting high school musicians based on their all-state sight-reading 
scores.  
Studies are lacking that include a sample of participants who represent a balanced 
distribution of learning style preferences. The participants in this study completed the 
VARK Questionnaire in order to determine their visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic 
learning preferences; however, the participants’ VARK profiles only represented eight of 
the possible 25 VARK style combinations. Participants with visual and read/write 
learning style preferences were especially underrepresented. Other researchers have also 
used samples of subjects with an uneven distribution of style preferences. For example, 
Persellin and Pierce (1988) reported that 50% of the musicians in their study were visual 
learners and only 8% were kinesthetic learners. Mason (1990) found that the subjects 
preferred the aural learning style 35% less than the visual, kinesthetic and tactile styles. 
Varga (2015) found that only 13.3% of the middle school string players in that study 
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preferred using an aural learning style. The other subjects preferred the kinesthetic 
(33.3%), visual (28.3%), and read/write (25%) styles. According to the VARK website 
(Fleming, 2019), 1,073 people of various ages associated with the performing arts 
completed the VARK Questionnaire from June to December 2017. Their answer choices 
were fairly even across the different styles (visual = 22.2%, aural = 26.4%, read/write = 
22.4%, and kinesthetic = 30%) which indicates that all the styles are well represented in 
the population. Therefore, researchers are encouraged to design rhythm sight-reading 
studies that include a sample of participants who encompass a fairly even distribution of 
learning style preferences. This could be accomplished by having a large number of all-
state, college, or professional musicians take the VARK Questionnaire, and then recruit a 
stratified sample of participants who represent most or all of the VARK preferences.   
Studies are lacking that examine the effectiveness of a strategy’s intensity. For 
example, do louder, softer, or silent vocalizations lead to different results? Similarly, as 
DeQuattro (2013) queried, how effective are large versus small kinesthetic movements 
while learning rhythms? The participants in this study utilized a wide variety of rhythm 
sight-reading strategies during their sight-reading sessions. It was observed that the 
nuances of those strategies greatly varied. Some participants demonstrated large 
kinesthetic-pulse movements and others loudly vocalized rhythm pattern syllables. 
Conversely, there were participants who applied small movements or who internally 
vocalized the rhythm patterns. When the strategies of the participants with the four 
highest sight-reading scores in this study were examined, I noticed that Participant 3 
aggressively nodded the head and bobbed the upper body to the pulse. Participant 9 
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aggressively vocalized rhythm pattern syllables. In contrast, Participant 7 slightly nodded 
the head and bounced the arm to the pulse. Participant 19 consistently tapped the pulse 
but softly or silently vocalized rhythm pattern syllables.   
None of the studies reviewed in this report have examined the nuances of 
musicians’ sight-reading strategies. Therefore, studies are needed to explore whether the 
intensity of musicians’ sight-reading strategies affect sight-reading accuracy or whether 
strategy intensity is an individual preference.  
Coda  
The goal of this study was to find ways to help students learn to sight-read 
rhythms more effectively so they can spend more rehearsal and practice time developing 
quality sounds (Lehmann & McArthur, 2002) and to reduce dropouts (Camp, 1988; 
Gordon, 2007; Graulty, 2010). Prior to conducting this investigation, my teaching 
practice revolved around teaching rhythm syllables. I also allowed my students to tap 
their feet if they desired. After formulating my conclusions, I have revised my teaching 
practices. I now introduce the students to several kinesthetic pulse techniques, such as 
bobbing the upper body. Most of my students prefer strongly tapping the pulse with their 
heel, as opposed to their toe, to establish a strong pulse. I then present various types of 
rhythm syllables to try, such as vocalizing 9/8 meter as 1-2-3, 1-2-3, 1-2-3 or 1-la-le, 2-
la-le, 3-la-le. Next, I have them practice their selected strategies, starting with easier 
etudes and exercises. Although it is still early in the process, the students have improved 
their ability to maintain a steady pulse while sight-reading, especially when the rhythmic 
subdivisions change.   
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As mentioned in the dedication of this dissertation, my parents taught me to leave 
any place I lived, worked, or visited better than the way I found it. I hope this study, 
which employed a new approach to explore this decades-long problem, will leave the 
music education field in a better state. 
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Appendix A 
 
Rhythm Worksheet 
 
Rhythm 1. Participant number: _______ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rhythm 2. Participant Number:   
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Rhythm 3. Participant Number:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rhythm 4. Participant Number:   
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Rhythm 5. Participant Number:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rhythm 6. Participant Number:   
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Rhythm 7. Participant Number:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rhythm 8. Participant Number:   
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Rhythm 9. Participant Number:   
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Appendix B 
 
Parental Permission Form 
 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music: Music Education Department 
 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts  
Ph. 1.617.353.6888 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
 
 
 
PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM 
 
Protocol Title: Relationships Between the Rhythm Sight-Reading Strategies and 
Sensory Learning Styles of Florida All-State Musicians: A Verbal Protocol Analysis 
Principal Investigator: Ronald Hughes 
Description of Subject Population: Eleventh and twelfth grade wind and percussion 
musicians selected to the Florida All-State Band or Orchestra at least three of the past 
four years. 
Version Date: 12-17-2013 
 
Introduction 
 
Please read this form carefully.  The purpose of this form is to provide you with 
important information about the possibility of your child taking part in a research study.  
If you have any questions about the research or any portion of this form, please ask us.   
 
Allowing your child to participate in this research study is entirely the decision of you 
and your child.  If you decide to allow participation in this research study, we will ask 
you to sign this form.  We will also give you a copy of the signed form. 
 
The person in charge of this study is Ronald Hughes, who can be reached at 
percussionacademy@yahoo.com or 772-713-4540.  We will refer to this person as the 
“researcher” throughout this form.  The faculty advisor is Dr. David Boyle, who can be 
contacted at boyle33@msn.com or 303-838-1097 between 6pm and 8pm EST, Monday 
through Thursday. 
 
Why is this study being done? 
 
The purpose of this study is to discover how highly successful instrumental musicians 
sight-read rhythms with which they are not familiar.  We are asking your child to take 
part in this study because he or she was selected to perform with the Florida All-State 
Band or Orchestra at least three of the past four years. Thirty total participants will take 
part in this investigation.  
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How long is my child’s part in this research study? 
 
We expect this to be a 40 to 60 minute-long procedure which will be scheduled at your 
child’s school on a day and at a time before, during, or after school that is convenient for 
each participating student, the teachers, and the school administrators. This can be done 
before school, after school, or during your band rehearsal.  
 
What will happen if my child takes part in this research study? 
 
If you agree to let your child take part in this study, we will ask him or her to present 
signed copies of both the Participant Assent Form (which children age 17 and younger 
will sign) and this Parental Consent Form (which you will sign) before we complete any 
study procedures. Students age 18 and older are required to complete the Participant 
Consent Form. Then, we will provide your child with a free rhythm-reading session that 
can be used as practice for future all-state, band, or college auditions. During the sight-
reading session, your child will be presented with 9 rhythms to preview for 30 seconds. 
Then, he or she will be asked to perform them. Rather than play them on his or her 
instrument, the rhythms will be tapped out on a keyboard while sharing any thoughts that 
cross his or her mind. (No keyboard experience is necessary since any keys or fingers can 
be used.) This common research practice is called Verbal Protocol Analysis. We will also 
ask your child a few brief questions about how he or she figured out the challenging 
rhythms.  
 
Your child will also be asked to complete a 16-question, multiple-choice learning styles 
questionnaire. There are no wrong answers on the questionnaire. Each question asks them 
to select their favorite of the four choices, more than one choice, or no choice of answers. 
This questionnaire may provide your child with a new understanding of his or her 
learning style, plus ideas about how to learn new information easier and quicker.  
 
At any point in the procedure, your child may decide to skip a rhythm or decide not to 
continue. Your child may also choose not to answer any questions during the follow-up 
interview. Should he or she discontinue participation, you can request that all data 
previously collected be destroyed. 
 
Audio/Videotaping 
 
We will create an audio and video recording of your child’s sight-reading session to use 
for analysis. These recordings will be downloaded onto a password protected computer at 
the researcher’s home. The files will be labeled with a code instead of the students’ 
names. The key to the code that connects the names to the recordings will be stored in a 
locked desk drawer in the researcher’s home office, separate from the recordings.   
 
These recordings will only be used for transcribing research data, and will not be placed 
on youtube.com or any other public space, or shared with anyone. The only exception 
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will be three other researchers, residing outside of Florida, who will verify the accuracy 
of the transcripts and assist with the analysis of the rhythm-reading sessions. The 
recordings will be erased at the completion of the study.   
 
Sending Study Information to Research Collaborators Outside Boston University 
 
We will send your child’s study information to two or three research collaborators who 
live outside the state of Florida. We will label all study information with a code instead of 
a name. The key that connects the names to the study information will be kept in the 
Principal Investigator’s locked desk drawer and will not be shared with anyone else. 
 
How Will You Keep My Child’s Records Confidential? 
 
We will keep the records of this study confidential by labeling the transcripts and videos 
only with randomly generated participant ID numbers. Therefore, your child’s name and 
school will remain completely anonymous. Compiled results will be published only in 
aggregated form (for example, tables of information), and any quotes that are used will be 
attributed to fake names.  No identifiable information will be included in any presentation 
or publication.  
 
The forms that include identifiable information, which include the permission forms and 
the Background Information Form that your child will complete during the sight-reading 
session, will be stored in a locked desk drawer which will only be accessible to the 
principal investigator. All forms and data files will be destroyed at the end of the research 
study. A list that links the name of subjects to their ID numbers will not be created to 
further protect the participants’ confidentiality. We will make every effort to keep your 
child’s records confidential. However, there are times when federal or state law requires 
the disclosure of your records. 
 
The following people or groups may review your child’s study records for purposes such 
as quality control or safety: 
• The researcher and any member of his research team. 
• The Institutional Review Board at Boston University.  The Institutional Review Board is 
a group of people who review human research studies for safety and protection of people 
who take part in the studies. 
• Federal and state agencies that oversee or review research. 
 
Study Participation and Early Withdrawal 
 
Taking part in this study is the choice of you and your child.  He or she is free not to 
participate or to withdraw at any time for any reason.  No matter what you decide, there 
will be no penalty or loss of benefit to which your child is entitled.  If your child decides 
to withdraw from this study, the information he or she has already provided will be kept 
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confidential.  This will not affect your child’s class standing, school grades, or future All-
State participation in any way.  
 
Also, the researcher may take your child out of this study without your permission.  This 
may happen because: 
• The researcher thinks it is in your child’s best interest. 
• An appointment time cannot be scheduled. 
• Other administrative reasons. 
 
Future Contact 
 
Once the rhythm-reading session is completed, the Principal Researcher will transcribe 
what was said and what was observed. It is common practice for qualitative researchers 
to have study participants proofread and review the transcripts of their interviews in order 
to check for accuracy and add any clarifying details they desire.  
 
An optional email address is being requested on the back page of this form in order to 
send your child a copy of the transcript from your sight-reading session for him or her to 
review for accuracy. A copy and recording of the rhythm exercises, as well as the final 
study results, will also be emailed to this address, or to another address of your choice. 
These email addresses will only be used during this research project. Your email address 
will not be used for any other reason. At no time will it be published, sold, or used for 
commercial purposes.  Failure to provide an email address will not prohibit your child 
from participating in this study. Please note that your child may change his or her mind 
later and decide not to proofread the transcripts.  
 
What are the risks of taking part in this research study? 
  
  Risks of Completing Tasks. Your child may get tired during the sight-reading 
session.  He or she can rest at any time and may also request to temporarily or 
permanently skip any of the rhythms.  
 
  Questionnaire Risks. The questionnaire includes 16 common, everyday 
scenarios and asks your child to select the choice or choices (or no choice) that best 
represents his or her opinions. None of the questions should make your child 
uncomfortable, but he or she always has the option to skip a question, take a break, or 
stop taking the questionnaire. 
 
Loss of Confidentiality. The main risk of allowing us to use and store your 
child’s information for research is a potential loss of privacy.  We will protect your 
privacy by labeling your child’s information with a code and keeping the key to the code 
in a locked desk drawer in the Principal Researcher’s home office. 
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Are there any benefits from being in this research study? 
 
Your child may or may not benefit from taking part in this study.  Possible benefits may 
include the opportunity for your child to practice his or her rhythm sight-reading skills 
and receive immediate feedback on the accuracy of his or her performances. This could 
be useful for preparing for district music performance assessments, music class exams, 
All-State auditions, or college auditions. Your child will also complete a learning styles 
survey which may provide him or her with new insights that could help him or her learn 
new information quicker. Additionally, once all 30 participants complete their sight-
reading sessions, your child will receive an electronic copy of the rhythm exercises and a 
recording of the etudes accurately performed which can be useful for future reference and 
practice sessions. Your child and his or her band director will also receive a copy of the 
final study report, detailing the rhythm sight-reading strategies used by other all-state 
musicians which your child may find interesting and useful. Your child will not receive 
any compensation for participating in this study. 
 
The indirect benefits of participating in this study include providing music teachers, 
musicians, and future researchers with a list of strategies that musicians have successfully 
used to sight-read complex rhythms. This could lead researchers closer to the discovery 
of strategies and teaching methods that can assist musicians who struggle with rhythm 
skills.  
 
What alternatives are available? 
 
Your child may choose not to take part in this research study. 
 
Will my child get paid for taking part in this research study?   
 
We will not pay your child for taking part in this study. 
 
What will it cost my child to take part in this research study? 
 
There are no costs to your child for taking part in this research study. 
 
If I have any questions or concerns about this research study, who can I talk to? 
 
You can call us with any concerns or questions. Our telephone numbers are listed below:   
 
Ronald Hughes, Principal Researcher,  
 percussionacademy@yahoo.com or  
 772-713-4540 between 10am and 10pm EST, any day of the week.  
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Dr. David Boyle, Faculty Advisor,  
 boyle33@msn.com  
 303-838-1097 between 6pm and 8pm EST, Monday through Thursday.  
 
If you have questions about the rights of research subjects or want to speak with someone 
independent of the research team, you may contact the Boston University IRB directly at 
617-358-6115. 
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Statement of Consent 
 
I have read the information in this consent form, including risks and possible benefits.  I 
have been given the chance to ask questions.  My questions have been answered to my 
satisfaction, and I agree to allow my child to participate in the study.  I have been given a 
copy of this form. 
 
SIGNATURES 
 
____________________________________________ 
 Printed Name of Your Child 
 
I am a parent or legal guardian of the student named above and I grant permission for my 
child to participate in the abovementioned research study.  
 
____________________________________________  
Printed Name of Parent or Guardian  
 
 
____________________________________________        ________________ 
Signature of Parent or Guardian            Date 
 
 
Do you agree to let us contact your child to proofread his or her transcripts and to receive 
copies of the study items listed above? 
 
______YES   ______NO       _______INITIALS 
 
 
Email address __________________________________________ 
 
 
I have explained the research to the participant and answered all his/her questions. I will 
give a copy of the signed consent and assent forms to the subject. 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Consent (Researcher) 
 
______________________________________________  ________________ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent (Researcher)   Date 
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Appendix C 
 
Participant Assent Form 
 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music: Music Education Department 
 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
Ph. 1.617.353.6888 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
 
 
 
PARTICIPANT ASSENT FORM 
 
For students age 17 and younger 
 
Protocol Title: Relationships Between the Rhythm Sight-Reading Strategies and 
Sensory Learning Styles of Florida All-State Musicians: A Verbal Protocol Analysis 
Principal Investigator: Ronald Hughes 
Description of Subject Population: Eleventh and twelfth grade wind and percussion 
musicians selected to the Florida All-State Band or Orchestra at least three of the past 
four years.  
Version Date: 12-17-2013 
 
What is a Research Study? 
 
We want to tell you about a research study we are doing.   Research studies help us to 
learn new things and test new ideas.  People who work on research studies are called 
researchers.  During research studies, the researchers collect a lot of information so that 
they can learn more about something.  We are doing this study because we would like to 
learn more about how highly successful instrumental musicians go about sight-reading 
rhythms and how they figure out rhythms with which they are not familiar. We are asking 
you to take part in this study because you have been selected to the Florida All-State 
Band or Orchestra at least three or the past four years. 
 
There are a few things you should know about this study: 
• You get to decide if you want to be in the study 
• You can say ‘No’ or ‘Yes’ 
• Whatever you decide is OK 
• If you say ‘Yes’ now, you can change your mind and say ‘No’  later 
• No one will be upset if you say ‘No’ 
• You can ask us questions at any time 
• We will also get permission from your parent/guardian for you to take part in this 
study 
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What will I do if I am in this research study? 
 
If you decide to be in this study, we will ask you to participate in a rhythm sight-reading 
session. During your sight-reading session, you will be presented with 9 rhythms, one at a 
time, which you can preview for 30 seconds. Then, you will be asked to perform them. 
Rather than play them on your instrument, you will be asked to tap out the rhythms on a 
keyboard while you share any thoughts that you are thinking as they cross your mind. 
(No keyboard experience is necessary since you can use any keys or fingers you desire.) 
This common research practice is called Verbal Protocol Analysis. We will also ask you 
a few brief questions about how you figured out the challenging rhythms.  
 
At any point in the procedure, you may decide to skip a rhythm or decide not to continue. 
Should you discontinue participation, you can request that all data previously collected be 
destroyed. You may also choose not to answer any questions during the follow-up 
interview.  
   
You will then complete a 16-question, multiple-choice learning styles questionnaire. 
There are no wrong answers on the questionnaire. Each question simply asks you to 
select your favorite of the four choices, more than one choice, or no choice at all. This 
questionnaire may provide you with new ideas about how you learn and ways to learn 
new information easier and quicker.  
 
Your total session will last between 40 and 60 minutes. If you elect to proofread the 
transcript that will be made of your session, which I can email to you, this may take an 
additional 10 minutes.  
 
Video/Audio Taping 
  
We will video and audiotape the sight-reading sessions that are part of this study.  This 
will help us to remember exactly what happened during the session. These recordings 
will only be used for transcribing research data, and will not be placed on youtube.com or 
any other public space, or shared with anyone. The only exception will be three other 
researchers, residing outside of Florida, who will verify the accuracy of the transcripts 
and assist with the analysis of the rhythm-reading sessions. The recordings will be erased 
at the completion of the study.   
 
What else could happen to me while I am in this study? 
 
• If you get nervous while sight-reading, you may experience some discomfort. To 
reduce your discomfort, only one researcher will be in the room during your 
session. You will also be given the option to temporarily or permanently skip any 
of the rhythms or to terminate the session at any time. 
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• We will need to ask you some questions.  They should not be hard to answer since 
they are based on how you figure out rhythms, your opinions, and your 
experiences. You have the option to skip any question or to terminate the session 
at any time. 
 
If I join this study, will it help me? 
 
Being in this study may help you by giving you the opportunity to practice your rhythm 
sight-reading skills and receive immediate feedback on the accuracy of your 
performances. This could be useful for preparing for district music performance 
assessments, music class exams, All-State auditions, or college auditions. You will also 
complete a learning styles survey which may provide you with new insights that could 
help you learn new information quicker.  
 
We may learn something in this study that will help younger musicians develop strategies 
that will allow them to successfully sight-read rhythms. 
 
Will I be paid to do this study? 
 
No, we will not pay you to be in this study. However, to thank you for participating in 
this study, once all 30 participants complete their sight-reading sessions, we will give you 
an electronic copy of the rhythm exercises and a recording of the etudes being accurately 
performed which can be useful for future reference and practice sessions. You and your 
band director will also receive a copy of the final study report which will reveal all the 
rhythm sight-reading strategies used by the other Florida All-State musicians which you 
may find interesting and useful.  
 
What will happen to my information in this study? 
 
We don’t plan to tell anyone or share your name or other information about you if you 
join this study.  Three additional researchers who live outside the state of Florida will 
watch your videotape, but they will not know your name, school name, or hometown 
since the DVD will be labeled only with a randomly generated ID number. Your music 
teachers or parents will not have access to the recordings. Although there is a very small 
chance that other people could find out your information, we will do our best to make 
sure that doesn’t happen.   
 
Taking part in this research study 
 
You do not have to take part in this research study.  You can say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.  You can 
say ‘Yes’ now and change your mind later.  All you have to do is tell us you want to stop.  
No one will be mad if you don’t want to take part in the study or if you change your mind 
about taking part in the study.  Your parent or guardian can also decide to have you stop 
taking part in this study—that is OK too. 
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Contacts 
 
If you have any questions about this study, you can talk with me or my Faculty Advisor 
at any time.   
 
Ronald Hughes, Principal Researcher  
 percussionacademy@yahoo.com  
 772-713-4540 between 10am and 10pm EST, any day of the week.  
 
Dr. David Boyle, Faculty Advisor 
 boyle33@msn.com 
 303-838-1097 between 6pm and 8pm EST, Monday through Thursday. 
 
If you have questions about your rights as a research subject or want to speak with 
someone independent of the research team, you may contact the Boston University IRB 
directly at 617-358-6115. 
 
I will give you a copy of this paper if you want. 
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Statement of Consent 
I have read the information in this Participant Assent Form, including risks and possible 
benefits.  I have been given the chance to ask questions.  My questions have been answered 
to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in the study.  I have been given a copy of this 
form. 
 
 
SIGNATURES 
 
 
____________________________________________ 
 Printed Name of Student Participant 
 
 
____________________________________________      _________________ 
Signature of Student Participant        Date 
 
 
I am willing to proofread the transcript of my sight-reading session to check it for 
accuracy. I understand that my participation in this study is not jeopardized in any way if 
I elect not to proofread the transcript, or if I agree to do so then change my mind later. 
The email address on the Parental Permission Form is the one to which the transcript will 
be sent. 
 
 
___________________________________________  
Signature of Student Participant   
 
 
 
 
I have explained the research to the participant and answered all his/her questions. I will 
give a copy of the signed consent form to the participating student musician. 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Assent (Researcher) 
 
 
_____________________________________________  ________________ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Assent (Researcher)   Date 
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Appendix D 
 
Participant Consent Form 
 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music: Music Education Department 
 
855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
Ph. 1.617.353.6888 
www.bu.edu/cfa 
 
 
 
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM 
 
For students age 18 and older  
 
Protocol Title: Relationships Between the Rhythm Sight-Reading Strategies and 
Sensory Learning Styles of Florida All-State Musicians: A Verbal Protocol Analysis 
Principal Investigator: Ronald Hughes 
Description of Subject Population: Eleventh and twelfth grade wind and percussion 
musicians selected to the Florida All-State Band or Orchestra at least three of the past 
four years. 
Version Date: 12-17-2013 
 
Introduction 
 
Please read this form carefully.  The purpose of this form is to provide you with 
important information about taking part in a research study.  If any of the statements or 
words in this form are unclear, please let us know. We will be happy to answer any 
questions. 
 
Taking part in this research study is entirely your decision. If you decide to take part in 
this research study we will ask you to sign this form.  We will give you a copy of the 
signed form. 
 
The person in charge of this study is Ronald Hughes, who can be reached at 
percussionacademy@yahoo.com or 772-713-4540. We will refer to this person as the 
“researcher” throughout this form. The faculty advisor is Dr. David Boyle, who can be 
contacted at boyle33@msn.com or 303-838-1097 between 6pm and 8pm EST, Monday 
through Thursday. 
 
Why is this study being done? 
 
The purpose of this study is to discover how highly successful instrumental musicians go 
about sight-reading rhythms and how they figure out rhythms with which they are not 
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familiar. We are asking you to take part in this study because you were selected to the 
Florida All-State Band or Orchestra at least three times during the past four years. Thirty 
total participants will take part in this investigation.  
 
How long is my part in this research study? 
 
We expect this to be a 40- to 60-minute-long procedure, which will be scheduled at your 
school on a day and at a time before, during, or after school that is convenient for you, 
your teachers, and the school administrators.  
 
What will happen if I take part in this research study? 
 
If you agree to take part in this study, we will ask you to sign this Participant Consent 
Form before we complete any study procedures. Once completed, we will provide you 
with a free rhythm-reading session that can be used as practice for future all-state, band, 
or college auditions. During the sight-reading session, you will be presented with 9 
rhythms to preview for 30 seconds. You will then be asked to perform them. Rather than 
play them on your instrument, the rhythms will be tapped out on a keyboard while 
sharing any thoughts that cross your mind. (No keyboard experience is necessary since 
any keys or fingers can be used.) This common research practice is called Verbal 
Protocol Analysis. We will also ask you a few brief questions about how you figured out 
the challenging rhythms.  
 
You will also be asked to complete a 16-question, multiple-choice learning styles 
questionnaire. There are no wrong answers on the questionnaire. Each question simply  
asks you to select your favorite of the four choices, more than one choice, or no choice of 
answers. This questionnaire may provide you with a new understanding of your learning 
style, plus ideas about how to learn new information easier and quicker.  
 
At any point in the procedure, you may decide to skip a rhythm or decide not to continue. 
You may also choose not to answer any questions during the follow-up interview. Should 
you elect to discontinue your participation, you can request that all data previously 
collected be destroyed. 
 
Audio/Videotaping 
 
We will create an audio and video recording of your sight-reading session to use for later 
analysis. These recordings will be downloaded onto a password protected computer at the 
researcher’s home. The files will be labeled with a code instead of the students’ names. 
The key to the code that connects the names to the recordings will be stored in a locked 
desk drawer in the researcher’s home office, separate from the recordings.   
 
These recordings will only be used for transcribing research data, and will not be placed 
on youtube.com or any other public space, or shared with anyone. The only exception 
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will be three other researchers, residing outside of Florida, who will verify the accuracy 
of the transcripts and assist with the analysis of the rhythm-reading sessions. The 
recordings will be erased at the completion of the study.   
 
Do you agree to let us audio/videotape you during this study? 
 
______YES   ______NO*       _______INITIALS 
 
*Please note that unless we receive permission to record, we will not be able to generate 
the data needed for this study. Thus, the sight-reading session will not take place. 
 
Sending Study Information to Research Collaborators Outside Boston University 
 
We will send your study information to two or three research collaborators who live 
outside the state of Florida. We will label your study information with a code instead of 
your name. The key that connects your name to the study information will be kept in the 
Principal Investigator’s locked desk drawer and will not be shared with anyone else. 
 
How Will You Keep My Records Confidential? 
 
We will keep the records of this study confidential by labeling the transcripts and videos 
only with randomly generated participant ID numbers. Therefore, your name and school 
will remain completely anonymous. Compiled results will be published only in 
aggregated form (for example, tables of information), and any quotes that are used will be 
attributed to fake names.  No identifiable information will be included in any presentation 
or publication.  
 
The forms that include identifiable information, which include this consent form plus the 
Background Information Form that you will complete during the sight-reading session, 
will be stored in a locked desk drawer which will only be accessible to the Principal 
Investigator. All forms and data files will be destroyed at the end of the research study. A 
list that links the name of subjects to their ID numbers will not be created to further 
protect the participants’ confidentiality. We will make every effort to keep your records 
confidential. However, there are times when federal or state law requires the disclosure of 
your records. 
 
The following people or groups may review your study records for purposes such as 
quality control or safety: 
• The researcher and any member of his research team. 
• The Institutional Review Board at Boston University.  The Institutional Review 
Board is a group of people who review human research studies for safety and 
protection of people who take part in the studies. 
• Federal and state agencies that oversee or review research. 
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Study Participation and Early Withdrawal 
 
Taking part in this study is completely your choice.  You are free not to participate or to 
withdraw at any time for any reason.  No matter what you decide, there will be no penalty 
or loss of benefit to which you are entitled.  If you decide to withdraw from this study, 
the information already provided will be kept confidential.  This will not affect your class 
standing, school grades, or future All-State participation in any way.  
 
Also, the researcher may take you out of this study without your permission.  This may 
happen because: 
• The researcher thinks it is in your best interest. 
• An appointment time cannot be scheduled. 
• Other administrative reasons. 
 
Future Contact 
 
Once the rhythm-reading session is completed, the Principal Researcher will transcribe 
what was said and what was observed. It is common practice for qualitative researchers 
to have study participants proofread and review the transcripts of their interviews in order 
to check for accuracy and add any clarifying details they desire.  
 
An optional email address is being requested on the back page of this form in order to 
send you a copy of the transcript from your sight-reading session to review for accuracy. 
A copy and recording of the rhythm exercises, as well as the final study results, will also 
be emailed to this address, or to another address of your choice. These email addresses 
will only be used during this research project. Your email address will not be used for 
any other reason. At no time will it be published, sold, or used for commercial purposes.  
Failure to provide an email address will not prohibit you from participating in this study. 
Please note that you may change your mind later and decide not to proofread the 
transcripts.  
 
What are the risks of taking part in this research study? 
  
  Risks of Completing Tasks. You may get tired during the sight-reading session.  
You can rest at any time and may also request to temporarily or permanently skip any of 
the rhythms.  
 
  Questionnaire Risks. The questionnaire includes 16 common, everyday 
scenarios and asks you to select the choice or choices (or no choice) that best represents 
your opinions. None of the questions should make you uncomfortable, but you always 
have the option to skip a question, take a break, or stop taking the questionnaire. 
 
Loss of Confidentiality. The main risk of allowing us to use and store your 
information for research is a potential loss of privacy.  We will protect your privacy by 
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labeling your information with a code and keeping the key to the code in a locked desk 
drawer in the Principal Researcher’s home office. 
 
Are there any benefits from being in this research study? 
 
You may or may not benefit from taking part in this study.  Possible benefits may include 
the opportunity to practice rhythm sight-reading skills and receive immediate feedback 
on the accuracy of your performances. This could be useful for preparing for district 
music performance assessments, music class exams, All-State auditions, or college 
auditions. You will also complete a learning styles survey which may provide you with 
new insights that could help you learn new information quicker. Additionally, once all 30 
participants complete their sight-reading sessions, you will receive an electronic copy of 
the rhythm exercises and a recording of the etudes accurately performed, which can be 
useful for future reference and practice sessions. You and your band director will also 
receive a copy of the final study report which will detail the rhythm sight-reading 
strategies used by other all-state musicians which you may find interesting and useful. 
You will not receive any compensation for participating in this study. 
 
The indirect benefits of participating in this study include providing music teachers, 
musicians, and future researchers with a list of strategies that musicians have successfully 
used to sight-read complex rhythms. This could lead researchers closer to the discovery 
of strategies and teaching methods that can assist musicians who struggle with rhythm 
skills.  
 
What alternatives are available? 
 
You may choose not to take part in this research study. 
 
Will I get paid for taking part in this research study?   
 
We will not pay you for taking part in this study. 
 
What will it cost me to take part in this research study? 
 
There are no costs for you taking part in this research study. 
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If I have any questions or concerns about this research study, who can I talk to? 
 
You can call us with any concerns or questions. Our telephone numbers are listed below:   
 
Ronald Hughes, Principal Researcher,  
 percussionacademy@yahoo.com or  
 772-713-4540 between 10am and 10pm EST, any day of the week.  
 
Dr. David Boyle, Faculty Advisor,  
 boyle33@msn.com  
 303-838-1097 between 6pm and 8pm EST, Monday through Thursday.  
 
If you have questions about the rights of research subjects or want to speak with someone 
independent of the research team, you may contact the Boston University Institutional 
Review Board directly at 617-358-6115. 
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Statement of Consent 
 
I have read the information in this consent form, including risks and possible benefits.  I 
have been given the chance to ask questions.  My questions have been answered to my 
satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study.  I have been given a copy of this form. 
 
SIGNATURES 
 
____________________________________________ 
 Printed Name of Participant 
 
 
____________________________________________    ________________ 
Signature of Participant          Date 
 
 
Do you agree to let us contact you to proofread your transcripts and to receive copies of 
the study items listed above? 
 
______YES   ______NO      _______INITIALS 
 
 
Email address __________________________________________ 
 
 
I have explained the research to the participant and answered all his/her questions. I will 
give a copy of the signed form to the subject. 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Consent (Researcher) 
 
_____________________________________________ ________________ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent (Researcher)  Date 
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Appendix E 
 
Background Information Form 
 
 
Please fill out this column   Leave this column blank   
      
Name: _____________________________ Participant #:___________ 
School:____________________________ FBA district #:__________ 
School city_________________________ 
Director’s name:_____________________ Code 1:_______________ 
Instrument:_________________________ Code 2:_______________ 
Current grade:_______________________ Code 3:_______________ 
      Code 4:_______________ 
The information requested below will only be used in aggregate form (as a percentage of 
the total participants) to provide demographic information. You have the option to leave 
any or all questions blank, if desired. 
 
In which grades were you selected for the All-State Band or Orchestra?  
  ______ 7th   ______ 10th 
  ______ 8th   ______ 11th 
  ______ 9th   ______ 12th   
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Check all the answers that apply to you: 
 _____  I attend a public school 
 _____  I attend a private school 
 _____  My school is in an urban community. 
 _____  My school is in a suburban community. 
 _____  My school is in a rural community. 
 _____  I am not sure in which type of community my school is located. 
 
 
What is your race/ ethnicity (check all that apply) 
 
 ____   American Indian or Alaskan Native 
 
 ____   Asian  
 
 ____   Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 
 
 ____   Black (not of Hispanic Origin) 
 
 ____   Hispanic  
 
 ____  White (not of Hispanic Origin) 
 
 ____  Prefer not to answer 
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Appendix F 
  
VPA Concurrent Protocol Procedure Guide 
 
1. Greeting. “Thank you for participating in this study.”  
2. Collect Permission, Assent, and Consent Forms. “Do you have your Parental 
Permission Form and your Participant Assent Form, or your Participant 
Consent Form if you are age 18 or older?” If I do not receive the proper 
forms, the procedure will terminate. If the student is 18 years old and does not 
have a signed form, I will have them sign an extra copy that I will have with 
me. 
3. Background Information Form. “Please fill out this Background Information 
Form. You may leave any question unanswered if you wish. Your 
participation is not jeopardized in any way if you decide to leave any or all the 
questions blank.” Collect both forms and place them in a temporary folder 
labeled “To Be Filed” until I can securely file them at home in a locked desk 
drawer.   
4. Participant number selection. “Please pick a participant ID number out of this 
container. I will use this number, rather than your name, on all of your 
information in order to keep your identity anonymous.” Record their 
participant number on the Background Information Form. 
5. Explain the purpose of the session.  “The purpose of this session is to find out 
how you go about sight-reading rhythms and how you figure-out unfamiliar 
rhythms.” 
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6. Position the piano or set-up the Yamaha PSR E313 keyboard, stand, and 
stool.  “You will perform on this keyboard and can use the key or keys you 
find most comfortable to play. May I adjust the height or position of the 
keyboard or seat in order to make you more comfortable?” Adjust the 
keyboard if requested. “If at any time you wish to change this set-up, please 
let me know. Go ahead and play on it until you feel comfortable with the way 
it works. If you play with two or more fingers, I recommend using two 
different keys to ensure that the hammer mechanism moves fast enough.”  
7. Pencil. Place a pencil near them. “You may use this pencil, or any other 
writing utensil, to write on the Rhythm Worksheets.” 
8. Wireless microphone and voice recorder. “Please wear this wireless 
microphone in order to make sure that the video recorder can pick up 
everything that you say. This switch position turns the microphone on, this 
one switches it to mute mode, and this position turns it off. I will also place a 
voice recorder here out of your way.” Then turn the voice recorder on and 
place it on the edge of their music stand.  
9. Sound-check. “We need to do a sound-check. First, speak two sentences then 
play some notes on the keyboard. Next, please talk and play simultaneously so 
I can make sure that we have achieved good recording levels.” Make a test 
recording and then play it back. Adjust the sound levels as needed and repeat 
the sound check process until I create a good recording level. 
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10. Summarize the procedure. “Are you ready to read some rhythms?” After their 
response, state “Again, thank you for participating in this research project. 
You will sight-read nine rhythms, one at a time. Each rhythm includes one or 
more rhythm challenges. All the rhythms include the correct number of notes 
and beats, but a few of the rhythms possess unconventionally-beamed notes, 
meaning that the notes do not get joined together in the traditional way. The 
rhythms start easier and get more challenging.  You will have 30 seconds to 
preview each rhythm before sight-reading it. Just like your All-State audition, 
you cannot play on the keyboard; however, you may freely tap, vocalize, and 
write on the Rhythm Worksheet. Do you understand the directions and are 
you ready to do that?” 
“If you wish to begin sight-reading a rhythm before your thirty-second 
preview time expires, please let me know. If at any point you want to skip a 
rhythm and possibly try it later, please also let me know. Again, I just ask that 
you speak aloud everything you think about while performing. Do you 
understand the directions and are you ready to begin?” After a positive 
response say, “Great, let’s begin.” If the response is negative, jump to step 18. 
11. Presentation of the test rhythms.  Present the rhythms one at a time, face down 
on a music stand, with each rhythm centered on a half-sheet of white paper. 
“You have thirty seconds to preview rhythm number one. Remember, you 
cannot play on the keyboard, but you may freely tap, vocalize, and write on 
the Rhythm Worksheet. Remember to speak aloud everything you think about. 
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Ready, begin.” Set a timer to provide accurate time intervals.  
12. Providing prompts to verbalize. Watch the time. If the participant does not 
verbalize during a fifteen second interval, I will remind him or her to “please 
keep talking,” or ask “what are you thinking?” Also try, “What is on your 
mind?” and “What were you thinking about?” 
13. After the preview time expires. After thirty seconds have elapsed, state, 
“Please perform rhythm number one. Remember to speak aloud everything 
you think about.”  
14. After each correct sight-reading performance. If he or she performed 
correctly, say, “Congratulations, you performed that perfectly.” 
15. After an incorrect sight-reading performance. If the performance contained 
errors, explain where mistakes occurred, and then demonstrate the rhythm by 
tapping it out, but without using any counting syllables, verbalizations, or 
movements.  
16. Ask for clarification. Ask for clarification about any incomprehensible or 
indistinguishable verbalizations. Also, if it is uncertain whether any observed 
movements or gestures were made intentionally or unintentionally, ask for 
elucidation.  
17. Collect the rhythm exercise pages after each performance. Place each 
completed Rhythm Worksheet page face down in their participant folders. 
Then ask, “Shall we move to the next rhythm?”  If he or she consents, place 
the page with the next exercise face down on the music stand. “Here is rhythm 
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number X. Your thirty second preview time starts now.” Jump back to step 14 
after each rhythm until rhythm number 9 has been completed or the 
participant requests to terminate the sight-reading session. 
18. Responding negatively about wanting to continue. At any time the participant 
states a desire to discontinue the sight-reading procedure, I will ask “Is there 
anything I can do to motivate you to continue with more exercises or do you 
want to terminate your sight-reading session?” 
19. After completion of all the rhythms or a request to terminate the session. If the 
participant requested to skip a rhythm or to end the session, I will ask “Would 
you like to try number X again?” Once he or she finishes or terminates the 
sight-reading session, I will immediately proceed with the retrospective 
protocol procedure described below. 
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Appendix G 
VPA Retrospective Protocol Procedure Guide 
“Thank you very much, you have provided me with some valuable information. 
Let me ask you a few questions in order to better understand your rhythm sight-reading 
process.” 
1. “Did the choice of instruments affect your choice of practice or performance 
strategies?”  
2. “Did the testing procedure affect how you figured-out or practiced the 
rhythms?” 
3. “Is there a reason you used the particular strategy or strategies you 
demonstrated as opposed to other methods you may have been introduced to?” 
4. “Have you ever adapted or altered any rhythm-reading strategies that you 
learned from your previous teachers in order to make them more effective for 
you?” 
5. If the participant wrote counts or syllables on their Rhythm Worksheet, ask 
“Did you actually use the markings that you wrote on the worksheet and did you 
find it helpful?”  
6. If they stated that the markings were not useful, ask “What was your reason for 
writing them?” 
7. Ask the students to explain any unclear words, phrases, or movements listed 
below that were observed during the performance process that have not already 
been clarified during earlier questioning. 
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Appendix H 
VARK Questionnaire Instructions and Closing Comments 
 
VARK Questionnaire Administration 
 “Please fill out this sixteen question survey. There is no time limit and there are 
no wrong answers exist because you simply select your preferred answer for each of the 
described scenarios. You may select more than one answer if more than one answer 
applies, or you may choose to skip a question altogether if the scenario does not apply to 
you. After completing the questions, I will interpret your answers for you. Please keep in 
mind that you will learn more from this questionnaire if you answer each question 
honestly and do not select answers based upon what others might say or think because 
only you and I will know your choices.” Hand them the VARK Questionnaire Version 7.1 
(Fleming, 2011). 
 Once they are finished, calculate their VARK learning style preferences based 
upon The VARK Questionnaire Scoring Chart. Explain what their score indicates based 
upon the interpretations included on the scoring chart. 
 Ask if they agree or disagree with the VARK interpretation of their preferred 
learning style or styles. “Do you agree or disagree with the VARK Questionnaire 
interpretation?” If they disagree, I will ask “Do you wish to change any of your 
questionnaire answers to better represent how you would respond in the given situation?” 
If so, I will recalculate and reinterpret their VARK scores. 
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Closing Comments  
“Thank you again for participating. I ask that you do not share any information 
about what we did today with anybody because this is a top-secret government 
investigation. I am just joking, of course! I may, however end up interviewing another 
one of your classmates or friends from another school. Will you promise me to keep the 
details of this procedure a secret until I tell you that all the interviews have been 
completed? Thanks! At that point, I will give you a copy of the Rhythm Worksheet, a 
sound file with the rhythms correctly performed, the overall study results, and permission 
to tell everybody everything. Have a great rest of the day!”  
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